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Far better to do your duty, tread your path, live your life imperfectly than to
follow another’s perfectly.

Shri Krishna in Bhagavad Gita





Summary

The unprecedented growth of mobile devices and high data rate applications
have resulted in an enormous surge in the wireless data traffic. The existing
wireless communication systems operating in the sub-6 GHz frequency band have
already reached their capacity limits. This has led to research on the next gen-
eration of wireless communications, also known as 5G. Due to the availability
of large unused bandwidth in the millimetre wave (mmWave) frequency band
(30—300 GHz), new air interfaces in this band have emerged as promising can-
didates for multi-Gbps wireless access in 5G communications. Although the first
ever demonstration of wireless signal reception was in the year 1889 by Sir J. C.
Bose consisting of 60 GHz signals, mmWave radios have mainly remained confined
to the military. This was mainly due to the exorbitant cost of equipment and
the not so conducive propagation properties. The recent developments in silicon-
based complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) processes allow in-
expensive implementation of mmWave systems for consumer applications. The
possibility of low-cost implementation coupled with the demand for multi-Gbps
wireless access, has accelerated the investigations into mmWave based wireless
local area networks (WLANs) and mobile communications.

The high free-space path loss in the mmWave band mandates the use of di-
rectional antennas to provide the required signal power at the receiver. This
brings many challenges at the medium access control (MAC) and network layers.
mmWave communication standards such as IEEE 802.11ad and IEEE 802.15.3c
– targeting short-range high data rate communications in the 60 GHz frequency
band – have specified the use of directional antennas. The aim of this disser-
tation is to investigate the MAC and network layer challenges of 60 GHz direc-
tional communications in the context of multi-Gbps connectivity for 5G networks.
We propose a modelling framework for the performance evaluation of the IEEE
802.11ad MAC protocol that considers the presence of both contention and non-
contention channel access modes. Further, we consider the parameters unique
to mmWave communications such as transmit and receive beamwidths and the
spatio-angular distribution of communicating devices and propose a beamwidth
allocation scheme that minimizes the packet collision probability in contention
based channel access and maximizes the channel utilization. While using direc-
tional antennas, a common assumption is that a narrow-beamwidth link pro-
vides more capacity compared to a wide beamwidth link. This is because a
decrease in beamwidth results in an increase in the antenna gain. However, nar-
row beamwidth links are highly susceptible to beam alignment errors. Further,
selection of the best transmit and receive directions requires the transmission
of training packets resulting in beam setup overhead. The beam alignment and
setup overheads depend on the transmit and receive beamwidths, resulting in
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trade-offs between antenna gains and the corresponding beam alignment and
link setup overheads. We investigate the impact of these overheads on the capac-
ity of directional mmWave links to determine the optimum beamwidths. We also
propose an efficient beam searching mechanism, employing an approach called
decrease-and-conquer, resulting in a significant reduction in the link setup time.
Further, to solve the problem of frequent link misalignment caused by the move-
ment of users, we propose to use motion sensors (accelerometer, gyroscope and
magnetometer) that are present in consumer devices, such as smartphones, to
detect and circumvent beam misalignment. We show that motion sensor data
can be used to predict the next location and orientation of the user. This in-
formation is used to reconfigure the directional antennas in advance and hence
avoid frequent link disruptions.

Multiple access points (APs) are required to facilitate seamless multi-Gbps
connectivity in indoor environments since mmWave signals are subject to very
high attenuation across walls. This triggers frequent handovers in case of mobile
users. Moreover, beam blockage can happen because of humans obstructing the
beam, and because of the orientation of the devices with respect to APs, prompt-
ing recurrent beam searching. These issues require methods for efficient network
management to ensure seamless multi-Gbps connectivity in the mmWave bands.
Therefore, we propose a hybrid network architecture consisting of both 2.4/5 GHz
and 60 GHz links that exploits the excellent coverage provided by the 2.4/5 GHz
signals for control and the enormous capacity potential of the mmWave band for
data transmissions. This results in a faster device discovery, leading to a speedy
network association and reduced latency in the medium access. Further, we also
investigate the radio-over-fiber (RoF) based network architecture which promises
excellent central management of 60 GHz APs. The RoF based network architec-
ture is particularly attractive for mmWave communication systems as multiple
APs would be operating in a small area where dynamic capacity allocation and
seamless handover can be provided by the RoF-based central coordinator. We
investigate the performance of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol for a 60 GHz
RoF network architecture and discuss the crucial constraints on MAC parameters
due to the extra delay introduced by the fiber. The proposed solutions in this
dissertation, which were investigated for the 60 GHz band, concerning the MAC
and network layers, we argue, will provide efficient multi-Gbps wireless access in
the mmWave bands in general.
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1
Introduction

In recent years, a massive increase in mobile data traffic has been witnessed due to
the rapid proliferation of wireless communication devices and the emergence of a
variety of new applications. This has triggered research on the next generation of
mobile broadband systems, i.e., the fifth generation (5G). The 5G Infrastructure
Public Private Partnership (5G PPP) [1] has set as its target a 1000 fold increase
in the current network capacity to fulfil the traffic demand in the coming decade.
The Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN) Alliance has also identified sev-
eral scenarios for 5G communications to support the high data rate application
such as mass data download from a kiosk, 8K ultra high definition wireless video
transfer, augmented and virtual reality applications, video on demand systems in
crowded public spaces and in-vehicle environments requiring data rates ranging
from tens of Mbps to multi-Gbps [2]. Further, the mobile offloading and wireless
fronthauling and backhauling would require enormous data rates. For example,
extremely high quality (8K) video conferencing and gaming would require a per-
user data rate of 300 Mbps in the downlink (DL) and 50 Mbps in the uplink (UL).
Considering the mobile broadband access in a highly dense urban environment
with 2500 connections/km2, the resulting DL and UL traffic density is around
750 Gbps/km2 and 125 Gbps/km2, respectively [1]. On the other hand, current
4G system technology, i.e., Long Term Evolution (LTE), can only provide a peak
data rate of 100 Mbps per user with a DL traffic density 0.77 Gbps/km2 [3]. It
is evident that a huge gap exists between the future data traffic projections and
the capacity of current mobile communication systems.

Traditionally, reducing the cell size has been the main driver behind the net-
work capacity growth from 2G to 4G cellular systems. However, the network
densification resulting due to the closely-spaced small cells in the sub-6 GHz fre-
quency bands is interference-limited. Although several techniques of coordinated
transmission have been proposed to avoid the interference in small cells, the
capacity is still limited by the inter-cell interference in dense small cell envi-
ronments. Currently, WiFi (IEEE 802.11b/g/n/ac) operating over 2.4/5 GHz
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Figure 1.1: Available bandwidths in millimeter wave bands below 90 GHz [4].

dominates the indoor wireless space. Since its inception, WiFi technology has
gone through several amendments to meet the data rate requirements. Despite
very sophisticated physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layer tech-
niques such as multiple user multiple input multiple output (MU-MIMO), higher
order modulation and coding, channel bonding and frame aggregation, it is hard
to improve the 2.4/5 GHz WiFi data rates any further. For example, the IEEE
802.11ac uses channel bonding and multi-user MIMO schemes but it can only
provide a peak data rate of around 1 Gbps because of the limited available band-
width in the 5 GHz frequency band.

To achieve the targeted 1000x increase in the network capacity, many disrup-
tive approaches are being pursued for 5G communications. These includes dense
small cell deployment, massive MIMO, millimeter wave (mmWave) radio access
and the cloud radio access network (CRAN) architecture, etc. Due to the pres-
ence of multiple radio access technologies ranging from the microwave frequencies
(LTE, LTE-advanced, WiFi, etc.) to mmWave frequencies, the 5G air-interface
will be highly integrative. Because of the availability of large bandwidth, radio
access in the mmWave band (30 GHz to 300 GHz) has emerged as a key candi-
date for the multi-Gbps wireless connectivity in the 5G communications [4]. The
large frequency chunks are available in 27.5–29.5GHz, 38.6–40GHz, 57–66GHz,
71–86GHz and 81–86 GHz bands comprising of both the licensed and unlicensed
spectrum (see Fig. 1.1). These frequency bands are being investigated for wire-
less personal area networks (WPANs), wireless local area networks (WLANs),
mobile broadband access and small cell fronthaul and backhaul connectivity in
5G networks. The unlicensed frequency band in 60 GHz band (57–66GHz) has
received most attention for short range high data rate communication resulting in
standards such as IEEE 802.15.3c [5] and ECMA-387 [6] for WPAN applications
and IEEE 802.11ad [7] for WLAN applications. IEEE 802.11ad is an extension of
IEEE 802.11b/g/n/ac in the 60 GHz band and provides backward compatibility
with the IEEE 802.11b/g/n/ac in 2.4/5 GHz band with a provision of tri-band
operations in the 2.4/5 GHz and 60 GHz bands.

The initial standardization efforts in the mmWave bands have mainly focused
on WLAN/WPAN operation in the 60 GHz frequency band. However, a few re-
cent measurement studies have supported the feasibility of mmWave-based mo-
bile communication [8, 9]. A further amendment to the 60 GHz WLAN standard
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IEEE 802.11ad is underway through the recently setup IEEE 802.11ay work-
ing group targeting a peak data rate of 20 Gbps using MU-MIMO and channel
bonding in unlicensed mmWave bands above 45 GHz. Apart from the WLAN ap-
plications, IEEE 802.11ay targets new usage scenarios and applications including
broadband access in crowded public spaces, wireless connectivity in data centers,
and fronthaul and backhaul communications in mmWave bands. It also maintains
back compatibility with IEEE 802.11ad. Although no standardization activity
has been initiated for mobile communications in mmWave bands, there are several
5G-PPP projects under the Horizon 2020 Framework Program of the European
Commission, such as mmMagic [10], FLEX5GWARE [11] and METIS [12] that
are investigating mobile communications at mmWave frequencies.

1.1. mmWave Propagation characteristics
mmWave based small cells can provide much needed capacity gain due to the
availability of large bandwidth. However, the mmWave signal propagation is
significantly different from the sub-6 GHz signal propagation leading to several
unique propagation characteristics. Firstly, the free-space path loss is very high
at mmWave frequencies. For example, the free-space path loss at 60 GHz is at
least 20 dB worse than that at 5 GHz. Secondly, the high oxygen absorption
(10 –15 dB/km) is an issue in the 60 GHz mmWave band, though only promi-
nent in outdoor environments at a distance of more than 100 m [13]. However,
mmWave frequencies in the 27.5–29.5GHz and 38.6–40GHz bands are not much
affected by oxygen absorption. To compensate for the high free-space path loss
at mmWave band, directional antennas using narrow beamwidth pencil beams
are proposed [14]. Fortunately, due to the small wavelengths in the mmWave
frequency bands, a large number of antenna elements can be closely packed to
form the compact and highly directional antenna arrays to compensate the high
path loss experienced at mmWave frequencies.

Another important propagation characteristic of 60 GHz signals is their lim-
ited ability to diffract around obstacles due to the short wavelengths. Apart from
this, mmWave signals cannot penetrate through solid materials such as walls and
metals. These properties make mmWave links highly susceptible to blockage from
obstacles [15]. Fig. 1.2 shows the impact of different types of obstacles viz, hu-
man, wooden plank and a metal plate if placed between the 60 GHz transmitter-
receiver (Tx-Rx) pair. We can observe that the human and metal severely affect
the quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) constellations making them almost
indistinguishable leading to ambiguities in symbol decoding. To circumvent the
link blockage, dynamically steerable antennas to find the alternate path using
reflections or support of relay devices is required [14, 8, 16].

Apart from the multi-Gbps wireless transmission capability, the unique prop-
agation characteristics of mmWave signals brings many advantages with respect
to the sub-6 GHz communication systems. Since mmWave signals exhibit a
poor penetration across the walls, it is possible to place AP/BSs at short dis-
tances without any significant inter-AP/BS interference. Further, the narrow
beamwidth transmission and reception enables simultaneous scheduling of com-
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1.2: Impact of blockage on 60 GHz link for QPSK modulation: (a) no blockage,
(b) human blackage, (c) wood blockage, (d) metal blockage.

munication links that are very close to each other resulting in excellent spatial
reuse. The inability to penetrate walls and the use of highly directional trans-
mission is also beneficial from the security perspective. Nevertheless, all these
potential benefits can be reaped only if some important challenges in mmWave
communication are addressed.

1.2. Challenges of mmWave communications
The use of high-gain directional antennas helps to compensate the high path
loss in mmWave bands. To provide a seamless network connectivity, multiple
access points (APs) or base stations (BS) are required at short distances (20–
200 m). Irrespective of the distance, areas separated by obstacles and walls need
separate AP/BSs. The use of directional antennas and closely spaced APs bring
many challenges for mmwave based WLANs and cellular communications. Let
us discuss these challenges here.

1.2.1. Complexity in medium access
The unique propagation characteristics of mmWave signals have a strong impact
on the design of the medium access mechanism [17]. To mitigate the effects of
increased attenuation at mmWave frequencies, directional antennas are employed
to confine the signal energy in a desired direction. A directional antenna exhibits
reciprocity in transmission and reception. Therefore, when a directional trans-
mitter is transmitting in a particular direction, the directional receiver antenna
must be aligned in the direction of the transmitter. This is particularly challeng-
ing when random access based channel access protocols are used. The random
access based protocols play an important role in existing cellular and WLAN
systems. For example, IEEE 802.11 primarily uses a CSMA/CA channel access
protocol which has become one of the most successful medium access protocols
because of its simplicity and adaptability without the need for synchronization.
Similarly, cellular systems such as LTE use a random access channel (RACH)
for initial access and handover. Since sub-6 GHz communication systems such as
LTE and WiFi (802.11b/g/n/ac) employ omnidirectional transmission and recep-
tion, random access based channel contention can be easily facilitated. However,
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in mmWave directional transmission and reception, it is important to ensure the
alignment of transmitter and receiver antennas. To solve this problem, hybrid
MAC protocols have been proposed in the presently available mmWave stan-
dards IEEE 802.11ad and IEEE 802.15.3c. These hybrid MAC protocols employ
both time division multiple access (TDMA) and the CSMA/CA based medium
access mechanisms. For example, the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol consists
of contention based access periods (CBAPs) and fixed access period called ser-
vice periods (SPs). In CBAPs, channel access is provided using the CSMA/CA
protocol while TDMA is used during SPs.

Since all the devices cannot simultaneously listen –to and hear –from the Ac-
cess point (AP) due to the inherent directionality of APs and devices, the area
around an AP is divided into angular sectors to ensure the complete coverage.
Devices in a sector can compete for the channel using CSMA/CA only during
the allocated time period for that particular sector. Thus the simple CSMA/CA
protocol is transformed into a time-shared CSMA/CA among STAs located in
different sectors. There have been several investigations [18, 19, 20, 21] on the
throughput, delay and fairness performance analysis of IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA
protocol operating in the 2.4/5 GHz frequency bands where omni-directional an-
tennas are used. However, these models are not directly applicable in case of the
CSMA/CA protocol in mmWave bands due to the provision for hybrid medium
access and the use of directional antennas. Therefore, a novel modeling frame-
work for mmWave MAC protocols is needed that can take into account the unique
characteristics of mmWave signal propagation and directional antennas.

1.2.2. Efficient beam searching

To establish narrow beamwidth directional links, MAC layer beamforming mech-
anisms are specified in mmWave communications standards [7, 5]. MAC layer
beamforming is chosen over PHY layer beamforming for two reasons: (i) to avoid
the high energy consumption of the signal processing algorithms involving com-
plex computations; and (ii) to overcome the dependence of the beamforming pro-
cedure on the antenna structures. For each beam direction, pre-defined antenna
weight vectors (amplitude and phase configurations) are defined which is also
called the beam codebook [22]. The codebook based beamforming employs beam
searching protocols that match the transmit and receive antenna orientations to
find the best beam directions. The IEEE 802.15.3c and 802.11ad have proposed
beamforming procedures employing codebook based beam searching protocols
at the MAC layer. These beamforming protocols rely on an exhaustive-search
resulting in a very high beam searching overhead [23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. The beam
search space scales with the sum of the Tx and Rx beam resolutions. There-
fore, a considerable fraction of the allocated time slot is wasted in searching the
best direction. In dynamic channel conditions, frequent beam searching would
be required which will significantly hamper the transmission capacity. There-
fore, efficient MAC layer beamforming protocols are required that can find the
appropriate beam directions with minimum overhead.
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1.2.3. Ensuring beam alignment
Antenna gains and beamwidths are inversely proportional to each other. This
leads to a common assumption that a narrow beamwidth antenna would always
perform better than a wide beamwidth antenna. Though narrow beamwidth an-
tennas can provide excellent received signal quality in mmWave communications,
a slight beam misalignment can cause link outage. The susceptibility to link mis-
alignment increases with the decrease in beamwidth [28, 29]. If the beamwidth
is very small (1°-5°), even a small misalignment can result in highly unstable
links with frequent outages. Once the misalignment exceeds the permissible lim-
its, the directional link setup process is re-initiated requiring the exchange of
beam searching packets to re-establish the link. Therefore, the trade-offs aris-
ing from the high gain of narrow beamwidth links and the corresponding beam
searching overhead and the susceptibility to beam misalignment should be inves-
tigated. The narrowest possible beamwidth does not always result in the best
link throughput. Therefore it is important to find the beamwidths that ensure
the optimum link performance.

1.2.4. Network architecture
The mandatory use of directional antennas and the occurrence of frequent block-
ages bring many challenges from the perspective of network architecture such as
faster device discovery, seamless connectivity and smooth handovers. Due to the
limited ability of mmWave signals to penetrate walls, the inter-BS or AP distance
would be in the range 20–200m in mmWave based WLANs or cellular networks.
Further, the link blockage due to the dynamic channel conditions would fre-
quently require the selection of an alternate path, such as a reflected path from
walls or ceilings or the use of relay devices to compensate for the obstructed path.
Providing guaranteed connectivity in a dynamic environment would not only re-
quire new approaches for intelligent path or relay selection, but it also requires
support for fallback to sub-6 GHz frequency bands given the excellent coverage
these provide compared to the mmWave bands. This requires novel interworking
among different radio-interfaces in multiple radio access environment.

Further, the use of directional antennas in mmWave cellular and WLANs
makes the initial network discovery (BS or AP discovery) a challenging task.
In existing communication systems, initial BS/AP discovery is performed with
omni-directional antennas. However, due to the necessary use of directional an-
tennas at mmWave frequencies, faster BS or AP discovery mechanisms are re-
quired. It would not be possible to establish the initial link using omni-directional
transmission and reception. Further, in mobile scenarios, frequent BS or AP han-
dovers would be needed because of the small coverage areas of AP or BSs. Thus
network management would require novel approaches to solve these challenges.

1.3. Contributions and the thesis outline
In this thesis we primarily focus on the MAC and network layer challenges. For
evaluation purposes, we have considered IEEE 802.11ad MAC and PHY specifica-
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tions. From the MAC layer perspective, we have provided a thorough analysis of
the IEEE 802.11ad MAC and beam-searching protocols. Since mmWave commu-
nication systems are bound to use directional antennas, facilitating channel access
becomes a challenging task when devices are located in different sectors. Con-
sidering this aspect, we have proposed an analytical model for the performance
evaluation of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol that considers the unique fea-
tures of mmWave communications, such as transmit and receive beamwidths and
spatio-angular distributions of devices with respect to BS or AP. Since mmWave
systems are going to use hybrid MAC protocols as proposed in IEEE 802.11ad,
our performance evaluation framework considers both the contention as well as
the contention-free access. Further, we investigate the impact of MAC layer
overhead such as antenna misalignment and beam searching overhead that are
unique to mmWave communications as compared to the sub-6 GHz communica-
tions. The trade-off analysis is extremely helpful in determining the answer of the
important question, i.e., –what are the optimum transmit and receive beamwidths
of a mmWave link? We have also explored the application of motion sensors,
i.e., accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer to alleviate the problem of fre-
quent beam misalignment by estimating the next beam direction based on the
prediction of the next location and orientation of a mobile device.

From the network layer perspective, we investigate the challenges of providing
a seamless user experience. The main challenges arise because of–the localized
coverage provided by the directional antennas, and –the intermittent outages
induced by the frequent blockage. We consider the opportunity to take advantage
of the excellent coverage provided by the 2.4/5 GHz signals to complement the
enormous capacity of the 60 GHz signals. For this we propose CogCell, a hybrid
network architecture consisting of a 2.4/5 GHz control plane and a 60 GHz data
plane. The CogCell architecture attempts to exploit the best of both the worlds.
i.e., the excellent coverage provided by the capacity limited sub-6 GHz band and
the enormous capacity potential of the coverage limited 60 GHz mmWave band
nicely complement each other. Further, we also investigate a radio-over-fiber
(RoF) based network architecture which promises excellent central management
of the 60 GHz AP or BSs. The RoF based network architecture is particularly
attractive for mmWave communication systems as multiple of AP or BSs would
be operating in a small area where dynamic capacity allocation and seamless
handover can be provided by an RoF based central coordinator. Let us now
present each of our contributions.

Efficient channel utilization – Chapter 2. We propose a new analytical
model for the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol and derive important performance
metrics. We employ a three dimensional Markov chain that considers all the
features of the IEEE 802.11ad medium access mechanism including the non-
contention mode of channel access and different numbers of Quasi-Omni (QO)
level sectors facilitating contention based access in a round-robin fashion. We
investigate the impact of sector beamwidths and the duration of the contention
period on the network throughput and packet delay. Our results indicate that a
suitable choice of the number of sectors and the contention period can consider-
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ably improve the channel utilization and MAC delay performance. Further, we
propose an algorithm to determine the beamwidth of each QO sector. The pro-
posed algorithm takes into account the spatial distribution of nodes to allocate
the beamwidth of each QO sector in an adaptive fashion in order to maximize
the channel utilization. Since the proposed algorithm minimizes the collisions,
it also minimizes the average time required to transmit total packets in a QO
sector.

Trade-offs in narrow beamwidth mmWave links – Chapter 3. Although
the narrow beamwidth antennas can provide excellent signal quality at the re-
ceiver, alignment errors and beam searching overhead increase with the de-
crease in beamwidth. Nevertheless, narrow beamwidth antennas are necessary
for mmWave communications. We present a novel capacity modeling framework
for mmWave links to investigate the trade-offs in highly directional mmWave
links considering beamwidth, beam searching overhead and beam misalignment.
We show that the narrowest possible beamwidth may not always result in the
best link throughput. We demonstrate that there is an optimum beamwidth af-
ter which, if the beamwidth is decreased further, the effects of beam setup time
and random antenna misalignments take precedence and deteriorate the actual
link throughput. We also use commercial off-the-shelf IEEE 802.11ad hardware
to conduct simple experiments to assess the impact of beam searching and mis-
alignment on 60 GHz directional links. Further, we propose a misalignment-aware
beamwidth adaptation mechanism to stabilize the performance of 60 GHz links
resulting in a significant improvement in the link capacity.

Fast mmWave link setup mechanism – Chapter 4. We investigate the
beam searching overhead of the IEEE 802.11ad protocol and propose a multilevel
beam searching mechanism. The proposed mechanism, based on a decrease-
and-conquer approach, results in a massive reduction in the number of beam
searching packets required to establish the directional mmWave links. For very
narrow beamwidths (2°-5°), the proposed algorithm results in a huge reduction
in the number of beam searching packets as compared to the standard IEEE
802.11ad beam searching mechanism. This would be very beneficial in case of
mobile users where frequent beamforming is required. The proposed algorithm
is equally effective in two dimensional (2-D) as well as three dimensional (3-D)
beamforming systems and it does not alter the structure of the IEEE 802.11ad
training packets, hence it can be easily integrated in the IEEE 802.11ad standard.

Sensor-assisted beam switching – Chapter 6. Motion sensors such as ac-
celerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers are excellent means to estimate the
rotational and translational movements. We use these sensors to identify and
circumvent the beam misalignments. By finding the extent of misaligned beams,
corrective actions are carried out to reconfigure the antenna beam directions.
We collect real data from motion sensors and used it to steer the beams in the
desired direction. The results from our study show that the sensors are capable
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of detecting the cause of errors as translational or rotational movements. Fur-
thermore, it is also shown that the sensor data can be used to predict the next
location of the user. This can be used to reconfigure the directional antenna in
advance to switch the antenna beam directions and hence avoid frequent link
disruptions. This decreases the frequency of re-beamforming and thus lowers the
beam searching overhead.

CogCell: A split data and control plane network architecture – Chap-
ter 5. We propose a 60 GHz picocellular network architecture, called CogCell,
leveraging the ubiquitous WiFi. We propose to use 60 GHz for the data plane
and 2.4/5 GHz for the control plane. We envision a 60 GHz mmWave picocell
architecture to support high-speed indoor and hotspot communications. We en-
visage the 5G indoor/hotspot network as a combination of-, and interplay be-
tween, 2.4/5 GHz having robust coverage and 60 GHz links offering high data
rate. The hybrid network architecture also considers an opportunistic fall-back
to 2.4/5 GHz in case of poor connectivity in the 60 GHz domain. The CogCell
architecture promises easier network management, a robust user experience and
better spectrum utilization by switching between 2.4/5 GHz and 60 GHz bands
for control and data transmissions.

µC-RAN: A 60 GHz radio-over-fiber based network architecture – Chap-
ter 7. The cloud radio access network (CRAN) has emerged as the most promis-
ing architectural alternative to enable efficient baseband processing and dynamic
resource allocation in 5G communications. This is in particular an attractive
choice for mmWave radio access due to the multiplicity of closely spaced BS or
APs. We proposed a radio-over-fiber network architecture called micro-CRAN
(µC-RAN) that leverages the flexibility of the high bandwidth 60 GHz wireless
access and the centralized baseband processing capabilities offered by RoF sys-
tems. The RoF based centralized network architecture also promises adaptive
resource allocation and easier network management due to the presence of a cen-
tral controller. We discuss in detail the requirements and research challenges such
as beamforming and medium access mechanisms for various system modules of
the µC-RAN based network architecture. We also investigate the applicability
of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol for the proposed µC-RAN architecture.

The chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are based on the following publications.

Journals, Magazines and Book Chapters

• K. Chandra, R. V. Prasad and I. Niemegeers, “Performance Analysis of
IEEE 802.11ad MAC Protocol,” Accepted for Publication in IEEE Com-
munications Letters.

• K. Chandra, R. V. Prasad, Q. Bien, Niemegeers, and I. Niemieegers„ “Cog-
cell: Cognitive Interplay between 60 GHz Picocells and 2.4/5 GHz Hotspots
in the 5G Era,” IEEE Communications Magazine, Special issue on Emerg-
ing Applications, Services and Engineering for Cognitive Cellular Systems
(EASE4CCS), July 2015.
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• Z. Cao, H. P. van den Boom, E. Tangdiongga, K. Chandra, and A. Koonen,
“Long-Reach Hybrid Fiber-Wireless System with Remote Up-conversion
and Local Exchange,” IEEE Photonics Technology Letters, vol. 25, no. 8,
2013.
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2
Efficient Medium Access

Control in Millimeter Wave
WLANs

IEEE 802.11ad specifies a hybrid medium access control (MAC) protocol con-
sisting of contention as well as non-contention based channel access mechanisms.
In this chapter, we propose a new analytical model for performance analysis of
the IEEE 802.11ad medium access control (MAC) protocol and derive important
performance metrics. The proposed model employing a three dimensional (3-D)
Markov chain considers all the features of the IEEE 802.11ad medium access
mechanism including the non-contention mode of channel access and different
number of sectors due to the use of directional antennas. Our results indicate
that a suitable choice of the number of sectors and the contention period can con-
siderably improve the channel utilization and MAC delay performance. Further
we propose an adaptive beamwidth selection mechanism that considers distribu-
tion of devices to determine the sector beamwidths and results in a significant
improvement in the channel utilization and the delay performance of the IEEE
802.11ad MAC protocol.

2.1. Introduction
As explained in Chapter 1, the wave propagation in the 60 GHz frequency band
is significantly different from the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz frequency bands. Firstly,
60 GHz wireless propagation is subject to a very high free-space path loss. Con-
sidering a path (path loss exponent = 2), the path loss at 60 GHz is at least 20 dB
worse than that of 5 GHz. Secondly, 60 GHz signals’ limited ability to diffract
around the obstacles, makes them less suitable for non-line of sight communica-
tion [15]. High oxygen absorption (10 to 15 dB/km) is another issue at 60 GHz,
although it is only prominent in outdoor environments at a distance of more than

11
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100 m [13].
The high attenuation due to path loss and absorption can be mitigated by

using directional antennas [30]. Fortunately, because of the small wavelengths
(order of millimeter) in the 60 GHz frequency band, a high number of antenna
elements can be closely packed to form compact and highly directional antenna ar-
rays. To overcome the frequent disruption by obstacles, intelligent beam switch-
ing [31], alternate path selection [32] and the use of relays [33] are proposed.

The proposed solutions to tackle the challenges listed above have a strong
impact on the design of the medium access mechanism for mmWave networks [17].
Considering these characteristics, IEEE 802.15.3c [5] for Wireless Personal Area
Networks (WPANs) and IEEE 802.11ad [7] for Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLANs) have proposed hybrid Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols for
60 GHz frequency band. These hybrid MAC protocols consist of carrier sense
multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) and time division multiple
access (TDMA) for channel access. Since IEEE 802.11ad provides compatibility
with the popular IEEE 802.11 series (at 2.4/5 GHz), it has become the preferred
choice over IEEE 802.15.3c and the other 60 GHz standards.

Although IEEE 802.11ad is back compatible with the existing IEEE 802.11
standard, comparing with the IEEE 802.11b/g/n/ac Distributed Coordination
Function (DCF), the IEEE 802.11ad DCF has significantly distinct features at-
tributed to the use of directional antennas. These are listed as below.

• All the STAs cannot simultaneously listen to and hear from the Access
point (AP) due to the inherent directionality of APs and STAs. To en-
sure complete coverage, the area around an AP is divided into several
levels of beamwidth with different granularity. For example, in IEEE
802.11ad, these levels are called the Quasi-Omni (QO), sector and beam lev-
els. Fig. 2.1 depicts these different antenna beamwidth levels. QO patterns
have the widest beam followed by sector-level having a finer beamwidth,
and beam-levels have a very narrow beamwidth. Usually, QO patterns are
used during contention based access periods (CBAP), while fine beams (sec-
tor and beam levels) are used during TDMA based channel access. During
the contention period, STAs in a particular QO level can compete for the
channel only during the allocated time period for that particular QO level.

• The CSMA/CA operation is suspended when TDMA based channel access
is instantiated.

• When the CSMA/CA operation is suspended, backoff counters of all the
involved STAs are frozen and in the next round, STAs resume the backoff
process with the frozen values of backoff counters.

Owing to these features of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol, new performance
analysis models are needed that can accommodate these. The available analyt-
ical methods used for IEEE 802.11b/g/n/ac [18, 19, 20, 21] considering omni-
directional transmission at 2.4/5 GHz cannot be directly applied to evaluate the
performance of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol as directional communications
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Figure 2.1: Different antenna beamwidth patterns defined in IEEE 802.11ad.

brings additional functionalities. Furthermore, the available literature on the
performance analysis of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol does not considers all
the parameters [34, 35, 36, 37]. Moreover, there is no work on the assessment of
the impact of QO beamwidths on the channel utilization of the IEEE 802.11ad
DCF; either impact of the QO beamwidth is ignored or fixed QO beamwidths
are considered [36, 38, 39].

In this chapter, we propose a 3-D Markov chain based model for the analytical
modeling of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol. The proposed model takes into
account the detail features of the MAC protocol and provides new insights on
the MAC performance attributed to the use of directional antennas and hybrid
access mechanism. Our contributions are:

(i) The derivation of an accurate analytical expression for the channel utiliza-
tion of the IEEE 802.11ad DCF.

(ii) The derivation of the average MAC delay experienced by a packet taking
into account the presence of the contention-free periods.

(iii) The investigation of the effects of the number of QO sectors on the CBAP
channel utilization.

(iv) The investigation of the impact of CBAP duration on channel utilization
and average MAC delay experienced by a packet.
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(v) The proposal of an adaptive beamwidth allocation algorithm for the for-
mation of QO levels which takes into account the spatial distribution of
nodes and the link budget to decide the beamwidth of an AP in the CBAP
period. We show that the proposed algorithm results in a significant im-
provement in channel utilization and MAC delay performance. Although
we have only considered the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol for the proposed
adaptive beamwidth algorithm, it is also general enough to be applicable
to the IEEE 802.15.3c MAC or any other MAC protocol which employs di-
rectional antennas and uses a CSMA/CA MAC protocol on a time sharing
basis in different spatial directions around APs.

2.2. Related work

The seminal work by Bianchi [18] on the modeling of the IEEE 802.11 CSMA/CA
protocol using Markov chains has been widely used. There are several modi-
fied versions of Bianchi’s model considering various factors such as a finite re-
transmission limit[19], busy channel conditions [20] and differentiated quality-
of-service [21], etc. However, these models consider CSMA/CA over an infinite
duration where all the STAs simultaneously participate in the channel contention
process. On the other hand, in IEEE 802.11ad, CSMA/CA is truncated to a fi-
nite time duration in each beacon interval (BI) and STAs under different QO
levels separately contend for the channel time.

There are a few papers in the literature that deals with the performance
analysis of IEEE 802.11ad based WLANs [34, 35, 36, 37]. In [34], detailed physi-
cal layer performance analysis is presented considering different modulation and
coding schemes (MCS). However, the MAC layer analysis is limited to a single
link and it only considers the overhead introduced by MAC headers and ac-
knowledgment schemes, thus the impact of the channel access scheme is ignored.
The performance of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) PHY
of IEEE 802.11ad for different MCS is evaluated in [35]. To the best of our
knowledge, only [36] and [37] have attempted to model the IEEE 802.11ad MAC
protocol. Chen et al. [36] have incorporated cooperative relaying with the IEEE
802.11ad MAC protocol. A relay selection mechanism is proposed to enhance
the data rate, however, equal beamwidth QO levels are assumed and CSMA/CA
suspension is not considered. The authors ignored the hybrid nature of the IEEE
802.11ad medium access and did not take into account the presence of the non-
contention mode channel access. Although, Hemanth et al. [37] have considered
non-contention part of the IEEE 802.ad MAC protocol, the interpretation of the
IEEE 802.11ad DCF is incomplete. It is assumed that after the end of every
contention period, STAs refresh the backoff counters when the next contention
period starts. This is however not the case with the IEEE 802.11ad protocol,
since STAs resume their backoff counters across multiple CSMA/CA periods.
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Figure 2.2: IEEE 802.11ad system model.

2.3. System model and IEEE 802.11ad MAC pro-
tocol

Let us describe the main functionalities of the IEEE 802.11ad access mechanism
that will be part of our system model. A full description can be found in [7]. The
IEEE 802.11ad defines a personal basic service set (PBSS) which is the operating
area of the network formed by 60 GHz wireless stations (STAs). One of the STAs
in a PBSS acts as the PBSS control point/access point (PCP/AP) to coordinate
the channel access among the STAs. STAs operating at 60 GHz are called DMG-
STAs (Directional Multi Gigabit STAs)1. Fig. 2.2 shows an IEEE 802.11ad PBSS
where PCP is in the center of the circle and the STAs are distributed around the
area covered by the PCP. The typical radius of a PBSS is about 10 to 20 m.

BTI A-BFT ATI 

BI 

DTI 

. . . . . . CBAP2 CBAP1 SP1 SP2 

  

  

BI: Beacon Interval BTI: Beacon Transmission Interval 

A-BFT: Association Beamforming Training SP: Service Period

DTI: Data Transmission Interval CBAP: Contention Based Access Period

Figure 2.3: IEEE 802.11ad BI structure.

Timing in IEEE 802.11ad is based on beacon intervals (BIs) set by the
PCP/AP. The time between two beacon intervals is divided into different ac-

1For simplicity, all the STAs are DMG-STAs and are referred as STAs.
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cess periods having different medium access rules. Fig. 2.3 illustrates the IEEE
802.11ad BI which consists of:

(i) Beacon Transmission Interval (BTI) where beacons are transmitted in all
the QO directions in a round-robin fashion.

(ii) Association Beamforming Training (A-BFT) where member STAs train
their beams with the PCP/AP.

(iii) Announcement Time Interval (ATI), which is used for the exchange of the
management information between the PCP/AP and the member STAs.

(iv) Data Transfer Interval (DTI), during which data transfer happens.

The DTI consists of contention-based access periods (CBAPs) and service periods
(SPs). CBAPs employ the CSMA/CA for channel access by STAs, while SPs are
reserved using a service period request (SPR) command after the PCP/AP polls
the STAs during the ATI period.

Here, we focus on the uplink channel access during the CBAP period. It
is assumed that each STA associated with the PCP/AP has trained its beams
during the A-BFT period using the sector level sweep (SLS) procedure. Once the
SLS phase is completed, the best transmit beams between PCP/AP and other
STAs are assumed to be known. The Channel contention during the CBAP in
different QO levels is allowed on a time sharing basis. The STAs under each QO
level contend for the channel using CSMA/CA mechanism during the allotted
CBAP period for that QO level.

As shown in Fig. 2.2, only those STAs that are within the current PCP/AP
QO level will contend for the channel during the current CBAP duration. Since
the PCP/AP is aware of the STAs that would contend for the channel time in the
current QO level, it would listen to the STAs in that particular QO direction.
Hence, the problem of deafness arising due to misalignment of transmit and
receive antennas is eliminated. Considering the provision of the request to send
(RTS) - clear to send (CTS) mechanism, the problem of hidden terminals can be
neglected.

Let there be a total of n STAs in a PBSS and Q QO levels with the kth QO
level having a beamwidth of Ωk and number of STAs nk such that

∑k=Q
k=1 Ωk = 2π,

and
∑k=Q

k=1 nk = n, where, 1 ≤ k ≤ Q. Let τk be the transmission probability
of each device in kth QO level, which is assumed to be constant over all the
time slots, and pk be the probability of collision experienced by a packet given
that it is transmitted on the channel in the kth QO level. pk is also known as the
conditional collision probability and is assumed to be constant and independent of
the number of retransmission attempts in a QO level. For simplicity, henceforth,
we will represent τk and pk by τ and p, respectively (though each QO level can
have different values for τ and p if they have different number of STAs). In
saturation condition (i.e., each STA always has a packet to send), the relation of
τ and p is given by, In saturation condition (i.e., each STA always has a packet
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Figure 2.4: Markov chain model for packet transmission states.

to send), the relation of τ and p is given by [18],

p = 1− (1− τ)nk−1 . (2.1)

IEEE 802.11ad CSMA/CA employs the random binary exponential back-off
mechanism. If the channel is idle, the backoff counter is decreased by one. When
the backoff counter of an STA reaches zero, it transmits the RTS frame. If the
RTS frame is successfully received by the PCP/AP, after the short inter-frame
space (SIFS) duration, it responds with a directional multi-gigabit CTS (DMG
CTS) frame. After the successful reception of a DMG CTS frame by the STA, the
communication link between the STA and PCP/AP is established. Since other
STAs in the given QO level can hear the DMG CTS frame, their backoff counters
are suspended. After data transmission is completed, the PCP/AP sends an
acknowledgment (ACK) frame and the STA generates a fresh backoff counter for
the next frame to be sent. If the RTS frame collides, the STA moves to the next
backoff stage until the maximum retransmission limit expires. Let the maximum
retransmission limit be defined by m and W0 be the minimum window size, then
the window size at the ith retransmission stage is Wi=2iW0. After the maximum
retry limit m, the packet is dropped.
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2.4. Three dimensional Markov chain model for
packet transmissions

We introduce the 3-D Markov chain shown in Fig. 2.4 in which each packet
transmission state is represented by a triplet (s(t), b(t), h(t)). Here, s(t) and
b(t) represent the stochastic process of the backoff stage i, i ∈ [0, H ] and the
residual backoff time j, j ∈ [0, Wi− 1], respectively. To differentiate between the
contention and non-contention part of BI, we define h(t), h(t) ∈ [−1, 0] which
represents whether a packet is part of an ongoing CBAP (h(t) = 0), or CBAP is
over and its in a suspended period outside CBAP (h(t) = −1).

h(t) =

{

0, if the packet is part of an ongoing CBAP

−1, otherwise
(2.2)

2.4.1. Transition probabilities of the Markov chain
Let N bi be the duration of a beacon interval and N cbap is the total CBAP period.

The CBAP fraction, ρcbap, is defined as Ncbap

Nbi . Let the CBAP period allocated

to the kth sector be equal to N cbap
k such that

∑k=Q
k=1 N cbap

k = N cbap, and Nframe

is the time required to successfully transmit a data frame. All the time durations
here are expressed in the unit of slot time σ. The probabilities pH and p′

H

represent the probabilities of transitions from contention to non-contention period
when the backoff counter value is j = 1 and j ∈ [2, Wi − 1], respectively. The
one step Markov chain transition probabilities from contention to non-contention
states can be expressed as,

P{i, j,−1|i, j, 0} =







pH , j ∈ [2, Wi − 1], i ∈ [0, m]

p′

H , j = 1, i ∈ [0, m]
(2.3)

Two different probabilities account for the fact that according to the IEEE
802.11ad MAC protocol, when j ∈ [2, Wi − 1], STAs jump to the non-contention
state if the CBAP time counter reaches zero. However, if j = 1, and the channel
becomes idle, the STAs have to avert the packet transmission and jump to the
non-contention state even if the allocated CBAP duration is not finished but the
CBAP counter has reached a value that is less than the total time required to
transmit a packet. The values of pH and p′

H depend on the BI parameters, and

for STAs in the kth sector can be expressed as pH = 1

Ncbap

k

and p′

H = Nframe

Ncbap

k

,

respectively.
Let pr and pf be the transition probabilities of non-contention states to con-
tention states and staying in non-contention state, respectively. Then, the one-
step Markov chain transition probabilities can be written as,

P{i, j, 0|i, j,−1} = pr, j ∈ [1, Wi − 1], i ∈ [0, m], (2.4a)

P{i, j,−1|i, j,−1} = pf , j ∈ [1, Wi − 1], i ∈ [0, m], (2.4b)
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where, pr =
Ncbap

k

Nbi and pf = 1− pr.
Let pb be the state transition probability of the channel being busy during the
contention period, then, from the Markov chain, the state transition during a
busy contention period is defined by,

P{i, j, 0|i, j, 0} = pb, j ∈ [1, Wi − 1], i ∈ [0, m], (2.5)

An STA will observe a busy channel when at least one STA among the remaining
nk−1 STAs occupies the channel. Hence pb, i.e., the probability of not decreasing
the backoff counter during the CBAP period, is calculated as, pb = 1−(1−τ)nk−1.
The remaining one-step transition probabilities from the Markov chain can be
expressed as follows,

P{0, j, 0|i, 0, 0} = (1 − p)/W0, j ∈ (0, Wi − 1), i ∈ (0, H), (2.6a)

P{i, j, 0|i− 1, 0, 0} = p/Wi, j ∈ (0, Wi − 1), i ∈ (0, H), (2.6b)

P{i, j − 1, 0|i, j, 0} =







1− pb − pH , j ∈ [2, Wi − 1], i ∈ [0, H ],

1− pb − p′

H , j = 1, i ∈ [0, H ],
(2.7)

here, (2.6a) and (2.6b) represent a state transitions because of a successful trans-
mission and collision resulting in failed transmission, respectively. On the other
hand, (2.7) refers to state transitions due to the backoff counter decrementing
when the channel is observed idle for a slot-time .

2.4.2. Relations among steady state probabilities of the Markov
chain

The steady state probability of being in the non-contention states bi,j,−1 can be
expressed as,

bi,j,−1 = pf bi,j,−1 + pHbi,j,0, i ∈ [0, m], j ∈ [1, Wi − 1]

Where, pH represents the transition probability from a contention state to a non-
contention state while pf represents the probability that a packet stays in the
non-contention state after it reaches the non-contention state. By simplifying the
above expression, we get,

(1 − pf)bi,j,−1 = pHbi,j,0, i ∈ [0, m], j ∈ [1, Wi − 1].

Since pr = 1− pf , above expression simplifies to,

prbi,j,−1 = pHbi,j,0, i ∈ [0, m], j ∈ [1, Wi − 1]. (2.8)
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Similarly, for j = 0,

prbi,0,−1 = p′

Hbi,0,0, i ∈ [0, m]. (2.9)

Now we derive the relation between the steady state probabilities bi,j,0 and
bi−1,0,0. Whenever a transmission suffers collision in the i− 1th backoff stage,
the packet jumps to one of the states (i, j, 0), j ∈ [0, Wi − 1]. Let us start with
the state (i, Wi− 1, 0), i.e., the state with the maximum possible backoff counter
value in the ith backoff stage,

bi,Wi−1,0 = pbbi,Wi−1,0 +
p

Wi
bi−1,0,0 + prbi,Wi−1,−1, i ∈ [1, m]. (2.10)

Substituting (2.8) into (2.10), we get,

(1− pb)bi,Wi−1,0 =
p

Wi
bi−1,0,0 + pHbi−1,Wi−1,0, i ∈ [1, m],

By simplifying the above expression, we obtain:

bi,Wi−1,0 =
p

(1 − pb − pH)Wi
bi−1,0,0, i ∈ [1, m]. (2.11)

Similarly for the state (i, Wi − 2, 0),

bi,Wi−2,0 = pbbi,Wi−2,0 +
p

Wi
bi−1,0,0 + prbi,Wi−2,−1 + (1− pb − pH)bi,Wi−1,0, i ∈ [1, m].

After the simplification, we get,

(1 − pb − pH)bi,Wi−2,0 =
p

Wi
bi−1,0,0 + (1− pb − pH)bi,Wi−1,0, i ∈ [1, m]. (2.12)

By substituting the value of (1 − pb − pH)bi,Wi−1,0 from (2.11) into (2.12), we
get,

bi,Wi−2,0 =
2p

(1 − pb − pH)Wi
bi−1,0,0, i ∈ [1, m]. (2.13)

From (2.11) and (2.13), we deduce that,

bi,j,0 =
p(Wi − j)

(1− pb − pH)Wi
bi−1,0,0, i ∈ [1, m], j ∈ [2, Wi − 1]. (2.14)

Similarly for, j = 1, i ∈ [1, m],

bi,1,0 =
p(Wi − 1)

(1− pb − p′

H)Wi
bi−1,0,0, i ∈ [1, m], j = 1. (2.15)
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Now we can derive the transition from the state (i− 1, 0, 0) to the state (i, 0, 0),
as follows:

bi,0,0 =
p

Wi
bi−1,0,0 + (1− pb − p′

H)bi,1,0, i ∈ [1, m] (2.16)

Substituting the result of (2.15) into (2.16), we get bi,0,0 = pbi−1,0,0, i ∈ [1, m].
This leads to the following generalized expression,

bi,0,0 = pib0,0,0, i ∈ [1, m]. (2.17)

The states in the zeroth backoff stage can be reached when: (i) a successful packet
transmission occurs in any of the backoff stages [0, m]; and (ii) a packet collision
occurs in the mth) backoff stage. Hence, the steady state probability of being in
the states (0, j, 0) can be expressed as,

b0,j,0 =
1− p

W0

H
∑

i=0

bi,0,0 + pbb0,j−1,0 + prb0,j−1,−1, i = 0, j ∈ [0, W0 − 1] (2.18)

Employing the results of (2.10), (2.11), (2.16) and (2.18), we get the following
state transition relations,

b0,j,0 =
1− p

1− pb − pH

W0 − j

W0

H
∑

i=0

bi,0,0, j ∈ [2, W0 − 1], (2.19)

For j = 1,

b0,1,0 =
1− p

1− pb − p′

H

W0 − 1

W0

H
∑

i=0

bi,0,0. (2.20)

The relations (2.14), (2.15), (2.17), (2.19) and (2.20) among the steady state
probabilities would be used to find the collision probablity p and the transmission
probability τ from the Markov chain of Fig. 2.4.

2.4.3. Deriving transmission and collision probabilities from
the Markov chain

The sum of the steady state probabilities of all the packet transmission states in
the Markov chain of Fig. 2.4 should be 1, hence,

m
∑

i=0

Wi−1
∑

j=0

bi,j,0 +
m
∑

i=0

Wi−1
∑

j=1

bi,j,−1 = 1.

Here, the first term of the summation represents the steady state probabilities of
the contention states, i.e., when the STAs in a QO level are allowed to contend
for the channel using the DCF. On the other hand, the second term represents
the steady state probabilities corresponding to the non-contention states, i.e.,
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when the STAs in a QO level are not allowed to participate in the contention
process.
Since the states of the Markov chain corresponding to the zeroth backoff stage
(i = 0), have different dependencies as compared with the states of the other
backoff stages, we further regroup the steady state probabilities as follows;

L.H.S =

W0−1
∑

j=0

b0,j,0 +

m
∑

i=1

Wi−1
∑

j=0

bi,j,0 +

W0−1
∑

j=1

b0,j,−1 +

m
∑

i=1

Wi−1
∑

j=1

bi,j,−1.

Further expanding the above expression and regrouping, we obtain:

L.H.S = b0,0,0 + b0,1,0 +

W0−1
∑

j=2

b0,j,0 +

m
∑

i=1



bi,0,0 + bi,1,0 +

Wi−1
∑

j=2

bi,j,o



+ b0,1,−1

+

Wi−1
∑

j=2

b0,j,−1 +

m
∑

i=1



bi,1,−1 +

Wi−1
∑

j=2

bi,j,−1



 ,

= b0,0,0 + b0,1,0 + b0,1,−1 +

W0−1
∑

j=2

(b0,j,0 + b0,j,−1) +

m
∑

i=1

(bi,0,0 + bi,1,0 + bi,1,−1)

+
m
∑

i=1

Wi−1
∑

j=2

(bi,j,0 + bi,j,−1) .

By using (i) the relation between bi,j,0 and bi,j,−1 given by (2.8), and (ii) the
relation between bi,1,0 and bi−1,0,0 given by (2.15), we get:

L.H.S = b0,0,0 + b0,1,0 +
p′

H

1− pf
b0,1,0 +

(

1 +
pH

1− pf

)W0−1
∑

j=2

b0,j,0

+

m
∑

i=1

(

pib0,0,0 +
Wi − 1

Wi

p

1− pb − p′

H

bi−1,0,0 +
p′

H

1− pf
bi,1,0

)

+

(

1 +
pH

1− pf

) m
∑

i=1

Wi−1
∑

j=2

bi,j,0.

Further, by using (i) the relation between bi,j,0 and bi−1,0,0 given by (2.14), (ii) the
relation between b0,j,0 and bi,0,0 given by (2.19), (iii) the relation between b0,1,0

and bi,0,0 given by (2.20) and simplifying, we obtain:

L.H.S = b0,0,0 +

(

1 +
p′

H

1− pf

)

b0,1,0 +

(

1 +
pH

1− pf

)W0−1
∑

j=2

W0 − j

W0

1− p

1− pb − pH

m
∑

i=0

bi,0,0
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+

m
∑

i=1

(

pi +

(

1 +
p′

H

1− pf

)

p

1− pb − p′

H

(

1−
1

Wi

)

pi−1

)

b0,0,0

+

(

1 +
pH

1− pf

)

p

1− pb − pH

m
∑

i=1

(

Wi

2
−

3

2
+

1

Wi

)

bi−1,0,0.

Finally, using the relation between bi,0,0 and b0,0,0 given by (2.17), and simplifying
the summations, we get:

L.H.S =

(

1 +

(

1 +
p′

H

1− pf

)

1

1− pb − p′

H

W0 − 1

W0
(1− pm+1)

)

b0,0,0

+

((

1 +
pH

1− pf

)

1

1− pb − pH

(W0 − 1)(W0 − 2)

2W0
(1− pm+1)

)

b0,0,0

+
m
∑

i=1

(

pi +

(

1 +
p′

H

1− pf

)

p

1− pb − p′

H

(

pi−1 −
(p/2)i−1

2W0

))

b0,0,0

+

(

1 +
pH

1− pf

)

p

1− pb − pH

m
∑

i=1

(

W0(2p)i−1 −
3

2
pi−1 +

(p/2)i−1

2W0

)

b0,0,0

=

(

1 +

(

η′
W0 − 1

W0
+ η

(W0 − 1)(W0 − 2)

2W0

)

(1− pm+1) + p
1− pm

1− p

+ η′p

(

1− pm

1− p
−

1− (p/2)m

(1− p/2)(2W0)

)

+ ηp

(

W0
1− (2p)m

1− 2p
−

3

2

1− pm

1− p
+

1− (p/2)m

(1− p/2)(2W0)

))

b0,0,0

=

(

1 +
W0 − 1

W0

(

η′ + η
W0 − 2

2

)

(1− pm+1) + p
1− pm

1− p

(

1 + η′ −
3

2
η

)

+
p

2W0

1− (p
2 )m

1− p
2

(η − η′) + ηpW0
1− (2p)m

1− 2p

)

b0,0,0. (2.21)

Here, η′ =
(

1 +
p′

H

1−pf

)

1
1−pb−p′

H

and η =
(

1 + pH

1−pf

)

1
1−pb−pH

.

During the ith back-off stage, a packet is transmitted when it reaches the
state bi,0,0. This is also called the head-of-line state. From the Markov chain in
Fig. 2.4, the transmission probability τ can be expressed as the sum of the steady
state probabilities of being in the head-of-line states, hence,

τ =

H
∑

i=0

bi,0,0,

=
1− pm+1

1− p
b0,0,0. (2.22)

Where b0,0,0 is given by (2.21). Given this relation, (2.1) and (2.22) can be
solved for p and τ for the given network parameters. Once p and τ are known,
the channel utilization can be calculated as described in the next sub-section.
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2.4.4. Channel utilization
During the contention process, the probability of a slot being idle, having a
successful transmission or collision can be expressed as Pidle = (1− τ)

nk , Psuc =
nkτ(1− τ)nk−1, and Pcol = 1− nkτ(1− τ)nk−1 − (1− τ)nk , respectively. Let Uk

be the channel utilization in the kth QO level, which is defined as the fraction of
time that the channel is used to transmit the payload successfully. Let Tidle be
the duration of an idle time slot, Tsuc the duration of a successful transmission
and Tcol the duration of a failed transmission, then Uk is calculated as,

Uk =
PsuccE[P ayload]

PidleTidle + PsucTsuc + PcolTcol
. (2.23)

Here, E[P ayload] is the average duration of a payload packet and Tidle = σ is the
duration of one slot. Here, Tsuc = Trts +2SIFS +Tcts +DIFS +TDAT A +TACK

and Tcol = Trts + SIFS + DIFS + RIFS, where, Trts is the duration of an
RTS frame, Tcts is the duration of a DMG CTS frame, DIFS is the Distributed
Backoff Inter-Frame Space and RIFS is the Retransmission Inter-Frame Space,
i.e., the time-out duration. Considering all the QO levels, the average channel
utilization during the CBAP period is given by,

U =
1

Q

k=Q
∑

k=1

Uk. (2.24)

2.4.5. MAC delay analysis
We define the MAC delay E[D] as the expected time between the arrival of a
packet at the MAC layer and the instant it is successfully transmitted. The prob-
ability that a packet is discarded after m backoff stages is given by pm+1. Hence
the conditional probability P (T X = i|success) representing the probability of
successful transmission in the ith backoff stage, is expressed as,

P (T X = i|success) =
pi(1− p)

1− pm+1
. (2.25)

Note that the first transmission attempt corresponds to the zeroth backoff stage.
Let E[Di] represent the average delay encountered by a packet successfully trans-
mitted in the ith backoff stage, then E[D], the average MAC delay is given as,

E[D] =
m
∑

i=0

P (T X = i|success)E[Di], (2.26)

here, E[Di] consists of:
(i) the delay accumulated during i collisions,
(ii) the time taken by successful transmission in the ith backoff stage, and
(iii) the backoff process delay corresponding to the i+1 backoff processes starting
from zero to the ith backoff stage. Hence,

E[Di] = iTcol + Tsuc +

z=i
∑

z=0

E[BDz ]. (2.27)
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The backoff process delay E[BDi] is composed of the delay incurred due to the
medium observed as busy because of other transmissions, the backoff counter
decrement during idle channel conditions, and the delay caused by the system
being in the non-contention part of BI. Let Ttt be the average time duration for
the backoff counter to decrease by one step (from (i, j, 0) to (i, j − 1, 0)). Since
the average number of backoff states in the ith backoff stage is Wi−1

2 , the backoff
process delay E[BDi] is given as,

E[BDz ] =
Wz − 1

2
Ttt. (2.28)

If the average one-step state transition period is represented by σavg and Ntt

is the number of steps a packet stays in state (i, j, 0) before jumping to state
(i, j − 1, 0), then, Ttt can be calculated as following.

Ttt =

c=Nmax
tt
∑

c=Nmin
tt

P (Ntt = c)[cσavg ]. (2.29)

(2.30)

Next we find the bounds on minimum and maximum values of Ntt defined by
Nmin

tt and Nmax
tt , respectively.

Proposition 1. The number of one-step transition period Ntt in (2.29) is bounded
by Nmin

tt = 1 and Nmax
tt =∞

Proof. Let us consider an STA having a packet in the backoff state (i, j, 0). If the
channel becomes idle after a busy period, the tagged STA waits for a minimum
slot time length σ. If the channel is still observed idle after σ, than the tagged
STA (and all other STAs as well) will decrease its backoff counter to (i, j − 1, 0).
Hence a period of one slot-length is the minimum duration before the backoff
counter decrement happens. This sets the lower limit on Ntt as Nmin

tt = 1. On
the other hand, if the backoff counter value of any other STA reaches zero, that
STA starts transmission and the medium remains busy for the duration required
for a successful transmission or collision. In this case, the tagged STA and all
other STAs with non-zero backoff counter freeze their backoff counters. In the
worst case (considering an infinite number of STA,) the medium would always
remain busy as there will be STAs generating zero backoff counter values after
every channel-busy period resulting in an upper limit on Ntt as Nmax

tt = ∞.
Hence,

Ttt =
∞
∑

c=1

(1− pb − pH)(pb + pH)c−1cσavg,

= (1− pb − pH)

(

∞
∑

c=1

c(pb + pH)c−1

)

σavg. (2.31)
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Using the mathematical summation formula
∑

∞

c=1 cxc−1 = 1
(1−x)2 , (2.31) simpli-

fies to,

Ttt =
σavg

1− pb − pH
. (2.32)

Let P o
idle, P o

suc and P o
col represent the probabilities of the channel to be observed

idle, to be busy with a successful transmission and to be busy with a collision,
respectively, by a tagged STA during backoff process. Then, the average one-step
state transition period σavg can be expressed as,

σavg = (1− pH)(P o
idleTidle + P o

sucTsuc + P o
colTcol) + pH(T bi − T cbap). (2.33)

Where P o
idle = (1−τ)nk−1, P o

suc = (nk−1)τ(1−τ)nk−2 and P o
col = 1−P o

idle−P o
suc.

By substituting (2.33), (2.32), (2.28), (2.27) and (2.25) into (2.26), the average
MAC packet delay can be computed.

2.5. Numerical results
In this section, using MATLAB, we analyze the IEEE 802.11ad MAC perfor-
mance as a function of various factors such as number of STAs, contention window
sizes and AP beamwidth. The analytical expressions for the channel utilization
and packet delay obtained in Sections 2.4.3, 2.4.4 and 2.4.5 are used. The ana-
lytical (A) results for the throughput and delay performance are validate using
simulation (S) results obtained using a discrete event simulator built in MAT-
LAB following the IEEE 802.11ad specifications. We assumed an ideal flat-top
directional antenna with main lobe gain (G = 2π

ω ) without any side lobes. We
considered a uniform distribution of STAs such that each QO level accommodates
an equal number of STAs. All the parameters used in the numerical evaluation
are listed in Table 2.1. The IEEE 802.11ad Control PHY is used to transmit
RTS, DMG CTS and ACK frames, while MCS4 (modulation and coding scheme
4) is used for data frame transmission. If not specified, the size of a data frame
is 7995Bytes, which is the maximum MSDU size specified in IEEE 802.11ad
standard. The packet retransmission limit is set to 5. As explained earlier, we
consider packet saturation at the MAC queue of each STA which implies that
every STA has a head-of-line packet ready to join the contention process after
the previous packet is transmitted. Fig. 2.5 shows the normalized throughput
as a function of the number of STAs in one QO sector for varying contention
window sizes. Here ρcbap, the fraction of BI used for CBAP is 0.40. We can
see that for W0=3, as number of STAs is increased, the throughput decreases
faster compared with the higher values of CW0. This is because for smaller W0,
the probability of collision is high. However, when there are less STAs (≤ 5), a
smaller W0 results in a better throughput as less amount of channel time would
be wasted in the idle state.

Fig. 2.6 shows the impact of the number of QO levels on the CBAP through-
put. It is evident from Fig. 2.6 that when the number of STAs is increased,
having more QO levels is beneficial as the number of contending STAs at a given
time would be divided by a factor equal to number of QO levels resulting in a
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Figure 2.5: Throughput Vs number of STAs with varying contention window size, one sector,
m = 5.
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Figure 2.6: Throughput vs number of STAs for varying number of sectors, W0 = 15, m = 5.
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Figure 2.7: Throughput vs number of STAs for different values of CBAP fraction, one sector,
W0 = 15, m = 5.

smaller number of collisions and hence better channel utilization. On the other
hand, if the total number of STAs is less, having more QO leads to an inefficient
channel utilization. Hence, the QO beamwidth has a significant impact on the
throughput performance and it should be carefully chosen so that an efficient
channel utilization is ensured.

Fig. 2.7 shows the impact of ρcbap on the CBAP throughput with ρcbap equal
to 0.40 and 1. It can be seen that the throughput values are almost equal. This is
because the CBAP throughput calculation mainly depends on the total number
of contending STAs at a particular time, the retransmission limits and the backoff
window size. The amount of time when STAs are out of the CBAP period is not
considered to calculate the throughput as during that time either STAs in other
QO levels would contend for the channel or STAs would be utilizing the fixed
access part of BI. On the other hand, ρcbap has a significant impact on the delay
experienced by a packet as can be seen in Fig. 2.8.

Fig. 2.8 shows the average MAC delay for ρcbap equal to 0.40 and 1. We can
see that for ρcbap = 0.40, the average packet delay is high as compared with the
ρcbap = 1 because in the former case a packet will have to wait for 1 − ρcbap

fraction of BI resulting in longer packet delays. From these results it is clear that
ρcbap, i.e., the fraction of total BI time dedicated for CBAPs, should be carefully
chosen. Fig. 2.9 shows the impact of packet size on the MAC delay. As expected,
an increase in packet size results in an increase in MAC delay.

As discussed above, the QO beamwidth is an important parameter having a
significant impact on the channel utilization of the CSMA/CA based medium
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Figure 2.8: Delay vs number of STAs for different CBAP, W0 = 15, m = 5.
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Table 2.1: CBAP Analysis Parameters.

RTS 20 Octets
DMG CTS 26 Octets

ACK 14 Octets
SIFS 2.5 µs
RIFS 9 µs
DIFS 13.5 µs

CCADetectTime 4 µs
Minimum window size W0 15
Maximum Retry limit (m) 5

data size 1024 octets
Transmit power Pt 10 dBm

Fading loss Xσ 2 dB
Receiver sensitivity (MC4) -64 dBm

Receiver sensitivity (MCS0) -78 dBm
Link margin 3 dB

Path loss exponent α 2.5

access. Further, the CSMA/CA channel utilization decreases rapidly with an in-
crease in the number of STAs. Maintaining an efficient utilization of the channel
becomes very challenging when the number of contending STAs increases. For
IEEE 802.11b/g/n, several solutions are proposed to improve the channel utiliza-
tion such as controlling the minimum and maximum window size and retrans-
mission limits, etc. However these schemes require that all the STAs adapt these
parameters changes. Since contention based channel access in IEEE 802.11ad
is provided in each QO level in a round robin fashion, it provides an extra de-
gree of freedom (i.e., beamwidth) which can be used to control the number of
simultaneously contending STAs by restricting the channel access in some spa-
tial directions while not imposing restrictions in others. This is the motivation
behind the adaptive beamwidth allocation proposed in the next section.

2.6. Adaptive beamwidth and timing allocation

IEEE 802.11ad does not provide any mechanism for selecting the beamwidth of
individual QO levels. It only defines them as QO levels [40]. The average channel
utilization during CBAP mainly depends on the conditional collision probability
p. Consequently, using the equal beamwidth QO levels can lead to a very high
collision probability in the densely populated regions or the under utilization of
channel in the QO levels having a few STAs. To address this problem, we propose
an algorithm for appropriate beamwidth selection for each QO level which tries
to maximize the CSMA/CA channel utilization.
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2.6.1. Beamwidth selection procedure
We neglect the beam switching time from one sector to another since switching
the antenna beam from one direction to another takes very little time compared
to the time wasted in a collision. [41] reports that an eight sector antenna array
takes less than 100 ns to switch from one sector to another sector. Also, [5]
suggests an interval of 0.5 µs for BIFS (Beam Switching Interframe Space) which
is much less than the time spent in a collision.

Let us assume that the beamwidth Ωk of the kth QO level varies from Ωmin

to Ωmax. The value of Ωmin is decided by the capability of the antenna array to
narrow down its beamwidth to the least possible value, i.e., the highest possible
beam resolution and Ωmax is limited by the intended maximum coverage distance
of the PCP/AP. If we consider a perfect conical antenna model, the antenna gain
G(Ω) for a beamwidth of Ω can be given by, G(Ω) = 2π

Ω , where G is the gain of an
omni-directional antenna. Thus, the antenna beamwidth is the deciding factor in
determining the maximum coverage distance for a particular MCS and transmit
power. Hence the value of Ωmax depends on the data rate and intended distance
to be covered by the transmitter. The link budget at the receiver which is at a
distance d from the transmitter can be given by Friis’ transmission formula,

Pr(d) =Pt + G(Ωt) + G(Ωr)− P L0 − 10α log10(d) −Xσ − LM. (2.34)

Where, Pt is the transmit power, G(Ωt) and G(Ωr) are the transmit and receive
antenna gains that corresponds to the beamwidths Ωt and Ωr of the transmit and
receive antennas. P L0 = 10α log10(4π

λ ) is the reference path loss at a distance of
1 m. LM is the link margin, used to compensate for the alignment errors [42].
Xσ is the fading loss and α is the path loss exponent. If RS is the receiver
sensitivity for a given MCS, then for satisfactory signal reception, Pr ≥ RS. The
value of RS is given in IEEE 802.11ad [7] for each MCS with a particular noise
figure and packet error rate.

Fig. 2.10 shows the relation between required transmit antenna beamwidth
for a given receiver beamwidth, MCS and intended coverage range. Curves are
plotted for three MCS and intended distances of 5 m, 10 m and 15 m. It can be
observed that MCS0 which is a low data rate MCS can operate at relatively wider
beams as compared to the higher order modulation schemes MCS2 and MC13.
In this way, for given STAs beamwidths, data rate and intended transmission
distance,the maximum allowed beamwidth Ωmax can be selected.

To determine the beamwidth of QO levels, we start with Ωmin for the first
sector and keep increasing the beamwidth by ∆Ω (the differential beamwidth)
until the throughput reaches its maximum value. As we know, with a increase
in beamwidth, first the CSMA/CA throughput increases because adequate num-
ber of STAs are accommodated in a QO sector, but, when we keep increasing
the beamwidth, after a certain beamwidth, the CSMA/CA throughput starts
decreasing due to the increase in collisions. The detailed algorithm is described
in Algorithm 1.

• Step 0) Initialization (see line 1):
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Figure 2.10: Required Rx/Tx beamwidth for different Modulation schems.

During the association process (A-BFT duration), STAs discover the PCP/AP
and train their beams with PCP/AP using the SLS procedure. During the
SLS process, the PCP/AP collects the angle information (i.e., angle w.r.t
the position of PCP/AP) of all the STAs which are associated with the
PCP/AP. Let A represent the set of angular information βj(j = 1, 2 . . . , n)
of all the n STAs associated with the PCP/AP.

• Step 1) evaluation for the minimum beamwidth Ωmin (see line 3):

Starting with a beamwidth Ωmin, PCP/AP calculates the number of devices
in this beam area and hence the CSMA/CA throughput. Rename this
beamwidth as Ωp (i.e., past value) and corresponding throughput as Up.

• Step 2) increment by the differential beamwidth ∆Ω (see line 4):

Take Ωp and Up as reference values. Then, increase the beamwidth by
∆Ω, the new beamwidth is denoted as Ωn (since Ωn = Ωp + ∆Ω, more
devices are likely to be included in the increased beam area). Calculate the
CSMA/CA throughput denoted as Un.

• Step 3) determine the appropriate QO beamwidth (see line 5 - 10):
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Compare Un and Ωn with Up and Ωmax, respectively. if Un ≥ Up and
Ωn ≤ Ωmax, set Up = Un, Ωp = Ωn and go to Step 3. Otherwise, select

Ωk = Ωp as the optimum beamwidth and nk STAs for the kth sector
(initially, k=1).

• Step 4) iteration to include all the STAs (see line 2 and 12):

After deciding the beamwidth for the kth sector, go to Step 2. Take the
end point of the previous QO sector as the starting point for the next QO
sector. Repeat the same procedure to decide the beamwidth for the k + 1th

sector. Repeat the same procedure until all the devices are included or the
complete area around the PCP/AP is traversed.

Algorithm 1 Adaptive QO beamwidth determination

1: initialize A := {βi|1 ≤ i ≤ n}, Ωmin, ∆Ω and Ωmax;
2: while A 6= ∅ do
3: Ωp← Ωmin and calculate Up;
4: Ωn ← Ωp + ∆Ω and calculate Un;
5: if (Un ≥ Up and Ωn ≤ Ωmax) then
6: Ωp ← Ωn, Up ← Un and go to step 4;
7: else
8: Ωk ← Ωp;
9: count nk, the number of STAs in the beam area

10: end if
11: A := A− nk

12: go to step 2 and repeat the procedure for (k + 1)th sector;
13: end while
14: return Ω, nk := {Ωk|1 ≤ k ≤ T otalSector};

2.6.2. Computation of required CBAP duration for individ-
ual sectors

Let nid be the sum of the expected number of idle slots in each backoff stage
and nb the sum of the expected number of busy slots in each backoff stage. Let
Tidle and Tb represent the idle time slot duration and average busy slot duration,
respectively. Since a busy slot can be part of a successful transmission or a
collision, hence, nb = ncol + nsuc (ncol and nsuc are collision and successful slot
counts respectively). Thus, the total expected CBAP duration TCBAP can be
expressed as,

TCBAP = nidTid + nbTb. (2.35)

Let there be a total of N requests to be completed. In order to ensure all the
requests (on average) to be successfully transmitted, the sufficient and necessary
condition is nsuc ≥ N , i.e., the total number of successful transmissions should
be at least equal to the expected number of transmission requests.
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If m is the maximum packet retry limit, the average number of backoff slots
before an STA successfully transmits a packet can be expressed as,

nid =
m
∑

0

P (T X = i|success)E[Bi], (2.36)

where P (T X = i|success) is the probability that an STA successfully transmits
a packet in the ith backoff stage and is expressed as a conditional probability

P (T X = i|success) = pi(1−p)
1−pm+1 . E[Bi] is the average number of backoff slots

accumulated by a device in the ith backoff stage. Assuming that the backoff
selection mechanism is uniformly distributed over the backoff window [0, Wi−1],
E[Bi] can be expressed as:

E[Bi] =
1

2

i
∑

0

(Wi − 1),0 ≤ i ≤ m, (2.37)

Therefore, now substituting the value of E[Bi] from (2.37) and P (T X = i|success)
in (2.36), nid can be obtained.
A busy slot can have two possible states, i.e., either a collision or a successful
transmission. Therefore, the busy slots can be modeled as a Bernoulli random
variable with psuc/busy and pcol/busy as probability of a successful transmission
and collision in a given busy time slot, respectively. Expressions for psuc/busy and
pcol/busy can be derived as,

psuc/busy =
Psuc

1− Pidle
=

nkτ(1 − τ)nk−1

1− (1− τ)
nk

, (2.38)

and,

pcol/busy =
Pcol

1− Pidle
=

1− nkτ(1 − τ)nk−1 − (1− τ)
nk

1− (1− τ)
nk

. (2.39)

From the definition of the Bernoulli trials, the expected number of successful
slots can be given as, nsuc = nbpsuc/busy . In order to calculate the minimum
required CBAP duration we have to calculate the minimum required number of
busy slots (denoted as nb[min]), which would ensure that the average number of
successful slots becomes equal to the average number of CBAP requests N in a
given CBAP duration. Hence, nb[min] is equal to,

nb[min] =
N

psuc/busy
. (2.40)

On substituting the value of nb from (2.40) and nid from (2.36) into (2.35), we
can calculate the minimum required CBAP duration for the completion of the
given number of requests. If we assume that, on average, each STA should be
able to complete one request in the allotted CBAP time, N can be replaced by
the total number of STAs nk in a QO level to calculate the minimum average
required CBAP time for that QO level.
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of the CBAP channel utilization for the adaptive and fixed QO
beamwidths.

2.7. Numerical results and discussion
We simulate a conference room environment (radius=10 m) for different numbers
of STAs with the PCP/AP placed at the center as shown in Fig. 2.2. The fixed
beamwidth of all the STAs is assumed to be equal and taken as 60°. The location
of an STA is identified by the Euclidean distance and angle from the PCP/AP.
The Euclidean distances of STAs from the PCP/AP are uniformly distributed in
the range [1,10 m], while angles (at which STAs are distributed) are generated
from a Gaussian distribution with mean equal to 180° and a standard deviation
of 90°. Thus, this ensures an uneven distribution of devices (some regions are
densely packed while some are not). All the parameters values are taken from
IEEE 802.11ad [7] and listed in Table 2.1. Both, the minimum beamwidth Ωmin

and differential beamwidth ∆Ω are assumed equal to 20°. To calculate the min-
imum required CBAP duration, the total number of requests per QO level are
taken equal to the number of STAs in that QO level. For the fixed beamwidth,
per QO level beamwidth is assumed to be 90° while for the adaptive beamwidth,
each QO level has a different beamwidth and decided using Algorithm 1.

Fig. 2.11 shows the CBAP channel utilization for the fixed and the adaptive
beamwidth QO levels. It is clear that the adaptive beamwidth approach performs
better than the fixed beamwidth. The reason behind this is that the adaptive
beamwidth approach always tries to accommodate STAs in such a manner that
maximum channel time is utilized. If the number of STAs are increased, through-
put of fixed beamwidth approach deteriorates, but adaptive beamwidth approach
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of the minimum required CBAP duration for the adaptive and fixed
QO beamwidths.

is able to maintain a fair throughput. This is because the fixed beamwidth QO
levels suffer increased collisions due to more number of STAs, while the adap-
tive beamwidth approach is able to reduce the beamwidth in heavily populated
regions and thus restricting the number of STAs under the each QO level. This
minimizes the collisions and maintains a steady throughput which is 20-30% more
than the fixed beamwidth sectors. Fig. 2.12 shows the minimum required CBAP
duration for successful transmission of all the generated requests. It shows that,
using the adaptive beamwidth approach, the required CBAP duration is con-
siderably reduced as compared to the fixed beamwidth approach. For example,
when the total number of STAs are 50, required minimum CBAP duration is
about 40-50% less for the adaptive beamwidth approach. It is evident from the
results that as the number of STAs increases, the difference between the output
of two approaches widens (for both channel utilization and minimum required
CBAP duration). Hence it is clear that adaptive beamwidth QO levels help to
reduce the required CBAP duration and maintain the steady channel utilization
with an increase in the number of STAs. Therefore, in the regions having a high
STA density, it is better to narrow down the QO levels beamwidths to reduce
the collisions. This shows that the spatial distribution of nodes should be taken
into account while granting channel access during the CBAP.
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2.8. Conclusions
To solve the problems associated with the unique propagation characteristics of
mmWave signals, directional antennas with dynamic beam steering have beem
proposed. The use of directional antennas has a strong impact on the design
of mmWave medium access mechanisms. IEEE 802.11ad has proposed a hybrid
MAC protocol consisting of both the CSMA/CA and the fixed TDMA based
channel access mechanisms. Although the IEEE 802.11ad MAC is backward
compatible with IEEE 802.11b/g/n/ac, the DCF of IEEE 802.11ad has signifi-
cantly distinct features as compared with that of IEEE 802.11b/g/n/ac. Due to
the inherent directionality of APs and STAs, all the STAs cannot simultaneously
listen to and hear from the AP. Hence, the area around an AP is divided into
different sectors to ensure the complete coverage. Consequently, the CSMA/CA
based medium access is provided in a round-robin fashion in different sectors
leading to a significantly different DCF. This requires new methods of perfor-
mance analysis that can accommodate the unique features of the IEEE 802.11ad
MAC protocol.

In this chapter, we proposed an analytical model to characterize the through-
put and delay performance of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol. The proposed
model based on a three-dimensional Markov chains takes into account the details
of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol and allows us to investigate the impact of
different factors attributed to the use of directional antennas. By solving the
3-D Markov chain, we provide accurate analytical expressions for the channel
utilization and MAC delay of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol. Our analyti-
cal results show that the number of QO sectors has a significant impact on the
channel utilization and MAC delay performance. It is shown that by choosing
an appropriate QO beamwidth, an efficient channel utilization can be ensured.
We proposed an adaptive QO level beamwidth selection algorithm considering
spatial distribution of STAs which is able to achieve a significant improvement
in the MAC throughput and required CBAP duration. Numerical evaluations
have shown that as compared to the fixed beamwidth allocation, the adaptive
beamwidth allocation improves the channel utilization up to 20-30% and reduces
the required CBAP duration by 40-50%.

Further, we have shown that the MAC delay of the contention based access
is highly influenced by the total allocated time for the contention periods in
a beacon interval. The presence of the non-contention mode of access can re-
sult in longer MAC delays for the CSMA/CA packets. Hence, apart from the
QO beamwidths, the division of the total BI duration into a contention and a
non-contention part is also an important design parameter for efficient chan-
nel utilization while satisfying the delay requirements. In our analytical model,
we have assumed a perfect line-of-sight path availability between STAs and the
PCP/AP, neglecting the packet failures due to blockages. Further analysis is
required where the impact of blockages need to be investigated on the MAC pro-
tocol performance. This can be done using the proposed Markov chain model
with the provision for an extra probability variable in each of the head-of-the-line
states that accounts for the blockage effects.





3
Trade-offs in Millimeter
Wave Directional Links

In this chapter, we analyze the trade-offs associated with highly directional mil-
limeter wave (mmWave) links, i.e., high gain resulting from narrow beamwidths
versus the corresponding beam searching overhead and susceptibility to beam
misalignment. We present a novel capacity modeling framework for mmWave
links considering beamwidth, beam searching overhead and beam misalignment.
We show that the narrowest possible beamwidth may not always result in the
best link throughput. Our results illustrate that there is an optimum beamwidth
after which, the effects of beam setup time and random antenna misalignments
take precedence and deteriorate the actual link throughput. We also use com-
modity IEEE 802.11ad hardware to conduct experiments to assess the impact of
beam searching and misalignment on 60 GHz directional links. Further, we pro-
pose a misalignment-aware beamwidth allocation mechanism which stabilizes the
60 GHz link performance under misalignment conditions. Our analysis emphasize
the need for carefully considering the beam alignment and searching overheads
while choosing the beamwidths of highly directional mmWave links.

3.1. Introduction
To compensate for the high free-space path loss at mmWave bands, directional
antennas using narrow beamwidth pencil beams are employed. Since antenna
gains and beamwidths are inversely proportional to each other, the common
assumption is that narrow beamwidth antennas always perform better than wider
beamwidth antennas. However, there are two important factors that affect the
performance of a directional link:

(i) Beam setup time– The mmWave standards (IEEE 802.11ad [7] and IEEE
802.15.3c [5]) provide beam forming protocols to find the best transmit (Tx)
and receive (Rx) beam directions. The beam search space increases with
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Figure 3.1: Impact of misalignment on mmWave links with different beamwidths.

the decrease in the beamwidths of the Tx and Rx antennas. A consider-
able fraction of time is wasted in each slot searching the best direction for
beamforming. Hence the beam search time contributes significantly to the
communication overhead. Although this could be neglected in the static
case, for links with mobile stations this is an important aspect.

(ii) Beam misalignment – The issue with narrow beamwidth directional links
is the frequent misalignment caused by various factors such as orientation
error, random movements, vibrations, etc. If the beamwidth is very small
(1° -5°), even a small misalignment can result in highly unstable links caus-
ing loss of throughput.

Fig. 3.1 illustrates the effects of misalignment on two mmWave links with dif-
ferent beamwidths and equal transmit power. Link 1 employs wider beamwidth
antennas than Link 2. This means that the Tx and Rx antenna gains of Link 2
are higher than those of Link 1. However, the link set up time for Link 2 is
higher than that of Link 1, causing a higher beam searching overhead for Link 2.
Furthermore, Link 2 is more susceptible to antenna misalignment compared to
Link 1 and this can lead to an unstable Link 2. Therefore, misalignment and
beam searching overhead must be taken into account when modeling the capac-
ity of narrow pencil beam mmWave links.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work that has considered
the consequential trade-offs, i.e., beam searching overhead and susceptibility to
misalignment due to the use of high gain pencil beams. The existing analytical
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models either consider the beam searching overhead [24, 25, 26, 27] or the mis-
alignment [28, 43, 29], separately. Therefore, there is a need for considering both
these aspects together. Further, it is also interesting to find the limits on the
beamwidth vis-à-vis achievable throughput.

Our main contributions are:

(i) We perform extensive measurements to investigate the initial user associa-
tion time and the beam setup time using commodity IEEE 802.11ad hard-
ware. As compared with the existing experimental evaluations of 60 GHz
devices [44, 45, 46, 47, 48], we are the first to measure the beam setup over-
head in absolute time units for the commodity IEEE 802.11ad hardware.

(ii) We model the capacity of mmWave links by jointly considering the antenna
misalignment, beam training overhead and time slot lengths.

(iii) We conclude that narrow beams result in unstable links with reduced link
capacity due to antenna misalignment and high beam training overhead. In
such conditions it is advantageous to use moderately narrow beams rather
than the high resolution pencil beams for better link quality.

(iv) We propose a mechanism to stabilize the 60 GHz link performance under
misalignment conditions which results in a significant improvement in link
capacity.

3.2. Related work
Analytical modelling of 60 GHz directional links:
The use of highly directional antennas induces many challenges for network de-
sign, medium access control and mobility management due to significantly dif-
ferent constraints at 60 GHz [16], compared to microwave frequencies. As ex-
plained in the previous section, one of the major challenges of employing narrow
beamwidth antennas is the initial link set up. To solve this issue, a MAC-layer-
based two-stage beam searching mechanism, employing exhaustive search, has
been proposed [22]. For each beam direction, pre-defined beam steering antenna
weight vectors (amplitude and phase configurations) are defined which is also
called beam Codebook. This approach has been first included in the 60 GHz
standard IEEE 802.15.3c. A slightly different version of this approach is adopted
in IEEE 802.11.ad. MAC layer beamforming is chosen over PHY layer beam-
forming due to the following reasons: (i) antenna structures will have a direct
impact on PHY level beamforming hence it would be difficult to implement a
standard beamforming procedure; and (ii) angle-of-arrival or angle-of-departure
based methods using signal processing algorithms require complex computations
to calculate the antenna weight vectors that can lead to high energy consumption
in 60 GHz circuits. Therefore, to overcome the dependence on antenna structures
and to avoid power-hungry signal processing methods, MAC-layer based beam-
forming is preferred in IEEE 802.15.3c and 802.11ad.
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To reduce the beam searching overhead, a new search technique has been
proposed in [24], which uses iterative subspace partitioning. Furthermore, it pro-
poses a different beam searching methodology for fixed and adaptive modulation
schemes resulting in considerable reduction of the beam searching time. Bin Li,
et al. [25] have also suggested an optimized search algorithm to improve the beam
training time using a modified version of the Rosenbrock numerical algorithm.

A completely different approach employing 2.4/5 GHz signals to assist the
mmWave beamforming has been proposed in [26], which reduces the beam train-
ing overhead. It is shown that the direction of 60 GHz transmissions can be
inferred from 2.4/5 GHz transmissions. To analyse the mmWave link perfor-
mance for variable beamwidths, a randomized exclusive region-based protocol is
proposed in [49]. An enhanced version of [49] is proposed in [50]. However, a
perfect link alignment is considered and beam searching overhead is neglected.
Analysis of directional networks considering beam misalignment, using stochas-
tic geometry, has shown that a slight misalignment can have a significant impact
on the availability of links [28, 43, 29]. However, the beam searching overhead
is not considered in these works. The impact of beam searching on mmWave
links employing the IEEE 802.15.3c is considered in [27, 51], however, antenna
misalignment is neglected. To fully characterize the behavior of mmWave links,
antenna misalignment and beam searching overhead must be jointly considered.

Experiments using 60 GHz devices:
In [44], Wilocity 802.11ad hardware (Dell 6430u laptop and D5000 docking sta-
tion) is used to characterize the performance of 60 GHz links in outdoor picocells.
However, the focus of this work was to study the communication range, through-
put and blocking effects. Furthermore, only TCP-level performance is traced
using a packet analyzer and initial user association time and re-beamforming
time are not investigated. Recently, a measurement-based study concluded that
the antenna misalignment and beam searching overhead have extremely adverse
effects on the performance of IEEE 802.11ad links and can lead to a significant
degradation in the link throughput [45]. However, in this paper custom designed
non-IEEE 802.11ad hardware and horn antennas are used to emulate the phased
array operation, thus impact of misalignment and beam searching overhead using
IEEE 802.11ad is not shown. A few other studies [46, 47, 48] have used commod-
ity IEEE 802.11ad hardware to measure the 60 GHz link performance but exper-
iments are limited to average throughput and range measurements only. How-
ever, in this thesis we performed experiments using commodity IEEE 802.11ad
hardware specifically focussing on IEEE 802.11ad beamforming mechanism to
measure the time taken in initial user association, i.e., device discovery; and the
time taken in re-beamforming if misalignment is introduced.

3.3. The trade-offs in mmWave beamforming pro-
tocols

We consider an IEEE 802.11ad based 60 GHz mmWave Personal Basic Service
Set (PBSS) as shown in Fig. 3.2. The one of the STAs in a PBSS acts as the
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Figure 3.2: IEEE 802.11ad network architecture.

PBSS control point/Access Point (PCP/AP) to coordinate the channel access. In
particular, we focus on the service periods (SP) part of the IEEE 802.1ad Beacon
Interval (BI) where narrow beamwidth pencil beams are used for the high speed
data transmission. The IEEE 802.11ad BI is depicted in Fig. 3.3. The detailed
description of the different parts of a BI is already explained in the Chapter 2
(Section 2.3).

To initiate the high speed data transfer in an allocated time-slots during the
SP, the IEEE 802.11ad specifies a two-stage beamforming procedure. In the first
stage, STAs perform a coarse sector training to find the best Tx and Rx sectors
using relatively wide beamwidths, i.e., coarse sector beamwidth. In the second
stage, STA pairs perform the beam training mechanism to find the best receive
and transmit pencil beams using the beam searching protocol. Once the highest
resolution Tx and Rx beams are found, high speed data transmission is initiated.
The detailed description of the beamforming procedure can be found in [7].

As shown in Fig. 3.2, we denote the main lobe Tx and Rx antenna gains for
the given half-power beamwidth (HPBW) φ and antenna misalignment value θ by

Gφt

mt(θ) and Gφr
mr(θ) for the transmitters and receivers, respectively. The subscript

‘m’ stands for main lobe, and subscripts ‘t’ and ‘r’ stand for transmitter and
receiver, respectively. The angle θ is measured from the axis of perfect alignment
to the antenna bore-sight. We assume constant side lobe antenna gain patterns
for the transmitter and receiver denoted by Gφt

st and Gφr
sr , respectively.

Let Pt be the transmit power and Gc be the channel gain, then using the
Friis’ free-space path loss model, the received power at a distance d from the
transmitter is given by,

Pr = GtGrG0(λ, d)Pt, (3.1)

here, λ is the wavelength of the carrier signal and α is the path loss exponent.
G0(λ, d) =

(

λ
4πd

)α
captures the overall effect of free-space path loss and prop-
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Figure 3.3: IEEE 802.11ad beacon interval.

agation loss over the distance d between transmitter and receiver. Further, the
achievable link rate ( bits/ Hz), according to Shannon’s capacity theorem can be
given by,

R = log2

(

1 +
Pr

N0W

)

, (3.2)

where, N0 is the one-sided power spectral density of white Gaussian noise and
W is the signal bandwidth.

3.3.1. Beam misalignment
The antenna elements of an antenna array can be dynamically configured to
facilitate varying level of beamwidths and different beam directions. The wider
beams can cover large angular areas around transmitters but with smaller range,
while very narrow pencil beams can pinpoint on a small region of interest at
greater distance. The transmission and reception characteristics of a directional
antenna exhibit reciprocity which means that both Tx and Rx gains are achieved
using a directional antenna.

Communication using narrow beams require strict alignment of Tx and Rx
antennas to ensure the signal reception in the direction of maximum radiation.
This makes narrow beams extremely sensitive to beam misalignment. There are
many factors which can contribute to antenna misalignment such as estimation
errors, user movement, device orientation error, etc. To analyze the impact of
antenna misalignment on antenna gains, analytical models of real world antennas
are required. In general, it is difficult to capture all the essential characteristics
of a real world antenna in a simple mathematical model. The simplest antenna
model widely used in the literature employ a circle plus cone model [27] in which
the antenna main lobe and the side lobes are represented by constant gain values
where the main lobe gain is much higher than the side lobe gain. This model is
not suitable to study the effects of antenna misalignment because any value of
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Figure 3.4: Ideal cone-plus-circle antenna gain patterns.

misalignment smaller than the main lobe beamwidth would be unnoticed due to
its constant main lobe gain. This antenna model is represented as follows,

Gφ(θ) =

{

2π−(2π−φ)s
φ , |θ| ≤ |φ2 |,

s, |θ| ≥ |φ2 |,
(3.3)

here, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 is the gain of the side-lobe. For narrow-pencil-beam antennas
s << 1, which implies negligible side-lobe radiation thus confining transmitted
power to the antenna main lobe. Therefore, the above model can be called
an ideal directional antenna model which provides a basic understanding of the
radiation patterns of directional antennas.

Fig. 3.4 depicts the radiation pattern of an ideal cone plus circle antenna for
beamwidth values of 15° and 30° for a side lobe gain s equal to 0.5 and 0.1.
From the radiation patterns, it is evident that this model is an on-off model with
constant main and side lobe gains. This model is not suitable for the analysis
of wireless systems with adaptive modulation schemes where multiple values of
antenna gains based on the Tx-Rx alignment with respect to antenna bore sight
can be utilized to adjust the modulation and coding schemes. Hence we consider
another antenna model as follows.

A relatively practical antenna model is proposed in IEEE 802.15.3c [5], which
uses a Gaussian main lobe instead of constant main lobe radiation pattern. This
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antenna model has achieved good agreement with the measured data [5]. The
analytical model is represented as,

Gφ(θ) =







Gφ
m(θ) =

(

1.6162
sin(φ/2)

)2

exp−K1( θ
φ )2

, |θ| ≤ 1.3φ,

Gφ
s = exp−2.437 φ−0.094, |θ| > 1.3φ,

(3.4)

here, φ is the half-power beamwidth (HPBW) which is the angle between the half-
power (-3 dB) points of the antenna main lobe and K1 = 4 loge 2. The antenna
main lobe gain depends on ‘θ’ which is Tx-Rx alignment angle with respect to an-
tenna bore-sights. θ can also be referred to as antenna misalignment. The main
lobe beamwidth φML of such an antenna is determined using the -20 dB levels
relative to the main lobe peak values and is roughly equals to 2.6φ. In Fig. 3.5(a),
we have marked the -3 dB and -20 dB points for beamwidth φ=15°. Fig. 3.5(a)
shows the main lobe gain variations with the misalignment with respect to an-
tenna bore-sight angle for different values of HPBW φ. We can observe that the
gains of narrow beamwidth antennas decrease faster than the wider beamwidth
antennas. This implies that the high gain narrow beam antennas are highly sus-
ceptible to misalignment errors. Due to beam misalignments, effective Tx and
Rx antenna gains would be less than the expected antenna gains for given Tx and
Rx beamwidths resulting in transmission errors. Unlike the ideal cone-plus-circle
antenna model where the antenna gain has binary values, the Gaussian main
lobe model offers different antenna gains for the different values of beam mis-
alignments. This in turn would result in multiple levels of received power at the
receiver rather than simple on-off states. This is particularly useful when adap-
tive modulation and coding schemes (MCS) are used. 60 GHz standards such
as IEEE 802.11ad and IEEE 802.15.3c have provisions for adaptive MCS based
on the link quality to provide variable data rates ranging from tens of Mb/s to
multiple Gb/s.

Fig. 3.5(b) shows the link capacity as a function of beamwidth for different
values of misalignment θ at a distance of 5 m. The link capacity represented by
(3.2) is evaluated using (3.1) and (3.4). Identical antenna gain and misalignment
values are considered for Tx and Rx. It can be observed that for the higher
values of the beam misalignment, wider beamwidths result in better link quality
than the narrow beamwidths. This can be attributed to the higher misalignment
sensitivity of narrow beamwidth antennas. The beam misalignment depends on
various factors such as mobility, channel estimation error, vibration due to wind
in case of a pole mounted mmWave base station, orientation errors due to device
holding patterns of users, and imperfections of antenna array fabrication process,
etc [52].

If half of the antenna main lobe beamwidth is less than the maximum possible
misalignment, the antenna main lobe pointing error could lead to link failure. If
|θmax| is the maximum misalignment, to ensure the link availability, the following
condition should be satisfied,

φML
2
≥ |θmax|. (3.5)
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Figure 3.5: Effect of beam-misalignment on antenna gains and link capacity.
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Figure 3.6: IEEE 802.11ad antenna sectors and beams.

In case of a Gaussian main lobe with HPBW φ, the main lobe width φML = 2.6φ.

3.3.2. Beam training overhead

In order to determine best Tx and Rx beam directions, mmWave standards such
as IEEE 802.15.3c and IEEE 802.11ad have proposed beamforming protocols
which use multi-level beamforming procedures. A pair of STAs that wants to
communicate with each other starts scanning using wider beamwidths called
quasi-omni (QO) levels or sector levels. For example, Beamwidths of a QO or
sector level could be equal to 180° or 90°. Once a transmitter and receiver have
found their best Tx and receive Rx sectors, they can further narrow down their
beamwidths to form high resolution directional links using narrow pencil beams.
Beamwidths of narrow pencil beams depend on the number of antenna array
elements. For example a 32 element (8×4) planar antenna array can have a
beamwidth equal to 10°. With more antenna elements, beamwidths up to 1° to
5° can be achieved.

Fig. 3.6 illustrates the sector level and beam level beamwidths of a Tx-Rx
pair. A coarse beamwidth sector contains many fine beams. Training sequences
are transmitted and received in all the possible directions to find the best Tx
and Rx directions. In the IEEE 802.11ad beam searching protocol, sector level
training is generally performed during the ABFT part of the BI (see Fig. 3.3).
However, training for narrow pencil beams is performed during the start of the
allocated time slot during an SP. Let Ωt and Ωr be the sector level Tx and Rx
beamwidths, respectively. Let φt and φr be the beam level Tx and Rx beamwidth,
respectively. Then, the beam search space consists of Ωt

φt
Tx beams and Ωr

φx
Rx

beams. TB, the total time required to find the best Tx and Rx beams using the
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IEEE 802.11ad beam searching protocol can be expressed as,

TB =

(

2π

Ωt
+

2π

Ωr

)

Tp +

(

Ωt

φt
+

Ωr

φr

)

Tp, (3.6)

where, Tp is the time required to transmit a beam training packet.
As shown in Fig. 3.3 a time-slot TS allocated to a device pair consists of

two parts: (i) beam training interval, TB, and (ii) high-speed data transmission
interval, TS − TB. This implies that the beam training time TB is a necessary
overhead which impacts the average achievable data-rate during the allocated
time-slot TS. From (3.6), we see that the value of TB depends on the Tx and Rx
beamwidths considering a fixed pilot transmission time. The beam-search space
increases as the beamwidth decreases. This forces a trade-off between the high
data rate that could be achieved by the narrow pencil beams and the required
beam training duration.

Let T φt,φr

B be the beam training duration for given Tx/Rx beamwidths, then
the fraction of allocated time slot TS which is used for data transmission is given
by,

η(φt, φr) =

(

1−
T φt,φr

B

Ts

)

. (3.7)

Hence, the achievable data-rate Rφt,φr (bits/slot/Hz) for given Tx-Rx beamwidths
is given by,

Rφt,φr = η(φt, φr) log2

(

1 +
Pr

N0W

)

, (3.8)

where, Pr is the received power and is given by (3.1).
Fig. 3.7 shows the impact of beam-training overhead on total achievable data

throughput for the given slot durations. Here, we have assumed perfect antenna
alignment by employing the antenna gain Gφ

m(0) from (3.4). We can see that us-
ing very narrow beams can result in less link capacity than the wider beamwidths.
The effect of beam training overhead is more pronounced for smaller time slot
lengths. Here, we have considered the 2-D beamforming in which beam search
space is limited only to the azimuth plane. However, if 3-D beamforming is em-
ployed, beam searching would be performed in both azimuth and elevation plane
-resulting in even higher beam training overhead.

3.4. Experimental study of user association and

misalignment in IEEE 802.11ad
3.4.1. Hardware details
We use the commercial 60 GHz Wireless Docking Station Dell WLD15 [53] that
acts as a PCP/AP and a Dell laptop (Latitude E7450) that acts as an STA.
The laptop and docking stations are equipped with Intel Tri-Band Wireless-AC
17265 [54] 60 GHz radio chipsets having 2 × 16 planar antenna array with an
azimuth beamwidth of 120° and elevation beamwidth of 30°. Its beamforming
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Figure 3.7: Impact of beam-searching overhead on the link capacity.

and rate adaptation mechanisms are adopted from the IEEE 802.11ad standard.
Both devices support the use of 3 possible channels in 60 GHz band. For our
experiments, we used Channel 3 with the center frequency of 62.64 GHz. The link
quality performance is represented by the normalized signal quality parameter
on a the scale of 0 to 10. The signal quality is measured at interval of 20µs.

3.4.2. Methodology

The information about IEEE 802.11ad connection between the laptop and the
docking station is provided by the Intel Wireless Dock Manager API. The API
reports the normalized signal quality on a scale of 0 to 10 acquired from the 60
GHz wireless card. In order to get the signal quality information, we decompiled
the WiGig wrapper (WiGigSDKWPFWrapper.dll) which provides the access to
the IEEE 802.11ad driver. Through the GetCurrentConnectionInfo class in the
wrapper, the signal quality parameter is retrieved. We recorded the signal quality
at intervals of 20µs to track the changes in signal quality during the initial user
association and re-beamforming procedure.

Table 3.1: IEEE 802.11ad user association time.

Tx/Rx Distance (m) 1 4 10
Best case (ms) 146.28 153.34 172.12

Worst case (ms) 386.14 375.56 324.58
Average (ms) 247.47 245.4 243.75
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(a) 60° rotation, distance=1 m.
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(b) 60° rotation, distance=4 m.
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(c) 180° rotation,Tx/Rx distance=1 m.
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(d) 180° rotation, distance=4 m.

Figure 3.9: Representative measurements showing signal quality fluctuation caused by
misalignment.
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3.4.3. Measurement results
In our experimental setup both the devices are placed at a height of 75 cm above
the floor. We also make sure that there is no potential 60 GHz interfering device
operating in the environment as well as no obstacles between the docking station
and the laptop so that direct beam connection between the laptop and the docking
station can be established. The measurements are repeated 10 times and the
signal quality is monitored for a total duration of 10 s in each iteration. Before
assessing the user association and re-beamforming performance, we measured
the communication range of these devices in a corridor and found that maximum
distance is 30 m (see Fig. 3.8). Since the corridor width is only 3 m, effects
of multipath arising due to the signal bouncing off the walls are visible in the
experimental results. Beyond a distance of 30 m, the docking station and the
laptop could not discover each other.

Initial user association
This experiment is performed by resetting (turning-off and turning-on) the dock-
ing station. Initially the docking station is turned-off. Once the docking station is
turned-on, the laptop and the docking station try to establish the IEEE 802.11ad
connection. The signal level from the IEEE 802.11ad interface of laptop is con-
tinuously monitored at discrete time intervals of 20µs. We measure the time
difference between the final stable signal value and the first registered signal
value.

Table 3.1 shows the association time for distances of 1 m, 4 m and 10 m. The
average association time at all the three distances is almost equal which is logical
because the IEEE 802.11ad uses two-stage fixed beamwidth searching mechanism.
However, the worst case and the best case measurements shows opposite trends
with respect to distance. The best case association time is least for 1 m distance
while worst case association time is least when the Tx-Rx distance is 10 m. A
possible reason for these differences could be the channel variations because of
multipath effects.

Beam misalignment and connection re-establishment
In this experiment, the laptop is rotated complete 360° in discrete angular steps
while the docking station is kept in a fixed position. We use two different rotation
angle steps: 60° and 180°. The rotational movement is performed in clockwise
manner by using a mechanical rotor to introduce misalignment. During the
rotation from one step to another step, the 60 GHz connection suffers degradation
due to beam misalignment which is indicated by the degradation of the signal
quality parameter. Consequently, the laptop and the docking station try to re-
align their beams using the IEEE 802.11ad beamforming mechanism in order to
retrieve highest achievable signal quality.

Fig. 3.9 shows the snapshots of the effects of misalignment (60° and 180°)
on signal quality. We can see that the signal quality nearly drops to zero in
both cases of misalignment. Fluctuations in signal levels suggest the presence
of multipaths due to reflections from laptop keyboard and room surface as the
height of both the docking station and laptop is 75 cm from the floor.
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Figure 3.10: Average re-beamforming time taken during 60°misalignment.

The average re-beamforming times are shown in Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11. In
case of rotation step of 60°, the re-beamforming time significantly differs for each
rotation step. Since the IEEE 802.11ad antennas are placed on the lid of the
laptop, each rotation step results in a different view of the laptop’s antenna array
from the docking stations perspective. This could be a reason for the differing
re-beamforming times. However, in the case of 180° rotation, the difference in re-
beamforming time is small because laptop and docking station directly face each
other. These results manifest the randomness in the beam alignment procedure
due to channel variations and orientation of devices. Further, the approximate
duration of 150–250ms re-beamforming time is quite high as compared to the
numerical estimates of a few milliseconds. Furthermore, these values are quite
large for many 5G applications requiring delay of less than 10 ms [55] and thus it
requires immediate attention. In the next section, we analyze capacity of 60 GHz
links considering above aspects.

3.5. Analytical modelling of link capacity jointly
considering beam setup time and misalign-

ment
In this section, we model the capacity (bits/s/Hz) of mmWave links considering
the effects of misalignment and beam training overhead together. By substituting
antenna gains as a function of misalignment θ and HPBW φ into (3.8), the link
capacity can be found as,

rφt,φr (θt, θr) = η(φt, φr) log2

(

1 +
Gφt

t (θ)Gφr
r (θ)G0(λ, d)Pt

N0W

)

. (3.9)
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Figure 3.11: Average re-beamforming time taken during 180°misalignment.

Where, Gφt

t (θ) is a function of Tx beamwidth φt and misalignment θ; similarly,
Gφr

r (θ) is a function of Rx beamwidth φr and θ. η(φt, φr) depends on sector
beamwidths Ωt and Ωr, pencil beam beamwidths φt and φr, and allocated time
slot TS . Since in most of the mobile scenarios PCP/AP or base stations are
usually fixed, only users’ devices are prone to misalignment due to movement of
users. Therefore, we consider the effect of misalignment at the users-end only and
neglect the misalignment of the PCP/AP antennas. Hence θt = 0 and θr = θ.
By replacing the antenna gain values in (3.9), we get,

rφt,φr (θ) = η(φt, φr) log2

(

1 + c1 exp

(

−

(

θ

φr

)2
))

, (3.10)

here, c1 = G0(λ, d)Pt

(

1.6162
sin(φt/2)

)2(
1.6162

sin(φr/2)

)2

. It can be observed that the expo-

nential part of (3.10) contains only the Rx misalignment as Tx misalignment is
assumed to be zero. For brevity, henceforth, we will represent rφt,φr (θ) as r and
η(φt, φr) as η.

Here we may notice that the misalignment θ is a random variable. Hence
rφt,φr , which is a function of θ, would also be random and let us denote the
underlying random variable by R. Let us assume θ is uniformly distributed in
the interval −θm to θm, then f(θ), the probability density function (pdf) of θ is,

f(θ) =

{

1, |θ| ≤ θm,

0, |θ| > θm.
(3.11)

Let us represent the transformation function of R and θ by r = g(θ). Using the
definition of the transformation of random variables [56], fR(r), the pdf of R can
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be expressed as,

fR(r) = (−1)if(g−1(r))
∂

∂r
g−1(r). (3.12)

Where i = 0 if g(θ) is a monotonically increasing function of θ, and i = 1 if it is
a monotonically decreasing function of θ. It is evident from (3.10) that r = g(θ)
is a monotonically decreasing function of θ, which is maximum when θ = 0, and
minimum when |θ| = θm. Hence, i = 1 and r is bounded between g(θm) and
g(0). Using the expression (3.10),

g−1(r) = φr

(

ln
2

r
η − 1

c1

)

−
1
2

, (3.13)

From (3.11), it can be deduced that f(g−1(r)) = 1. Hence the pdf of R can be
written as fR(r) = − ∂

∂r g−1(r).

E[R] =

∫ g(0)

g(θm)

rfR(r)dr. (3.14)

Since fR(r) = − ∂
∂r g−1(r), E[R] =

∫ g(θm)

g(0) r ∂
∂r g−1(r)dr. Here E[R] represents the

average link capacity as a function of random Rx misalignment given that the
misalignment stays within the main lobe of Rx antenna. Based on the magnitude
of maximum antenna misalignment |θm| and Tx and Rx main lobe beamwidths,
two scenarios emerge. We capture them using two propositions given below.

Proposition 1. If |θm| ≤
φML

2 , the expected link capacity is,

r = E[R]. (3.15)

Proof. If the maximum misalignment |θm| during a time slot TS is less than the
half of the main lobe beamwidth 2.6φ, then despite the misalignment, Tx and Rx
always stay within their main lobe beamwidths. Therefore, the average capacity
r = rφt,φr

m,m = E[R]. Here, subscripts ‘m, m’ implies that both antennas are within
their main lobes

Proposition 2. If |θm| >
φML

2 , the link capacity is,

r = pm,mE[R] + pm,sη log2

(

1 +
Gφt

m (0)Gφr
s G0(λ, d)Pt

N0W

)

. (3.16)

Proof. If maximum |θm| > 1.3φ, we have two cases: (i) with a probability

pm,m =
(

1.3φt

θm

)

, both Tx and Rx stays within their main lobes. The link ca-

pacity in this case is given by (3.14) as rφt,φr
m,m = E[R]. (ii) with probability

pm,s =
(

1− 1.3φt

θm

)

, Rx stays in its side lobe. Side lobe gain is always a con-

stant irrespective of the magnitude of the misalignment (recall (3.4)). Since we
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have assumed misalignment free Tx, the capacity can be calculated using (3.9)

as rφt,φr
m,s = η log2

(

1 +
G

φt
m (0)Gφr

s G0(λ,d)Pt

N0W

)

.

Considering both these cases, average capacity can be expressed as, r = pm,mrφt,φr
m,m +

pm,srφt,φr
m,s .

To analyze the impact of beamwidth on the capacity of directional mmWave
links employing IEEE 802.11ad beam searching protocol, we assume a fixed coarse
sector level beamwidth Ω for both the Tx and Rx antennas. We assume that
the Rx misalignment is uniformly distributed in the range [−θm, θm]. Based on
the Tx and Rx antenna beamwidths, we consider two configurations as follows:
(i) Rx capable of forming pencil beams and Tx using the coarse beamwidth; and
(ii) both the Tx and Rx using pencil beam antennas having equal beamwidths φ.

3.5.1. Pencil beam reception and coarse-sector transmission
In this configuration, a coarse-sector beamwidth (wider beamwidth) is used for
transmission while narrow beamwidth pencil-beam is used for reception. There-
fore, φr = φ, φt = Ω, Gmr = Gφ

m(θ), Gmt = GΩ
m(0), Gsr = Gφ

s . based on the
misalignment, following two cases are possible:
Case-1: |θm| ≤ 1.3φ. In this case the link capacity can be calculated by replac-
ing Tx gain by GΩ

m(0) and Rx gain by GΩ
m(θ) in (3.15).

Case-2: |θm| > 1.3φ. In this case the average capacity can be calculated using

(3.16) as r = pm,mrΩ,φ
m,m + pm,srΩ,φ

m,s where pm,m =
(

1.3φ
θm

)

and pm,s = 1− pm,m .

3.5.2. Equal beamwidth pencil beam Tx and Rx
In this configuration, both the Tx and Rx employ narrow pencil beams of equal
beamwidth, i.e., φt = φr = φ. Thus, the antenna gain can be written as, Gmr =
Gφ

m(θ) and Gmt = Gφ
m(0) and Gsr = Gφ

s . Again we have two cases here.
Case-1: |θm| ≤ 1.3φ. In this case the procedure for calculating the link capacity
is similar to that of the previous configuration (see Section 3.5.1) except that the
Tx beamwidth value Ω should be substituted by φ.
Case-2: |θm| > 1.3φ. In this case the average capacity can be calculated using

(3.16) as r = pm,mrφ,φ
m,m + pm,srφ,φ

m,s where pm,m =
(

1.3φ
θm

)

and pm,s = 1− pm,m.

3.6. Numerical results and discussions
We used MATLAB to numerically evaluate the impact of misalignment and beam
searching overhead on the link capacity for different Tx and Rx beamwidths.
We used transmit power Pt = 10 mW, Tx-Rx distance d = 5 m, bandwidth W
= 2.16 GHz and coarse sector beamwidth Ω = 90°. Using the IEEE 802.11ad
recommendations ‘Tp’ the time required to transmit a beam training packet is
fixed to be 20µs. The duration ‘TS ’ of the allocated slot-time is taken as 10 ms
and 1 s. The beam misalignment θ is considered to be uniformly distributed in
the interval −θm to θm.

Fig. 3.12 shows the link capacity for pencil beam transmission and coarse
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Figure 3.12: Link capacity for pencil beam reception and coarse-sector transmission.

sector reception. In Fig. 3.12(a), the optimum Tx beamwidth values are 3°, 7°,
10° and 15° for misalignment θm equal to 0°, 3°, 6° and 9°, respectively. It is
evident from Fig. 3.12(a) and Fig. 3.12(b) that the antenna misalignment has
a significant impact on the link capacity for smaller beamwidths. For θm = 3°,
the link capacity deteriorates if the beamwidth decreases below 5°. For θm = 9°,
the link capacity at beamwidth=15° is 60% better than the link capacity at 5°
beamwidth. We can see that as the beamwidth decreases, the standard deviation
increases at a fast rate.

If we compare Fig. 3.12(a) with Fig. 3.12(b) for perfect alignment (θm = 0°),
it can be observed that the TS = 1 s results in a better link capacity than TS =
10 ms. For TS = 1 s and θm = 0°, the link capacity monotonically increases with
a decrease in Tx beamwidth. This happens because a slot of longer duration
will be less affected by the beam searching overhead compared to the slot of
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Figure 3.13: Link capacity for pencil beam transmission and reception.
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shorter duration. Moreover, a coarse sector beamwidth is used for Tx, hence
beam searching overhead does not affect much for TS=1 s and θm = 0°. This
suggests that if antenna misalignment does not exist, then the lowest possible
Tx beamwidth would result in the best link capacity if the allocated time slot is
sufficiently large and coarse sector reception is used.

Fig. 3.13 shows the link capacity when both the transmitter and receiver
employ narrow pencil beam antennas. In this case, the link capacity is even
more sensitive to the misalignment θm and deteriorates faster compared to the
coarse sector transmission. In Fig. 3.13(a) where TS = 10 ms, the link capacity for
perfect alignment (θm = 0°) decreases after a certain beamwidth. On the other
hand, for the perfect alignment scenario, in Fig. 3.13(b) where TS = 1 s, the
link capacity monotonically increases with the reduction in antenna beamwidth.
Furthermore, irrespective of the slot length TS , an increase in misalignment θm

always deteriorates the link capacity which is evident by the large difference in
minimum and maximum link capacity for smaller beamwidths. This manifests
the dominance of beam misalignment over the high gain of narrow beamwidth
antennas.

3.7. Misalignment-aware beamwidth adaptation mech-
anism

As discussed above, beam misalignment leads to a significant reduction in achiev-
able link capacity. Misalignment has two major consequences: (i) effective Tx/Rx
gains are reduced; and (ii) frequent re-beamforming is required to correct the an-
tenna alignment if the misalignment is severe. Here, we propose a simple mech-
anism (see Algorithm 1) to adapt Tx/Rx beamwidths to ensure a misalignment-
resilient mmWave link.

The idea is to maintain a stable link quality by adjusting beamwidths such
that the effect of misalignment is minimized. We propose to monitor the av-
erage received signal strength (RSSI) for each time slot. If RSSI is below an
expected threshold RSSIth, beamwidth is increased by ∆φ. To determine the
initial Tx/Rx beamwidths φt, φr, only the beam searching overhead is consid-
ered. As transmission progresses, the impact of misalignment is measured by
monitoring the average RSSI during each time slot. If RSSI < RSSIth, the Tx

and Rx beamwidths are increased by ∆φ, and RSSI is monitored again in the
next time slot. The beamwidth adjustment procedure is repeated until RSSI be-
comes greater than RSSIth. Once the measured average RSSI becomes greater
than the expected threshold RSSI, beamwidth adaptation is completed. In our
simulations, RSSIth is calculated as the average expected received signal strength
considering antennas pointing randomly within the entire main lobe beamwidth,
i.e., θ ∈ [−1.3φ, 1.3φ].

RSSIth =
1

(2.6φ
∆θ + 1)

1.3φ
∑

θ=−1.3φ

Gφt

mt(θ)Gφr
mr(θ)G0(λ, d)Pt.
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Where ∆θ is the sampling interval and 1

( 2.6φ
∆θ

+1)
is the number of samples. In our

calculations, we considered ∆θ = 2°. To evaluate our algorithm, we simulated

Algorithm 1 Beamwidth adaptation algorithm

1: Begin with the Tx/Rx beamwidths determined by (3.8) for the given slot
duration TS ;

2: Monitor the average signal strength RSSI during transmission;
3: if RSSI < RSSIth then
4: φt = φt + ∆φ and φr = φr + ∆φ;
5: Go to Step 2;
6: else
7: Stop the beam adaptation mechanism;
8: return φt, φr;
9: end if

IEEE 802.11ad link in MATLAB using the Gaussian antenna model with both Tx
and Rx having the same beamwidth. In the first experiment we used φ=2° and
φ=7° in the next. Beamwidths are obtained from (3.8) for TS=1 s and TS=10 ms,
respectively. We considered uniformly distributed misalignment in the interval
−θm to θm, and ∆φ=2°. All the other parameters are same as in the previous
section. For φ=2° , θm=2° and θm=10°. For φ=7°, θm=7° and θm=15° are
considered. In each case the simulation time is 10 time slots.

It can be seen in Fig. 3.14 that the beamwidth adaptation mechanism grad-
ually reaches the best achievable link capacity by adjusting Tx/Rx beamwidth
such that misalignment errors do not result in link outages, and frequent re-
beamforming is avoided. The signal strength is monitored during each time
slot, and if it is below the defined threshold, Tx/Rx beamwidths are increased
to accommodate the misalignment. In case of 7° beamwidth, the adaptation
mechanism improves the link capacity by 20% (see Fig. 3.14(a)) to 100% (see
Fig. 3.14(b)). For 2° beamwidth similar results are observed where we see that
link capacity improves by 50% (see Fig. 3.14(d)) to 200% (see Fig. 3.14(d)). If
we compare Fig. 3.14(c) and Fig. 3.14(d), we observe that in Fig. 3.14(c) highest
capacity is achieved in 2nd slot while in Fig. 3.14(d) it takes 5 slots to achieve
the highest capacity. This is due to the high misalignment in the latter case
and beamwidth adaptation needs more slots. On the other hand, if beamwidth
adjustment is not performed, misalignment leads to persistently weaker links due
to reduced antenna gain and frequent re-beamforming.

3.8. Conclusions
mmWave communications has now become an inextricable part of 5G communica-
tions to support multi-Gbps data transmission. To compensate for the additional
free-space path loss at mmWave frequencies, the use of narrow beamwidth direc-
tional antennas has been proposed. The narrow beamwidth directional links
are highly sensitive to beam misalignment. Furthermore, the beam searching
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Figure 3.14: Performance of misalignment-aware beamwidth adaptation mechanism.
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mechanism employed to find the best Tx and Rx beam directions results in high
overhead that limits the actual data transmission capacity. We used commodity
IEEE 802.11ad hardware to measure the re-beamforming time when link align-
ment is disturbed. Our measurement results show that it takes considerable time
(100 ms–300ms) to re-align the IEEE 802.11ad links. Hence, efficient beamform-
ing technologies are needed to realize mmWave based mobile networks in 5G
communications.

Most of the available literature on mmWave communications has focused on
the physical characteristics of mmWave transmission, however, these have a deep
impact on the Link/MAC layer. In this chapter we addressed this problem by
jointly considering the Link/MAC layer mechanisms and the physical layer char-
acteristics. We provided a novel capacity modeling framework for the mmWave
links considering the trade-offs between Tx-Rx beamwidths, beam searching over-
head, antenna misalignment and allocated slot duration. Our analysis provides
important insights into the behaviour of directional mmWave links. It is shown
that the beam searching overhead and antenna misalignment can deteriorate
the expected link capacity by an order of magnitude if extremely narrow Tx-Rx
beamwidths (1° to 5°) are used. The analytical results suggest that to exploit
the full potential of mmWave communications, Tx-Rx beamwidths must be care-
fully chosen. In the presence of misalignments, moderately wide beamwidths
(15° to 20°) perform better than the narrow beams. Our analytical framework
is general enough to be applied to mmWave based WLANs and cellular systems.
However, we only considered the performance of a single link. In case of multiple
links operating simultaneously, a misaligned link could become a source of inter-
ference to other links which were otherwise isolated from each other. This can
lead to a decrease in spatial reuse in mmWave communication and needs further
investigation.
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To establish the narrow beamwidth directional links, the medium access control
(MAC) layer beam searching protocols are specified in millimeter wave (mmWave)
communications standards. A beam searching protocol determines the best trans-
mit and receive directions by transmitting and receiving training packets in the
complete beam-search space. This consumes a very high amount of channel time.
In this chapter, we propose a novel multi-level beam searching mechanism based
on a decrease-and-conquer approach that results in a massive reduction in the
number of beam searching packets required to establish the directional mmWave
links. For the extremely narrow beamwidths (2°-5°), the proposed algorithm re-
duces the number of required beam searching packets by 85%-88% as compared
to the IEEE 802.11ad beam searching mechanism. This would be extremely
beneficial in case of mobile users where frequent beamforming is required. The
proposed algorithm is equally effective in the two dimensional (2-D) as well as
the three dimensional (3-D) beamforming systems.

4.1. Introduction
To compensate for the high path loss at mmWave bands, directional antennas
using narrow pencil beams have been proposed [14, 8]. The high gain pencil
beams confine signal power in the desired directions, thus allowing more power
to be received at the intended receiver. The higher antenna gains can be achieved
either by using special antenna geometries such as horn antennas, or by using
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(a) Digital baseband beamforming architecture (transmit side).

(b) Analog RF beamforming architecture (transmit side).

Figure 4.1: Beamforming architectures

array antennas which can be electronically steered. Thus the antenna structures
have a direct impact on how the beamforming is accomplished. In the case of
antenna array beamforming, generally the beamforming is accomplished either
in digital domain or in the analog domain (see Fig. 4.1). In digital beamforming
systems, antenna weight vectors (amplitude and phase configurations) are applied
on digital baseband signals where each antenna element requires a dedicated radio
frequency (RF) chain that consists of a digital to analog (DAC) converter and a
frequency upconverter. On the other hand, analog RF beamforming requires a
single RF chain for all the antenna elements. The digital baseband beamforming
provides greater accuracy due to the flexibility offered by digital signal processors.
Since mmWave systems would consist of a large number of antenna elements,
the number of RF chains required becomes much higher as compared to the
microwave systems where a few antenna elements are used. A large number
of RF chains and enormous operating bandwidth resulting in a very high power
consumption and costly systems make digital beamforming an unattractive choice
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for the mmWave systems.
To avoid the power-hungry signal processing methods, 60 GHz standards (e.g.,

IEEE 802.15.3c and 802.11ad) have advocated the use of analog beamforming.
Further, to overcome the dependence on the antenna structures, beam searching
procedures that works on the medium access control (MAC) layer instead of
the physical (PHY) layer are adopted in the above said 60 GHz standards. In
the MAC layer beamforming, pre-defined antenna weight vectors (amplitude and
phase configurations) are specified for each beam direction. The collection of
pre-defined antenna weight vectors is also called the Beam Codebook [22]. The
codebook based beamforming employs beam searching protocols to find the best
transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) beam directions. As the Tx and Rx beamwidth
decreases, the beam-search space increase which results in a very high beam
searching overhead. There exists another variant of beamforming called hybrid
beamforming that combines both the analog and digital beamforming [57, 58]
to exploit the spatial multiplexing capabilities of mmWave channel for high data
rate mmWave mobile cellular communications. However, we mainly focus on
improving the beam searching protocol using analog beamforming targeting short
range wireless local area network (WLAN) applications.

The IEEE 802.11ad beam searching protocol uses a two stage beam searching
approach in which beamwidth is divided in two levels of granularity: (i) sector
level searching using coarse beamwidths; and (ii) beam level searching using high
resolution pencil beams. When beamwidths become small, the number of train-
ing packets required during second stage become very high, which is the main
issue with the two level beam searching approach. To solve this problem, we
propose a beam searching protocol that employs a multi-stage beam searching
procedure instead of the two-stage approach. The proposed beam searching al-
gorithm requires significantly lower number of beam training packets to find the
best Tx and Rx beam directions. Our main contributions are:

(i) We propose a multi stage beam searching mechanism employing decrease-
and-conquer approach for mmWave beamforming. The proposed mecha-
nism reduces beam searching overhead with smaller beamwidths immensely.
The number of required training packets is reduced by 60% for 20° beamwidth
and 85-88% for 2°-5° beamwidth as compared to the beam searching pro-
tocol specified in IEEE 802.11ad.

(ii) We show that the proposed beam searching algorithm is equally effective
in reducing the beam searching overhead for 2D and 3D beamforming.

(iii) The proposed mechanism does not alter the structure of IEEE 802.11ad
training packets, hence it can be easily integrated in IEEE 802.11ad stan-
dard.

4.2. Related work
The mandatory use of directional antennas at mmWave frequencies makes the
beam searching mechanism an important step in establishing highly directional
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links and the initial link setup for device discovery. To facilitate the link setup,
IEEE 802.15.3c and IEEE 802.11ad have specified beam searching protocols that
use exhaustive searching to find the best transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) direc-
tions [5, 7]. The main difference between the IEEE 802.11ad and IEEE 802.15.3c
is that the IEEE 802.15.3c beam searching simultaneously search for the best Tx
and Rx directions while IEEE 802.11ad does find one at a time. Further, IEEE
802.11ad employ inpacket training where beam directions are switched within a
packet. It has been shown that the inpacket training result in an in-consistence
performance if multipaths are present [23]. On the other hand, IEEE 802.15.3c
uses a packet by packet training procedure resulting in higher searching overhead.

Molisch et al. have proposed techniques to reduce the beam searching over-
head by using different approaches for the fixed and the adaptive modulation
schemes [24]. In case of fixed modulations, the beam searching is stopped when
the desired signal to noise ratio is achieved without searching further even if
there is a possibility of finding better beam pair. A hierarchical beam searching
approach is proposed which is similar to the one we have proposed in this chap-
ter, however we specifically focus on the bisection approach. In case of adaptive
modulation, prediction based on historical data is used resulting in considerable
reduction in the beam searching time. Bin Li, et al. have also suggested an
optimized search algorithm to improve the beam training time [25]. A beam
searching protocol for scheduling multiple links is proposed [59]. A completely
different approach employing 2.4/5 GHz signals to assist the mmWave beamform-
ing has been proposed in [26], which reduces the beam training overhead. It is
shown that the direction of 60 GHz transmissions can be inferred from 2.4/5 GHz
transmissions. However, all these works except [26] still use the two-stage beam
searching protocol incurring considerably higher beam searching overhead. We
propose a multi-stage beam searching approach using the divide and conquer
approach that significantly minimizes the searching overhead.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.3 introduces the
IEEE 802.11ad beam searching procedure. Section 4.4 presents the proposed
decrease-and-conquer based beam searching protocol. Numerical results are dis-
cussed in Section 4.5, followed by concluding remarks in Section 4.6.

4.3. IEEE 802.11ad mmWave beamforming proto-
col

Apart from the Quasi-Omni (QO) beamwidth, IEEE 802.11ad defines two levels
of antenna beamwidths denoted as the sector and beam levels as shown in Fig. 4.2.
Sector level beamwidth is relatively wider compared to the beam level beamwidth.
A sector can contain many high resolution beams. For example, a sector level
beamwidth could be 120° or 90° while beam level beamwidth can be 20° or even
as low as 1°-5°. In order to establish a highly directional link, IEEE 802.11ad
beamforming is performed in two stages employing exhaustive search procedure.
A station (STA) starting the beam training1 is referred as initiator and the

1In this chapter beam training and beam searching are used interchangeably.
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of IEEE 802.11ad beam searching protocol.

recipient is referred as responder.
Fig. 4.2 depicts the BF procedure specified in IEEE 802.11ad assuming sym-

metrical antenna structures, i.e., the best Tx direction is also the best Rx di-
rection for an antenna. In the first stage, coarse sector training is performed
in which best Rx and Tx sectors are chosen by transmitting and/or receiving
training packets in all the possible Tx and Rx sectors of initiator and responder.
In the second stage, high resolution beam training is performed in which best
high resolution Tx and Rx pencil beams are selected within the already selected
Tx and Rx sectors. If the initiator is a Personal Basic Service Set Control Point
(PCP) , then the first stage of BF, i.e. coarse sector training, is performed dur-
ing Association Beamforming Training (ABFT) part of IEEE 802.11ad Beacon
Interval (BI) and second stage is performed in the beginning of the reserved time
slot called Service Periods (SP) part of BI. However, if a non PCP STA is an
initiator, then both stages of BF training are performed in allocated SPs.

Let Ω be the sector level beamwidth and Φ be the beam level beamwidth,
then number of initiator antenna sectors Ns

I = 2π
ΩI

, number of responder antenna

sectors Ns
R = 2π

ΩR
, number of initiator beam directions within a sector N b

I = ΩI

ΦI
,

and number of Rx beam directions within a sector N b
R = ΩR

ΦR
. Here subscript ‘I ’

and ‘R’ refer to initiator and responder beamwidths, respectively.
Hence, N , the total number of packets transmitted (excluding feedback pack-

ets) to attain the given beam resolution is given by,

N = a(Ns
I + Ns

R) + a(N b
I + N b

R), (4.1)

= a( 2π
ΩI

+ 2π
ΩR

) + a(ΩI

φI
+ ΩR

φR
),

here, a = 1 for STAs using symmetrical antenna systems and a = 2 for STAs
using asymmetrical antenna systems.

For narrower beamwidths such as 1°-5°, the required number of training
packet transmissions would be very high and will result in significant beam
training overhead. For example, in the case of 2-D beamforming if initial sec-
tor beamwidth is 180°, then for Rx and Tx beamwidths of 5°, total number of
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Figure 4.3: Multi-stage decrease-and-conquer beam searching procedure for 2-D and 3-D beam-
forming.

narrow beams in a sector is equal to 180/5=36. To select the best Tx and Rx
beams for the bidirectional link, approximately (36 + 36) = 72 training packets
would be needed if symmetrical antenna systems are used. However, if asymmet-
ric antenna system is used, the best Rx and Tx configurations will be different
for each STA resulting in twice the number, i.e., 144 training packets. If three-
dimensional beamforming is used, the beam searching would span over azimuth
as well as elevation, thus even higher channel time is consumed in selection of
best beams. For example, for a 2° azimuth and elevation beamwidths, 360 train-
ing packets are required to find the best Tx and Rx beams if initial azimuth and
elevation beamwidth of a QO sector is 180°. Hence, it is important to reduce the
beam searching time in order to exploit the high data rate advantage of highly
directional mmWave links.

4.4. Multi-stage decrease-and-conquer beam search-

ing protocol
Instead of the two-level beam searching protocol, we propose to use a multi-level
beam searching protocol which follows decrease-and-conquer approach to perform
the hierarchical narrowing down of beamwidths to increase the beam resolution.
The proposed mechanism in a 2-D setting is described in Algorithm 1. Let ΓT be
the target link budget to be obtained by narrowing the initiator and responder
beamwidths, and φI−min and φR−min are the minimum2 obtainable initiator
and responder beamwidths, respectively. Beam searching would be accomplished
when initiator and responder beamwidths result in sufficient antenna gains such
that the achievable link budget Γ(φI , φI) ≥ ΓT .

The first step of the beam searching algorithm is to find the best QO sectors
among the 2π

ΩI
initiator sectors and 2π

ΩR
responder sectors. The values of ΩI and

ΩR depend on the intended coverage distance. The best initiator and responder
QO sectors are determined by transmitting 2π

ΩI
+ 2π

ΩR
training packets. In the

2Minimum beamwidth depends on the number of antenna elements in the antenna array.
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Algorithm 1 Beam searching mechanism employing decrease-and-conquer ap-
proach

1: Given: ΩI , ΩR, φI−min, φR−min, ΓT ;
2: Find the best initiator and responder QO levels from 2π

ΩI
initiator QO levels

and 2π
ΩR

responder QO levels;
3: i=0, φI [i] = ΩI , φR[i] = ΩR;
4: while Γ(φI , φR) < ΓT do
5: i++;
6: if φI > φI−min & φR > φR−min then

7: φI [i + 1] = φI [i]
2 , φR[i + 1] = φR[i]

2 ;
8: Perform both initiator and responder training;
9: else if φI > φI−min & φR ≤ φR−min then

10: φI [i + 1] = φI [i]
2 , φR[i + 1] = φR−min;

11: Perform intiator training only, stop responder training;
12: else if φI ≤ φI−min & φR > φR−min then

13: φI [i + 1] = φI−min, φR[i + 1] = φR[i]
2 ;

14: Stop initiator training, perform responder training only;
15: else
16: return φI = φI−min, φR = φR−min;
17: Required link budget cannot be attained, hence either operate at the

attainable data rate or abandon the transmission;
18: end if
19: end while
20: return φI = φI [i + 1], φR = φR[i + 1]; Stop the beam searching procedure

and start transmission.
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subsequent beam searching stages beamwidths are halved at each stage resulting
in two Tx/Rx directions for initiator and responder STAs (see Fig. 4.3). At
every stage, best Tx and Rx directions are selected by transmitting four training
packets if symmetrical antenna structures are used. In our algorithm we take
care of the situations where both STAs have different minimum beamwidths
that depend on the number of elements in respective antenna arrays. In case
of different minimum beamwidths, it may so happen that one STA reaches its
lowest attainable beamwidth before another STA and hence only one of the STA
would participate in the beam training procedure while other STA would use its
minimum beamwidth (see the Algorithm 1).

For example, STAs can start with 180° or 90° QO beamwidths resulting in 2
or 4 QO sectors, respectively. This will require 2 + 2 = 4, or 4 + 4 = 8, training
packet transmissions in first stage, respectively. Once the best Tx and Rx QO
sectors for the first stage are known, in the subsequent stages, each sector is
divided into two parts, where total 4 training packets are required to find the best
Tx and Rx sector until the minimum possible beamwidth level is reached. Else,
if required link strength is achieved before reaching the narrowest beamwidth
level (see Algorithm 1 and Fig. 4.3). Similar procedure is applicable for 3-D
beamforming where beam searching spans over both azimuth and elevation.

Proposition 1. In case of 2-D beamforming, the total number of training packets
required to establish a directional link is

(

2aL + 2a
(

2π
Ω

))

. Here, Ω is the QO
sector beamwidth for Tx and Rx; ′φ′ is the beamwidth of Tx and Rx pencil beams,

and L =
⌈

log2
Ω
φ

⌉

.

Proof. In case of 2-D beamforming with initial sector beamwidth Ω for both Tx
and Rx, total number of training packets transmitted are 2

⌈

2π
Ω

⌉

. If the final
beamwidth is φ, then total number of beamforming stages required to reach the

beamwidth value of φ would be L =
⌈

log2
Ω
φ

⌉

. Apart from the first stage, each

successive stage would require four training packets.

Corollary 1. For the 3-D beamforming case, if φaz is the azimuth beamwidth
and φel is the elevation beamwidth of the Tx and Rx using pencil beam anten-
nas, then the total number of training packets required to establish the link is
(

2aL + 2a
(

2π
Ωaz + 2π

Ωel

))

. Here Ωaz and Ωel are the azimuth and elevation QO

sector beamwidths, respectively, and L =
⌈

log2
Ωaz

φaz

⌉

+
⌈

log2
Ωel

φel

⌉

.

Proof. The proof of this corollary is similar to the proof of Proposition 1 except
extending the search in one more dimension, i.e., elevation.

4.5. Performance analysis
We used MATLAB to numerically evaluate the proposed beam searching scheme
and to compare it with the IEEE 802.11ad beam searching protocol. We assumed
an ideal directional antenna model with constant main lobe gain and without
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any side lobes. The initial QO sector beamwidth is assumed to be 180° for both
the Tx and Rx antennas. Fig. 4.4 shows the comparison for 2-D beamforming.
The vertical axis represents the beam searching counts, i.e., the total number
of training packets sent for both the protocols while horizontal axis depicts the
beamwidths of Rx and Tx antennas, which are assumed to be equal.

It is evident from Fig. 4.4 that for narrow pencil beams, large number of
training packets are sent before the narrow beamwidth link is established, if
IEEE 802.11ad beamforming protocol is used. On the other hand, decrease-and-
conquer beam-searching demonstrate huge reductions in the number of required
training packets. The number of stages for decrease-and-conquer beamwidth de-
pends on the initial sector beamwidth and the width of the narrow pencil beam as
explained in the Proposition 1. As beamwidth decreases, the number of training
packets increase steeply in the case of IEEE 802.11ad because beam search space
is inversely proportional to the beamwidth of narrow beams. On the other hand,
decrease-and-conquer beam searching uses multi-stage approach where each stage
has only two Tx and Rx sectors which requires only four training packets at each
stage and number of stages is equal to log2

Ω
φ , resulting in approximately 60% de-

crease for 20° beamwidth and 85% decrease for 5° beamwidth in required number
of training packets.

Fig. 4.6 shows the results for 3-D beamforming employing IEEE 802.11ad
beam-search protocol (left) and the proposed decrease-and-conquer beam-search
protocol (right). The vertical axis (perpendicular to the plane of the paper)
represents beam searching counts. The axes on the plane of the paper show
the azimuth and elevation beamwidths. We assume a 90° beamwidths in both
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of IEEE 802.11ad beam searching protocol with the proposed beam
searching protocol for 2-D beamforming.
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of IEEE 802.11ad beam searching protocol with the proposed beam
searching protocol for 3-D mmWave beamforming.

the azimuth and elevation directions for the first stage sectors. Compared to
the 2-D beamforming where only beam searching in a single direction (azimuth)
is required, 3-D beamforming requires searching in two different directions, i.e.,
azimuth as well as elevation. Hence, huge number of training packets are sent
when beamwidths are small which is evident from the Fig. 4.5. However, multi-
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of IEEE 802.11ad beam searching protocol with the proposed beam
searching protocol for 3-D mmWave beamforming with equal azimuth and elevation

beamwidths.

stage decrease-and-conquer beam searching results in a massive reduction in the
required number of training packet transmissions.

To provide a clearer picture, Fig. 4.6 shows comparison between IEEE 802.11ad
beam searching and the proposed beam searching mechanism a 3-D beamform-
ing scenario for equal azimuth and elevation beamwidths. It can be seen that
up to 88% reduction in required number of training packets is achieved for a 2°
beamwidth. Thus, enormous reduction in the required training packets can be
achieved even in case of 3-D beamforming by using the multi-stage beam search-
ing approach. Also, the proposed mechanism does not modify IEEE 802.11ad
training packets, hence it can be easily integrated with the IEEE 802.11ad MAC
protocol.

4.6. Conclusions
Finding the best transmit and receive beam directions is a prerequisite to estab-
lish a multi-Gbps mmWave wireless link employing narrow beamwidth antennas.
Beam searching protocols have been proposed to find the best Tx/Rx directions
that use training packets to assess the link quality for different Tx and Rx direc-
tions. This results in a significant communication overhead. The beam searching
procedure will be more often needed if links are not static. Thus it is important
to have beam searching protocols that results in a minimum overhead.

In this chapter, we proposed a beam searching protocol for millimeter wave
communications using pencil beam antennas. The proposed mechanism employs
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decrease-and-conquer approach for selection of best beams. It outperforms the
60 GHz IEEE 802.11ad beam searching protocol in terms of required number of
training packets to find the best transmit and receive beam directions. The num-
ber of required training packets are reduced by 60% for 20° beamwidth and 85-
88% for 2°-5° beamwidth as compared to IEEE 802.11ad beam searching protocol.
We have shown that the proposed mechanism is equally effective in reducing the
beam seaching overhead in both 2-D and 3-D beamforming systems.

Although the proposed multi-stage beam searching results in a significant re-
duction in the required number of training packets, the practical implementation
needs efficient beam codebook design. Since each stage of beam searching uses
a different beamwidth, the number of active antenna elements would also vary
at each of these beam searching stages. Thus, new switching based beamform-
ing architecture is required that can ensure the required beam patterns at every
stage of beam searching mechanism by selecting appropriate number of antenna
elements.
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Beam Switching in 60 GHz
Communications

In Chapter 3 and 4, we investigated the impact of beam misalignment and beam
searching overhead on the narrow beamwidth millimeter wave (mmWave) links.
If misalignment is severe, beam searching is instantiated to re-orient the antenna
beams in the desired directions. This frequent re-beamforming amounts to sig-
nificant communication overhead as well as a poor quality of experience. In
this chapter, we propose to use the motion sensors available in mobile devices
to initiate proactive beam switching. Using the data from motion sensors, next
desired beam orientation is predicted and beam switching is performed without
interrupting the data transmission. Once a directional link is established, the
proposed scheme results in much less invocation of the re-beamforming mecha-
nism to maintain the link alignment.

5.1. Introduction
Maintaining the receive (Rx) and transmit (Tx) beam alignment is highly im-
portant in mmWave directional links to leverage the multi-Gbps wireless capac-
ity offered by the large available bandwidth. To maintain the beam alignment,
the IEEE 802.15.3c [5] and IEEE 802.11ad [7] standards provide beam-tracking
mechanisms. During the beam searching phase, apart from the best Tx and Rx
beam directions, the second best beam directions are also determined as backup.
In beam-tracking mechanisms, special sequences are used to evaluate the link
strength. These beam tracking sequences can be either part of the data packets
or be transmitted as independent packets. The tracking mechanism senses the
current link quality by observing signal to noise ratio of a tracking packet. If
the tracking mechanism observes a sufficient link quality degradation, the link
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switches to the second best (backup) beam directions determined during the
beam searching phase. However, if the chosen beams (after switching) do not
provide sufficient link quality, the beam searching mechanism is invoked again
to find a fresh set of best beam directions. If very narrow beamwidth anten-
nas are used, maintaining the link alignment could be very difficult due to the
slightest movement of devices. Thus frequent beam searching would be triggered
to re-align the link. This limits the achievable link throughput as a consider-
able amount of channel time is wasted in maintaining the alignment. Generally,
misalignment happens due to the movement of users or a change in the device
holding pattern.

We propose to use motion sensors (accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetome-
ter) to identify and correct the link misalignments. We use sensor data to find
user movement and reconfigure the beam directions to maintain a steady link
quality. Generally, the link degradation primarily happens either due to block-
age or due to beam misalignment. When use commonly found motion sensors
in mobile devices to distinguish the cause of link degradation. This is done by
using the simple classification technique to find if there is any movement (trans-
lation, rotation) or it is caused by blockage. Once it is established that the
device movement has occurred, we differentiate the translational movement from
the rotational movement, and use this information to resolve the misalignment
by reorienting the Tx and Rx beams in the expected directions. This is accom-
plished by predicting the next beam-pair based on the movement data and switch
the beams before the link quality drops significantly. We call it proactive beam
switching because it is done before the link breaks and that too without using
the IEEE 802.11ad beam tracking and searching mechanisms. We summarize our
contributions as follows:

(i) We use the motion sensor data to determine the cause of link degradation,
i.e., whether it is caused by blockage or misalignment. Further, we deter-
mine the cause of misalignment, i.e., translational movement or rotation
movement.

(ii) Using the historical movement data, we predict the next location/orientation
of the mobile device.

(iii) By using the prediction results indicating next location/orientation of the
mobile device, proactive beam switching is facilitated, that results in sig-
nificant reduction in re-beamformings.

By using an example scenario, we show that the sensor-assisted proactive beam
switching can avoid frequent link disruptions. It reduces re-beamformings in-
stances along the path traversed in the example scenario and results in a lower
beam searching overhead and a better user experience. Since presently there is
no mobile device available that has 60 GHz radio implemented, we used a Sam-
sung smart phone to collect the motion sensor data along the example path.
Further, we used a radio simulation tool to gather 60 GHz received power data
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by mapping this example path in the radio simulation tool. We merged the col-
lected sensor data and received signal power in MATLAB to simulate the beam
switching mechanism. This work is mainly performed as an M.Sc. thesis project
undertaken by Mr. Arjen Doff under my supervision. We would like to explicitly
express that in this work, we do not provide a generalized solution for the sensor-
assisted beam switching, rather, we, using an example path scenario, show that
using motion sensors are helpful in facilitating the beam switching.

5.2. Related work

Exploiting data gathered from motion sensors to re-orient the beam direction
is an idea less explored. Only a few papers [60, 61, 62, 63] have explored the
relation of mobility and beam switching in 60 GHz communication. In [60] the
rate at which the received signal power changes is monitored to identify the error
type affecting the link. In [61], the impact of device mobility on 60 GHz link
quality is explored. It is shown that circular (rotational) motion has more im-
pact than the linear motion on the 60 GHz link quality, which prompts frequent
re-beamformings. It is argued that the motion aspects should be included in the
60 GHz beam-tracking and MAC protocols. In [60], the causes of link degrada-
tion in 60 GHz directional communications are investigated and concluded that it
is very important to differentiate between link degradation due to blockage and
link degradation due to beam misalignment because of device movement. The
importance of identifying the cause of link degradation is highlighted because
correction mechanisms are different in case of blockage, translational movement
and rotational movement. In [62], the idea of utilizing the motion sensors for
beam tracking in mmWave networks is presented. The data gathered from ac-
celerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer is used to reorient the beam direction
if user movement is observed. An attitude heading reference system and zero
velocity detector data are used to accurately determine the device movement.
A similar method for mmWave beam-tracking employing motion sensors is pre-
sented in [63]. However, both of these works use sensor data for beam-tracking
only and reactive beam switching is performed. On the other hand, we propose
proactive beam switching by predicting the next location/orientation of the mo-
bile device using motion sensor data, which avoids link disruptions and reduces
the re-beamforming instances.

5.3. Motion sensors and movement classification

In this section, we first introduce the motion sensors used to identify the move-
ment of a mobile device. It is followed by the description relation between type
of movement (translational, rotational, or both) and the required beam switching
actions (Tx beam switching, Rx beam switching, or both the Tx and Rx beam
switching) in 60 GHz directional links.
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5.3.1. Sensors
A smartphones has many sensors, among which accelerometers, gyroscopes and
magnetometers can be seen as the most relevant to detect motion. Gyroscopes
measure angular velocity in rad/s based on the Coriolis force while accelerometer
measures the linear acceleration in m/s2. The magnetometer can be used as
a digital compass. Both the accelerometer and the gyroscope data are used
in the error identification phase and are represented by a = [ax, ay, az] and
g = [gx, gy, gz] corresponding to the x, y, and z directions, respectively.

To retrieve useful information from these sensors it is possible to combine the
data from two or more sensors. The combination of these sensors is referred to
as a virtual sensor. The rotation vector sensor is such a virtual sensor, where
accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer data are fused. The rotation vector
sensor gives the orientation of the device relative to the East-North-Up coordi-
nates, and is represented as ǫ = [φ, θ, Ψ]. The azimuth angle φ will be used in
the movement prediction phase to determine the direction of movement.

5.3.2. Types of movements
When a mobile station (STA) and an access point (AP) are connected, we assume
their beams are perfectly aligned. However, translational or rotational movement
results in link degradation due to misalignment of Tx and Rx beams. If the STA
starts to move in a linear direction, both the STA and the AP need to change
beam direction, as can be seen in Fig. 5.1.

STA

r

θSTA 

d

AP
θAP

Mis-aligned 

beams

     Perfectly

aligned beams

Figure 5.1: Illustration of beam misalignment due to translational movement.

On the other hand, when the STA only experience rotation movement, we
only need to change the beam direction of the STA, as can be seen in Fig. 5.2. It

θSTA 
STA

θAP

d

AP

Mis-aligned beams

Figure 5.2: Illustration of beam misalignment due to angular movement.
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can be easily seen that the STA should switch its beam if it has rotated more than
θST A. To get an understanding of how often beam switching needs to be done,
angular speeds were measured [60]. Table 5.1 shows the necessity of performing

Table 5.1: Angular displacement of a smartphone under different activities.

Activities Angular displacement in 100 ms
Reading, web browsing (no change
of orientations)

6◦ − 11◦

Reading, web browsing (horizon-
tal from/to vertical orientation
changes)

30◦ − 36◦

Playing games 72◦ − 80◦

frequent re-beamforming due to rotations if no additional information is known.
This was also explored and shown in [61] where beam switching needed to be
done every 14-54ms during rotations, depending on the antenna setup.

5.4. Identifying and predicting movements
The first objective is to identify what caused the error: translational movement,
rotational movement or blockage. The secondary objective is to predict the next
beam sector/beam-pair when we know the origin of the error.

5.4.1. Identify error
The first phase is to identify the error by performing activity recognition to detect
if the user is standing still, moving straight, turning or both turning and moving.
A simple, yet very effective algorithm used in activity recognition is k-nearest
neighbors (k-NN) [64] which uses a feature vector to identify features specific to
a certain activity.

Let k be the number of nearest neighbors and T = {x1, x2, . . . , xN} be the
training samples collected from the accelerometer or gyroscope. xi = (f i, ci),
where f i is the feature vector of the training samples xi and ci is the class that
xi belongs to. The feature vector was chosen to contain the mean and standard
deviation of the accelerometer data a and the gyroscope data g, as well as the
maximal autocorrelation of the accelerometer data a to better detect the steps
taken by a user. Thus f = [µa, µg, σa, σg, max(Ra)].

A new sample x̂ = (f̂ , ĉ) is classified as shown in ALGO. 1. Multiple measures

of distances can be used to calculate the distance d(f̂ , f i) between the feature
vector of the input sample and the training samples. We use the l2 norm, where

the distance d is calculated as d(f̂ , f) =
√

∑n
j=1 |f̂j − fj |2. Here n = 15 is the

length of the feature vector.

Blockage can also indirectly be detected using sensors. If the signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) drops and the device does not measure any
movement, it is apparent that the beam was blocked. Note that this conclusion
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Algorithm 1 k-NN

1: for each x̂ = (f̂ , ĉ) do

2: Calculate the distance d(f̂ , f i) between x̂ and all xi in T .

3: Sort T ascending based on the distance d(f̂ , f i).
4: Select the first k samples from T , these are the k points closest to x̂.
5: Assign a class to ĉ based on the majority vote of the k classes.
6: end for

is only valid if we assume movement and blockage do not occur at the same time.
If they do occur at the same time, it will be difficult to identify the source of the
error.

5.4.2. Movement prediction
After the cause of link degradation is known, i.e., whether its caused by device
movement or by blockage due to obstacles, appropriate actions are needed. If
device movement is the cause of the link degradation, the next step is to predict
the next best beam-pair based on the measurements from the sensors. Usually,
according to IEEE 802.11ad, every time the signal power severely drops, the
exhaustive beam searching is performed. However, we propose to use sensor data
to determine the next beam directions in the following two ways:

Simple prediction

In this method, the next beam sector is predicted by extrapolating the current
beam sector and the previous beam sector. It does not takes into account the
device orientation information. If we take Sc = [xc, yc]T as the current sector
and Sp = [xp, yp]T as the previous sector. Then the next sector Sn is calculated
as

Sn =

[

xn

yn

]

=

[

xc + sgn(xc − xp)

yc + sgn(yc − yp)

]

,

where sgn(∗) is the signum operator. As an example, if the user moves from beam
sector [xp, yp]T = [3, 1]T to [xc, yc]T = [3, 2]T , the next beam sector is predicted
to be [xn, yn]T = [3, 3]T . This method works well if the user is always walking
in one direction, however if turns are made this method will wrongly predict the
next beam-pair.

Sensor prediction

The second prediction method uses the azimuth angle information obtained from
the rotation vector sensor in the device. The rotation vector sensor gives the
orientation of the device. We use change in the azimuth angle as an indication of
the change in the direction of the mobile device. The azimuth angle information
provided by the rotation vector sensor only influences the beam direction of
mobile device if there is no translational movement is observed. The prediction
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of the next beam sector Sn is calculated from this direction as follows:

Sn =

[

xn

yn

]

=

[

xc + nint(sin φ)

yc + nint(cos φ)

]

,

where nint(∗) is the nearest integer, or round function and φ represents the
azimuth angle of the device orientation.

5.5. Test setup
For the prediction phase, without loss of generality, the following example sce-
nario is assumed. A user device (STA) is connected to a 60 GHz AP located at
the center of the ceiling. The user starts to move, which means the directional
beam of the AP is no longer aligned with that of the user. Consequently, a dip in
the signal power is observed triggering the need for switching the beam direction
of AP and the mobile device.

In order to simulate the 60 GHz network with mobility we used two stages.
The first stage is to gather data from a simulated environment using a verified
radio frequency propagation simulator, called Radiowave Propagation Simulator
(RPS) [65], which provides close to real 60 GHz signal strength at various loca-
tions on a floor plan. The second stage consists of collecting real experimental
sensor data from the user assuming the user is moving along the path shown in
Fig. 5.3(a) using the motion sensors in a Samsung Galaxy SIII smartphone.

In RPS a room is created with material properties of glass, concrete and wood
as shown in Table 5.2. A 100×100 grid is placed at a height of 1.5 m to simulate

Table 5.2: Dielectric properties of materials in 60 GHz [66].

Material Thickness
(m)

ǫRe ǫIm

Concrete
wall/ceiling

0.3 6.14 -0.3015

Wooden floor 0.2 2.81 -0.0964
Wooden door 0.04 2.81 -0.0964
Glass window 0.02 4.58 -0.0458

possible positions and height of users when holding a mobile device. RPS is able
to measure the signal power at every position in this grid. A directional transmit
(TX) antenna is placed in the middle of the room at a height of 4 m, which acts
as an AP. The AP antenna can be directed at 25 different sectors, such that a
5 × 5 grid is created as shown in Fig. 5.3. The TX antenna pattern is Gaussian
as is also assumed in the task group IEEE 802.11ad (TGad) channel model [67].

The receive (RX) antenna pattern of the device has an elevation beamwidth
of 180°and azimuth beamwidth of 30°. The parameters for the RPS setup are
shown in 5.3.
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(a) The test setup in the room showing the 5 × 5 grid
and the route.

(b) The received power.

Figure 5.3: The example path and the received power using RPS.
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Table 5.3: RPS parameters.

Room dimensions 10× 10× 4 m
Carrier frequency 60 GHz
TX half-power beamwidth (HPBW) 30◦

TX power 10 dBm
TX antenna gain 14 dB
RX antenna gain 14 dB
Noise figure 10 dB
Antenna polarization Left hand circular

To predict the next beam sector, it is assumed that the direction of the user
with respect to the AP can be measured directly using the azimuth angle of the
device given by the rotation vector sensor. This is of course an abstraction of
reality where the user may hold the device in a tilted manner. We used fastest
sampling rate for sensors as specified in the data sheet (100 Hz for accelerome-
ter and 200 Hz for gyroscope and orientation sample collection), as is shown in
Table 5.4.

Table 5.4: Sensor parameters.

Sensor Ideal rate
(Hz)

Actual rate
(Hz)

Accelerometer 100 90
Gyroscope 200 180
Orientation 200 180

We superimposed the mobile device sensor data and the received signal strength
indication (RSSI) values from RPS in Matlab to simulate the beam switching
events. To identify cause of misalignment (rotational movement or translational
movement), mean and standard deviation of the accelerometer and gyroscope
sensor values as are chosen as features for the k-NN classifier which have shown
good results as reported in [68]. The autocorrelation of the accelerometer data
was also used as a feature to detect the steps taken by a user.

To increase the scale of the experiments with respect to a single simple route, a
RWPM was used such that statistical analysis on the different prediction methods
can be done. In the RWPM the orientation of the device is assumed to be known.
The details of the simulations using RWPM are presented in the next section.

5.6. Experimental results
5.6.1. Identifying errors
The activity recognition was done by sampling the sensors for 10 min while doing
the activities: (i) standing still, (ii) turning, (iii) moving straight or (iv) both
turning and moving. The training vectors were generated from the first 5 min of
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Figure 5.4: The accuracy of the k-NN search for different window sizes.

the recorded samples. For the last 5 min a k-NN search, with k = 3 was applied.
The accuracy of the k-NN search for different window sizes can be seen in Fig. 5.4.
A window size of 100 ms means we are trying to detect the activity from the last
100 ms.

From Fig. 5.4 it can be seen that an accuracy of 100% can be achieved when
the user is standing still. This means we were always able to identify if the user
was standing still. Turning could be identified with an accuracy of 96-100%.
Moving straight was detected with an accuracy of 92-100%. It can be observed
that the combination of turning and moving was the hardest to detect with only
81% to 97% accuracy. As was also explored in [68] the window size has a big
impact on the results. Basically there is a trade-off between accuracy and speed.
When the window size decreases, the activity will be recognized faster, however
the results will be less accurate and vice versa.

From Table 5.1 we observe that angular movement can happen rapidly. This
means that the window size of 100 ms is not enough when the movement is faster.
The accelerometer is sampling at roughly 100 Hz, which means 10 samples are
taken every 100 ms. To further increase the reaction time for activity recognition,
we need to decrease the window size to 10 ms. Meaning we would observe barely 1
sample in a window, which is not sufficient to recognize an activity. To overcome
this limitation the sampling rate of the sensors needs to be increased. If the
sampling rate is increased, faster and more accurate results can be obtained.
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Figure 5.5: The received power along the route of 5.3(a) using PDth = −3 dBm and
PRth = −65 dBm.
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5.6.2. Movement prediction
To understand the impact of movement prediction, a route was specified as shown
in Fig. 5.3(a). This route does not contain any obstacles. Every prediction
method is activated only when the received power drops by a certain threshold
PDth – the drop-off threshold. A forced re-beamforming is done if the received
power reaches the re-beamforming threshold PRth. For this scenario we chose
PDth = −3 dBm and PRth = −65 dBm.

The received power along the route of Fig. 5.3(a) for the simple and sensor
prediction methods is shown in Fig. 5.5. Re-beamforming needs to be done if
a switch is made to a wrong beam sector or if the re-beamforming threshold is
reached. These locations are indicated with a red star in Fig. 5.5(a), Fig. 5.5(b)
and Fig. 5.5(c).

Using no prediction as seen in Fig. 5.5(a), re-beamforming is used every time
the signal power drops by more than 3 dBm. This results in re-beamforming
having to be performed 14 times along the route. In contrast, Fig. 5.5(b) shows
that using a simple prediction method, only 6 re-beamformings are needed along
the route. The number of re-beamforming along the route is reduced to 3 if the
sensor prediction method is used.

It is not always possible to predict and switch the beam to better beam-pair in
terms of received power. This causes sudden drop in power as shown in Fig.5.5(b)
and Fig. 5.5(c). The sudden drop in signal power is undesired because it forces
re-beamforming. Thus in order to minimize this signal power dip it is advised
that the prediction methods incorporate a simple beam-pair test to see if the
predicted beam-pair actually increases the link quality.

5.6.3. Simulation with RWPM
To analyse the improvement due to sensor prediction on the number of re-
beamforming we used the RWPM to simulate the user movement. 100 waypoints
were randomly generated in the room and for different drop-off thresholds the
number of re-beamformings was calculated. This was repeated 100 times to ob-
tain a statistically significant mean and standard deviation as shown in 5.6. At
every step along the route it is evaluated if re-beamforming is needed. We use
the distance of the route to normalize the number of re-beamforming, such that
a percentage of re-beamforming is obtained. From Fig. 5.6 it can be seen that
when using sensor prediction and PDth = −4 dB, 0.5% re-beamforming is needed.
With no prediction the re-beamforming increases to 6% for the same PDth. This
means the overhead due to re-beamforming is up to 12 times lower if sensors are
used under the condition that the RX device is omni-directional. The gain is
expected to increase if directional antennas are used.

The minimum re-beamforming percentage of 0.5% is obtained at PDth =
−4 dBm using sensor based prediction. This is because, for higher drop-off
thresholds (PDth = −3 dBm to −1 dBm) beam switching is triggered too of-
ten, increasing the re-beamforming percentage. The increase in re-beamforming
for lower drop-off thresholds (PDth = −10 dBm to −5 dBm) can be attributed
to two reasons. First, as PDth is decreased, the forced re-beamforming threshold
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Figure 5.6: The percentage of re-beamforming and mean received power v/s the drop-off
threshold PDth in the RWPM, for the simple and sensor-assisted prediction methods with

PRth = −65 dBm.

PRth will be reached more often resulting in triggering frequent re-beamforming.
Second, the low PDth causes the AP to wait too long to switch beams. If it takes
too long to switch beams based on the prediction, the predicted beam is more
likely to be misaligned, which leads to re-beamforming.

The trade-off can be seen when looking at the mean received power along the
route as shown in Fig. 5.6. If sensor prediction is employed, the mis-predictions
cause the mean received power to be lower compared to no prediction. Still,
for PDth = −10 dBm to −3 dBm the difference in mean received power between
sensor prediction and no prediction is no more than 0.5 dBm.

In Fig. 5.6 we see it is possible to obtain a favorable PDth in terms of both
re-beamformings and received power. Using sensor prediction, the mean received
power is maximized at PDth = −3 dBm and the re-beamforming percentage is
minimized at PDth = −4 dBm.

5.7. Conclusions
To exploit the full potential of the large available bandwidth in the mmWave
bands, it is important to maintain the strict alignment of narrow beamwidth
transmitter and receiver antennas. The beam misalignment due to user move-
ments can result in a severe link degradation and requires solutions to maintain
the beam alignment. In this chapter, we showed that by using the commonly
available motion sensors in the mobile devices, it is possible to predict the device
movements and pro-actively realign the beams without disrupting the connection.
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We demonstrated that by predicting the next location/orientation of a mobile
device using motion sensors data, proactive beam switching can be facilitated
which has shown significant reduction in the re-beamforming instances along an
example path.

This work takes the first steps to incorporate sensor data as a means of im-
proving network performance. However, further research is required to fully in-
corporate this scheme. For example, we have used k-NN to differentiate between
the translational and rotational movements, however the drawback of k-NN is
the need for training. Further, in our simulations we have assumed that the
AP has the full knowledge of the mobile sensor data to predict the next beam
sector. However, the IEEE 802.11ad standard has no data/control field wherein
the sensor data can be transmitted. This means either the IEEE 802.11ad data
frame needs to include the sensor data in a dedicated field or the sensor data
needs to be transmitted in a separate packet. More investigation is thus required
to incorporate our findings. The prediction methods in the case of simultaneous
blockage and movements also need to be investigated further.
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In the preceding chapters, we focussed on the medium access control and beam
alignment aspects of narrow beamwidth millimeter wave (mmWave) links consid-
ering the IEEE 802.11ad specifications. Although mmWave communications in
the unlicensed 60 GHz band is an obvious choice for multi-Gbps indoor wireless
access, providing a ’WiFi like’ seamless connectivity in indoor environments is
challenging because of the 60 GHz signals’ inability to penetrate walls. To solve
this problem, IEEE 802.11ad provides a fast session transfer (FST) mechanism
to switch from 60 GHz band to 2.4/5 GHz bands to leverage the benefits of robust
coverage provided by 2.4/5 GHz bands. However, the proposed FST mechanism
considers a single 60 GHz Access Points (AP) working within the coverage range
of a 2.4/5 GHz AP. Since every room or area separated by walls requires a ded-
icated 60 GHz AP, multiple 60 GHz APs fall within the coverage range of one
2.4/5 GHz AP. We consider this aspect, and propose CogCell, a novel indoor
architecture with a 2.4/5 GHz control-plane covering multiple 60 GHz APs sup-
porting the data-plane. We show that the proposed architecture makes device
discovery faster and promises a better medium access control. We also make a
provision for 60 GHz data-plane fallback to 2.4/5 GHz if 60 GHz links cannot be
established. We show that the proposed CogCell architecture enabling cognitive
interplay between 2.4/5 GHz and 60 GHz bands will improve the user experience
in future indoor/hospot communications.
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Figure 6.1: A 5G scenario with multiple radio access technologies.

6.1. Introduction
5G networks aim to achieve ubiquitous communication between anybody and
anything, anywhere and at anytime [69]. The performance requirements are far
beyond what is offered by current systems – in particular a 1000x increase in
network capacity is targeted. All this requires new network architectures, new
spectrum and technologies [70]. mmWave frequencies (30 GHz to 300 GHz) are
being explored as alternatives for both outdoor and indoor communication due
to the huge bandwidth they provide. Licensed 28–30GHz and 38–42GHz bands
have been proposed for outdoor cellular networks [8], while the unlicensed 60 GHz
band is being investigated for indoor communication [71]. Moreover, 2G, 3G and
4G access interfaces will have to be integrated with the new technologies to ensure
the support of legacy systems. Fig. 6.1 shows 5G communication scenario, where
multiple radio access technologies, i.e., 60 GHz Wireless Local Area Networks
(WLAN), 2.4/5 GHz WiFi, 28-30 or 38–40GHz outdoor mmWave base stations
(BSs) and macro and femto cell BSs are present. For an efficient spectrum
utilization, multiple licensed as well as unlicensed bands will need to work in
cohesion to support diverse applications and services. mmWave based mobile
communication (28-32 and 38-42GHz spectrum) and WLANs at 60 GHz will
coexist with the legacy cellular networks and WLANs.

To exploit the available spectrum across the various frequency bands, a highly
flexible communication interface is required which can support multiple RATs
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for various, possibly very different, services at the same time. For example,
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication will have infrequent small packets
with low data rates but with critical latency requirements. On the other hand,
video applications, e.g., 4K video, have some latency requirements, can tolerate
errors to an extent, but will require very high data rates. Web browsing and
file sharing applications, on the other hand have again different requirements. In
case of M2M, signaling and control mechanisms employed in current networks
would cause high overheads. Furthermore, to enable device-to-device (D2D)
communications which uses direct communications between devices in proximity
without involving BSs, very efficient signaling mechanisms are required so that
spectrum utilization can be increased.

To address these challenges, instead of a rigid and infrastructure-centric ap-
proach adopted by previous generations, device- and user-centric architectures
are being advocated for 5G, in order to better support ubiquitous and seamless
communication. Legacy 2G, 3G and 4G systems covering large areas were envi-
sioned to serve both indoor and outdoor environments likewise [70]. However, in
the 5G-era, 80% of traffic is expected to be generated in indoors [72]. Usually
most of the high data rate applications such as large file transfer, high definition
video streaming and conferencing would be used indoors. Therefore, 5G networks
must take care of the distinction between indoor and outdoor traffic. To tackle
this problem, high capacity indoor local small cells are required that can provide
multi-Gb/s connectivity with better coverage. The 60 GHz frequency band has
emerged as the most promising candidate for the high speed indoor communi-
cations due the availability of a large bandwidth. The 60 GHz standards IEEE
802.15.3c [5] and IEEE 802.11ad [7] have already been completed, promising data
rates up to 5-7 Gb/s for a range of 10 to 20 m. Since IEEE 802.11ad is backward
compatible with IEEE 802.11b/g/n/ac, it has emerged as a better candidate for
5G indoor communications than IEEE 802.15.3c. However, there remain several
issues which need to be addressed to realize multi-Gb/s 60 GHz indoor networks
based on the IEEE 802.11ad. Let us discuss these issues.

Access delay: IEEE 802.11ad divides the area around an access points (AP) in
sectors, e.g., a sector can span over 60°or 90°. CSMA/CA-based random access
is used during predefined time periods – in each sector in a round robin fashion
– called Contention Based Access Period (CBAP). A device has to wait for the
CBAP period allocated to its sector. For example, if each sector spans an angle of
90°then there are four sectors. Thus, if a device generates a request just after the
allocated CBAP period for its sector, it has to wait until the next three CBAP
periods have passed. This introduces a considerable delay before the request is
fulfilled.

Re-beamforming: Although the peak PHY data rate promised by IEEE 802.11ad
is about 7 Gb/s, realizing a seamless multi-Gb/s WLAN system providing a sus-
tained peak data rate is difficult. 60 GHz links are highly susceptible to blockage
caused by obstacles such as humans, furniture, walls, etc. Further, communica-
tion using narrow beams has to track moving devices to maintain the link [14, 73].
With narrow beams, beam misalignment caused by small movements result in
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broken links. If a device moves away from the beam coverage area, an exhaustive
beam-search is required, resulting in excessive delays and communication over-
head. It is therefore important to keep beam alignment in order to maintain a
stable link.

Handover: While using directional antennas at 60 GHz, device discovery by the
AP is challenging due to the required strict alignment of receiver and transmit-
ter antennas. Further, 60 GHz signals do not penetrate walls, there will be many
isolated from each other 60 GHz APs in an indoor area. This results in frequent
handovers when a user moves. When moving from the coverage area of one AP
to another’s, one should be able to quickly reconnect with another AP. To ensure
this, efficient mobility management, fast discovery and authentication mecha-
nisms are needed. Since the data rate is very high, a small interruption in signal
coverage can lead to the loss of a large amount of data. Further, frequent device
discovery and association also leads to excessive energy consumption resulting in
fast battery drain.

To address these challenges associated with the standalone operation of 60 GHz
indoor wireless access, we propose CogCell, a 2.4/5 GHz assisted 60 GHz picocel-
lular network architecture. This is similar to the existing macro-assisted small
cells – also called phantom cells architecture, for 5G outdoor networks [74]. In
this approach, the control-plane and data-plane are decoupled. The macro cell
covering a large area is responsible for the control and management functions,
while small cells are used solely for providing high data rate communications.
Usually small cells remain in a turn-off state to save energy. We got the in-
spiration to propose our CogCell architecture from the phantom cells concept,
however we have tailored it to indoor environments to benefit from the ubiquity
of WiFi, operating at the 2.4/5 GHz bands and the high data rate capability
of the 60 GHz band. To the best of our knowledge, there is no prior work on
hybrid 2.4/5 and 60 GHz network architecture for indoor communications. In
our proposed architecture, the 60 GHz band is used for high speed data commu-
nication (data-plane traffic) while 2.4/5 GHz WiFi is used for control purposes
(control-plane traffic). In the absence of a 60 GHz link, 2.4 GHz can also be used
as a fallback data-plane option in CogCell architecture making the best of both
worlds. Several, isolated from each other, 60 GHz picocells are controlled by a
single WiFi AP. This facilitates faster device discovery and excellent mobility
management of the room-level picocells. The proposed architecture provides the
following benefits:

i Better spectrum utilization by switching between 2.4/5 GHz and 60 GHz
bands for control and data transmission, respectively.

ii Faster device discovery leading to a speedy network association and reduced
latency in medium access.

iii Provision for opportunistic fall-back of the 60 GHz data-plane to the 2.4/5 GHz
band for data transmission, when a 60 GHz link is not available.
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Figure 6.2: Signal coverage comparison at 2.4 GHz and 60 GHz.

6.2. Indoor networks based on the combination of
WiFi and 60 GHz

In this section we analyze and motivate the choice of a hybrid 2.4/5 GHz and
60 GHz network architecture by discussing the capacity and coverage limitations
of 2.4/5 and 60 GHz signals, respectively. We illustrate that 2.4 GHz and 60 GHz
systems are complementary in terms of coverage and capacity, and explain how
the proposed CogCell architecture enables the interplay of both to provide a
seamless multi-Gb/s indoor wireless connectivity.

Complementarity of 2.4 and 60 GHz
Fig. 6.2 depicts the coverage of 2.4 GHz and 60 GHz signals in an indoor envi-
ronment with dimension 40 m×40 m and internal walls shown in the figure. We
employed Radio-wave Propagation Simulator (RPS) [75] to generate the heat-
map of the coverage provided by 2.4 GHz and 60 GHz transmitters. We placed
three antennas transmitting at 2.4 GHz and 18 antennas (one in the every room)
transmitting at 60 GHz. The position of the transmitters corresponds to the
centre of the red circles. RPS uses ray tracing to determine the coverage in the
indoor area. To calculate the signal power, reflections up to second order are
considered and all the antennas are assumed to be omnidirectional. The trans-
mission power of antennas is 10 dBm. It is clear that three antennas operating at
2.4 GHz are sufficient to cover the whole area. On the other hand, at 60 GHz ev-
ery room needs a dedicated 60 GHz antenna. A significant fraction of the 60 GHz
signal power is absorbed by the walls. This is illustrated by the black ellipses
over the blue colored areas in Fig. 6.2.
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Figure 6.4: Cogcell architecture exhibiting the interplay of 2.4 and 60 GHz frequency bands.

Fig. 6.3 compares the maximum data rates promised by different WLAN
standards operating in the 2.4/5 GHz and 60 GHz frequency bands. Even though
IEEE 802.11n and IEEE 802.11ac use very sophisticated PHY layer techniques
such as MIMO, MU-MIMO, channel bonding, and frame aggregation at the MAC
layer, the expected data rate is much lower compared to what can be achieved
at the 60 GHz frequency band.

It is evident that the 2.4 GHz and 60 GHz signals complement each other in
terms of capacity and coverage. The capacity of 60 GHz signals is at least ten
times higher than the 2.4 GHz systems. Thus a hybrid solution, involving 2.4 GHz
transmission assisting the 60 GHz devices can be very effective. Almost every
consumer electronic device, such as smartphones, tablets, laptops, cameras, etc.,
is equipped with WiFi and this trend is expected to continue. Hence, assistance
of 2.4/5 GHz band for 60 GHz communications seems a pragmatic solution.

6.3. Hybrid 2.4 and 60 GHz WLAN Architecture
In order to create a hybrid architecture, there can be two types of solutions:
(i) utilizing the existing 2.4 GHz WiFi and IEEE 802.11ad, and modify them ac-
cordingly; or (ii) a new system other than IEEE 802.11b/g/n and IEEE 802.11ad.
The former category is more likely to succeed as a majority of wireless communi-
cation devices are already equipped with IEEE 802.11b/g/n. Hence we propose to
use WiFi as a supportive technology to control the 60 GHz network. One WiFi
AP covers several 60 GHz APs and hence, several 60 GHz APs are controlled
(medium access control, device discover and mobility management, etc.) by a
single WiFi AP. This is the basic idea behind the proposed CogCell architecture.
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Figure 6.5: Sequence diagram of dual band transmissions in the Cogcell architecture.

Fig. 6.4 shows the conceptual diagram of a CogCell architecture. One 2.4/5 GHz
AP covers all 60 GHz coverage area. Further, every area separated by walls has a
60 GHz PCP/AP (802.11ad APs are called PCP/APs) dedicated for high speed
data transmission. In a smaller indoor environment such as a small home, a
single 2.4/5 GHz AP can be sufficient to provide the coverage but if the indoor
area is large (e.g., big office, shopping malls or airports), multiple 2.4/5 GHz APs
would be needed to cover the complete area. Moreover, when areas are separated
by walls, they always require a separate 60 GHz PCP/APs.

In the proposed CogCell architecture, device discovery, association and chan-
nel access requests are transmitted over 2.4/5 GHz channels, while data is trans-
mitted over 60 GHz channels. If a device wants to transmit data, it first sends its
request using the 2.4/5 GHz frequency band. Thereafter, the appropriate 60 GHz
AP is directed to provide the high speed data transmission. IEEE 802.11ad
PCP/APs are tri-band devices, hence WiFi AP can communicate with 60 GHz
PCP/AP over 2.4/5 GHz. Fig. 6.5 provides the schematic of the packet trans-
missions in the CogCell architecture.

6.4. Advantages and Challenges of the Hybrid Ar-
chitecture

In outdoors, LTE is a better choice than WiFi to support the 60 GHz mmWave
small cells because it provides a better coverage (longer range) than WiFi [76].
However, in indoor environments, WiFi is more suitable instead of LTE due to the
prevalence of WiFi networks over licensed LTE cells and the potential blockage of
LTE signals by the outer walls of the buildings. The propagation of LTE signals
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Table 6.1: MAC parameters used in the numerical evaluations.

Parameters Typical values Parameters Typical values
Control frame
transmission rate

1 Mbps Retry limit[2.4 GHz] 5

WiFi data rate 54 Mbps CWmax[60 GHz] 16
SIFS[2.4 GHz] 10µs CWmax[2.4 GHz] 256
SIFS[60 GHz] 3µs RTS 20 Bytes
Slot time[2.4 GHz] 20µs CTS 14 Bytes
Slot time[60 GHz] 5µs ACK 14 Bytes
DIFS[60 GHz] SIFS + Slot

time
PHY Header 16 Bytes

DIFS[2.4 GHz] SIFS +
2×Slot time

MAC Header 24 Bytes

RIFS 30µs WiFi data 1024 Bytes
CWmin[60 GHz] 8 Association request 1024 Bytes
CWmin[2.4 GHz] 32 Association re-

sponse
16 Bytes

Retry limit[60 GHz] 5 Sector sweep and
feedback frame

1024 Bytes

in indoor environment is highly dependent on the building materials and signals
can get severely attenuated. Furthermore, a WiFi control-plane is more suitable
for indoor mobility management because of its localization capabilities which are
accurate up to a few meters [77]. It also helps in handovers between 60 GHz
APs, where room level positioning accuracy is required. Let us now discuss the
advantages and challenges of interplay between WiFi and 60 GHz as follows.

6.4.1. Advantages of the hybrid architecture
Firstly, isolated (behind the walls) 60 GHz APs still facilitate a seamless WLAN
experience to the indoor users. Secondly, device discovery and association are
easily performed over 2.4/5 GHz. As users move from one room to another room,
they are still covered by the same 2.4 GHz AP. Thirdly, information sent over
the 2.4 GHz channel helps in 60 GHz beamforming procedure using the location
based beamforming. It has been demonstrated in [78, 26], that it is possible to
infer the direction of 60 GHz transmissions using the 2.4/5 GHz transmissions
that can reduce the link setup overhead by avoiding exhaustive beam search-
ing. Instead of using the two-level exhaustive beam searching specified in the
IEEE 802.11ad, devices estimates the approximate directions of each other us-
ing 2.4/5 GHz frames and narrow down the beam-search space. Generally, 2.4/5
GHz communications (IEEE 802.11n, IEEE 802.11ac) employ multiple anten-
nas through which the approximate direction of arrival can be obtained. Using
this rough estimate of direction of arrival, the search space of exhaustive beam
searching for 60 GHz is reduced.
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Figure 6.6: Average device discovery vs number of devices.

To assess the improvement in device discovery, we used MATLAB for numer-
ical evaluations. We considered an indoor scenario of four rooms with a central
2.4/5 GHz controller and four 60 GHz PCP/APs capable of 2.4/5 GHz transmis-
sions. The devices are uniformly distributed throughout the indoor area. We
assumed that devices can infer the rough sector estimates using 2.4 GHz trans-
missions employing the mechanism proposed in [26]. In our evaluation, sector
level beamwidth of all the devices and PCP/AP is assumed to be 60°. Further
it is assumed that the traffic on WiFi band only consists of the 60 GHz discov-
ery frames. We used Bianchi’s [18] model to calculate the packet transmission
collision probabilities. All the simulation parameters are listed in Table 6.1.

Fig. 6.6 shows results for the WiFi assisted device discovery mechanism. The
results are compared with the standalone 60 GHz directional device discovery
scheme proposed in [79]. It can be observed that the WiFi assisted scheme is
nearly 150% to 300% faster than the 60 GHz directional device discovery scheme.
The results also show the effect of signaling overhead due to the 2.4 GHz control
frame transmissions which is obtained by including the time required for trans-
mission of extra WiFi frames needed for communications between central WiFi
controller and the tri-band 60 GHz PCP/APs. Apart from a faster device discov-
ery, the CogCell architecture can also reduce the channel access delay because a
device can place the data transmission request over 2.4/5 GHz channel whenever
it wants. It does not need to wait for the alignment of its antenna array with that
of the PCP/AP. On the other hand, in sectorized MAC protocols such as IEEE
802.11ad, a device has to wait for channel access if the 60 GHz AP is serving a
different sector other.
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6.4.2. Challenges of the hybrid architecture

The hybrid 2.4/5 GHz and 60 GHz network has many challenges also. The num-
ber of WiFi devices in indoors is rapidly increasing due to the increased use
of WiFi in consumer appliances and smart home communication infrastructure.
Therefore, a large number of WiFi devices can hinder the control-plane communi-
cation meant for quickly accessing the 60 GHz data-plane. Hence it is important
to ensure that the 2.4/5 GHz control-plane does not become a bottleneck in ac-
cessing the 60 GHz channels. To address this issue, we propose to prioritize the
60 GHz channel access request frames over the usual 2.4 GHz frames. To do so,
we define two categories of frames sent over 2.4 GHz channel: (i) 60 GHz chan-
nel request frames which are given high priority, and (ii) usual 2.4 GHz channel
request frames by non-60 GHz devices. We assign different minimum and max-
imum contention window sizes, DIFS (distributed coordination function inter
frame space), SIFS (inter frame space) and maximum number of retransmissions
for these categories, which are shown in Table 6.1. The 60 GHz channel requests
are given high priority by selecting a smaller window size and reduced inter frame
spacings. A similar scheme is used in IEEE 802.11e [21], where traffic is classi-
fied in different access categories to provide the different quality of service to the
each access category. It is a well established fact that the traffic prioritization
schemes employing differential contention window sizes and inter frame spacings
can ensure a higher probability of success with a lesser channel access delay for
the high priority traffic class [21]. We used the analytical framework provided in
[21] to calculate the transmission probabilities and the medium access delays. To
analyze the proposed prioritization scheme, here, we also assumed a four room in-
door scenario with uniform device distribution and each room having one 60 GHz
PCP/AP. The ratio of 60 GHz devices to WiFi-only devices is assumed to be 1:4.

Fig. 6.7(a) and Fig. 6.7(b) show the MATLAB simulation results for the aver-
age channel access delays and transmission probabilities for both type of requests
using the CSMA/CA based medium access. It can be seen that a significantly
faster channel access and higher transmission probabilities can be guaranteed for
the 60 GHz channel requests comparing with that of the ordinary WiFi request
frames. This is because the reduced window size results in an increased trans-
mission opportunity and the smaller inter frame spacings ensures a collision free
transmission in CSMA/CA based channel access.

Another important challenge using multiple radios simultaneously is the in-
creased power consumption that can drain the batteries of the mobile devices.
Hence novel schemes are required to reduce the device power consumption. One
possible solution could be to turn on the 60 GHz radio only when data-plane
communication is required. Furthermore, the Cogcell architecture envisage data-
plane fallback to 2.4/5 GHz if the high speed 60 GHz links cannot be established.
This requires intelligent mechanisms to determine when the data-plane fallback
should be triggered as the 60 GHz link quality can frequently fluctuate due to
the multiple reasons such as antenna misalignment caused by user movement or
blockages due to obstacles.
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6.5. Conclusions
One of the main objectives of 5G networks is to achieve a 1000x increase in
the current network capacity to address the explosive growth of mobile data
traffic. The previous generations of communications (2G, 3G and 4G) did not
differentiate between indoor and outdoor environment and assumed the same set
of services for both. Since most of the high data rate applications such as HD
video streaming/conferencing and gaming are used indoors, it is expected that
the indoor traffic will overwhelmingly dominate ( 80%) the total data traffic in 5G
era. Since, 5G communications aim to use mmWave frequencies for multi-Gbps
wireless access, heavy attenuation of mmWave signals from building materials
requires a separate network design approach for indoor environments.

The massive available bandwidth in the unlicensed 60 GHz band makes it an
ideal choice for multi-Gbps indoor wireless access. However, providing a ’WiFi
like’ seamless indoor connectivity is still a challenge because every room or areas
seperated by walls require dedicated APs. These closely spaced behind the walls
APs remain isolated from each other as signals cannot penetrate walls. In this
chapter, we proposed CogCell, a novel indoor network architecture for indoor
communications that uses 2.4/5 GHz bands to control the 60 GHz APs. The
CogCell architecture envisages the interplay between 2.4/5 and 60 GHz bands
with a 2.4/5 GHz control-plane covering multiple 60 GHz APs supporting the
data-plane. The CogCell provides a seamless multi-Gb/s WLAN experience at
60 GHz frequency bands and reduces device discovery and channel access delays.
If 60 GHz links cannot be established, 60 GHz data-plane fallback to 2.4/5 GHz
is also provisioned. Since the standalone operation of 60 GHz wireless access
is not sufficient due to its poor coverage, we show that the 2.4/5 GHz assisted
60 GHz communications can be a potential alternative to leverage the multi-Gbps
capacity provided by 60 GHz frequency band. Moreover, the hybrid network
architecture also brings many new challenges. For example, the simultaneous
use of multiple radios would result in high power consumption that need to be
tackled. Furthermore, the coexistence with the IEEE 802.11 networks need to be
carefully considered when designing the functionalities of the control-plane and
data-plane.
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A 60 GHz Radio over Fiber

based Indoor Network
Architecture

In indoor environments, every room or area separated by walls requires at least
one dedicated millimeter wave (mmWave) access point (AP) due to the mmWave
signals’ inability to penetrate walls. This results in frequent handovers, causing
a lot of overhead, and high deployment costs. On the other hand, in the 5G
era, data traffic generated indoors is predicted to be about 80% of the overall
data traffic. Hence, cost effective and easily managed high speed indoor wireless
solutions are required.

As a solution, we propose in this chapter a 60 GHz wireless indoor network
architecture –employing radio-over-fiber (RoF) technology based implementation
of the cloud radio access network (C-RAN) [80] –called micro C-RAN (µC-RAN).
The purpose is to exploit the cost effective centralized baseband processing and
adaptive resource allocation capabilities of the C-RAN architecture. In this chap-
ter, we discuss in detail the requirements and research challenges for various sys-
tem modules such as remote beamforming and medium access mechanisms and
the corresponding solutions provided by the µC-RAN architecture. We also in-
vestigate the feasibility of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol for the proposed
µC-RAN architecture, considering both carrier-sensing multiple-access with col-
lision avoidance (CSMA/CA) and fixed time division multiple access (TDMA)
schemes. We show that the throughput performance of the CSMA/CA based
channel access is highly dependent on the fiber length as compared to the TDMA
based channel access. We show that the µC-RAN architecture provides a seam-
less 60 GHz multi-Gbps wireless connectivity with adaptive capacity allocation
capability due to the provision of a centralized network management. The cen-
tralized baseband processing leads to simple APs resulting in a cost effective
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network deployment and energy efficient operation.

7.1. Introduction
The 60 GHz signals’ inability to penetrate walls requires line-of-sight (LOS) com-
munication [31]. Therefore, indoor areas separated by walls require the installa-
tion of multiple APs to provide an uninterrupted coverage. Further, due to the
limited coverage of 60 GHz signals, the overlapping area among 60 GHz APs is
very small. This triggers frequent handovers when a user moves from the coverage
area of one AP to the one of another AP. The frequent association and disassoci-
ation with APs results in a significant loss of data and thus a degraded quality of
experience for the user. To make network management easy, a centrally managed
network architecture with simple APs (cost effective) is highly desirable. Such
an architecture can provide smooth handovers and optimize the bandwidth and
energy resources in response to change in traffic demand. The C-RAN architec-
ture has emerged as one of the most promising centralized network architectures
because it enables efficient baseband processing and dynamic resource allocation
in ultra-dense small-cell deployment. The concept of C-RAN is inspired by the
centralized cloud principle where storage and computing resources are shared
to ensure efficient utilization of the available resources. Similarly to the cloud
principle, C-RAN offers centralized baseband processing (BBU) for many remote
radio heads (RRHs) to increase the energy efficiency and allow lower hardware
investment. Here RRHs are similar to the traditional BSs, but with reduced
functionality. Since RRHs are centrally managed, adaptive resource allocation
and coordinated scheduling leads to enhanced spectral efficiency. We conclude
that C-RAN architecture is an attractive alternative for the 60 GHz wireless local
area networks because:

(i) It provides centralized baseband processing leading to simpler (inexpen-
sive) APs resulting in a reduced CAPEX. Further, the energy efficient BBU
operations result in a reduced OPEX.

(ii) It is capable of adaptive resource allocation as the centralized BBU can
allocate resources (baseband processing, capacity, etc.) on-demand based
on the dynamics of traffic in time and space.

(iii) The centralized network management facilitates smooth handovers among
closely spaced APs.

The radio over fiber (RoF) technology is seen as an attractive option to implement
the C-RAN based architectures due to the cost effective centralized baseband
processing and the provision of relatively simple transceiver modules coinciding
with the main objectives behind the C-RAN network architecture [81, 82, 80]. In
RoF systems, radio signals are transmitted over fiber by modulating the optical
carrier with the radio signals [83, 84]. All the functioning related to the radio
access control, signal generation, distribution and baseband processing is done
in a centralized point. The simple remote radio units (RAUs) installed at the
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remote locations, e.g., in every room, demodulate (optical-to-electrical conver-
sion) the RoF signals and transmit the radio signals. The proposed µC-RAN
architecture employs RoF to realize a cost effective multi-Gbps 60 GHz wireless
indoor network. Our contributions in this chapter are the following:

(i) We propose a network architecture for 60 GHz indoor radio access. We
describe in detail the function of each of the system modules such as signal
generation, the wireless access interface and the network management.

(ii) Considering the use of directional antennas at 60 GHz frequency band, we
propose a novel true-time-delay (TTD) based beamforming module that
can be remotely configured.

(iii) We investigate the applicability of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol in the
proposed architecture and establish the impact of the fiber length on the
performance of the CSMA/CA and TDMA based medium access schemes.

7.2. Related work
C-RAN has the potential to increase both the energy and the spectral efficiency of
mobile networks [80]. There are many alternatives available to connect the BBUs
with RRHs (fronthauling) such as existing copper cables, wireless fronthaul at
microwave frequencies, optical fiber and recently mmWave wireless. However, it
has been argued that optical fiber and mmWave wireless are future-proof fron-
thaul candidates, due to the high bandwidth [80, 85]. Since mmWave signals
cannot penetrate walls, optical fiber is the only choice for high speed in-building
signal distribution making RoF-based implementation a suitable candidate for
a centrally managed indoor network. There are many articles available in the
literature on RoF technology for the mmWave frequency bands [86, 87, 88, 89].
The majority of these papers focus on wireless service delivery for long distances
emphasizing the physical (PHY) layer. A novel 40 GHz frequency band RoF ar-
chitecture is proposed in [86]. It integrates optical and wireless signal delivery.
Techniques for remote radio signal generation, up-conversion and wavelength di-
vision multiplexing (WDM) are presented. A hybrid star-tree based network
architecture is proposed in [88]. It incorporates WDM for optical carrier and
sub carrier multiplexing for radio signals. In [89], authors have evaluated the
performance of IEEE 802.15.3c Physical layer modulations and coding schemes.

Some researchers have investigated the use of popular MAC protocols in the
WLANs. In [90], the performance of an RoF network employing IEEE 802.11a/g
MAC is investigated and the feasibility of 802.11a/g in an RoF network was
demonstrated using an experimental setup. In [91], an indoor network architec-
ture based on RoF technology is proposed. In [92], the performance of ETSI
HiperLAN/2 and IEEE 802.11 is examined. It is also shown that centralized
MAC protocols are better suited for RoF indoor networks. All these works sum-
marized above provide standalone and isolated analysis either at the medium
access control (MAC) layer or PHY layer. Further, the impact of directional
antennas on the network building blocks is not considered ehich is an important
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Figure 7.1: A schematic of µC-RAN architecture.

factor in 60 GHz communications. On the other hand, we provide a unified view
of the 60 GHz RoF indoor/hotspot network architecture. The unified view means
we simultaneously consider the physical layer, medium access control and network
architecture aspects rather than the standalone perspective at each layer.

7.3. System architecture
Fig. 7.1 shows the schematic diagram of a µC-RAN indoor network architecture.
The centralized home communication controller (HCC) is responsible for radio
access control, signal generation, distribution and processing. It corresponds to
the BBU of the C-RAN architecture. HCC monitors the communication needs of
the wireless devices spread over the indoor area and takes care of setting up the
communication links with these devices through the radio access points (RAPs).
Here, a RAP corresponds to the RRH part of the C-RAN architecture. Every
room or partition has at-least one RAP, which provides wireless connectivity
to all the devices in its coverage area and is connected to the HCC through an
optical fiber via the optical network Nodes (RNs). In the next section, we provide
a detailed description of the different system modules of the proposed µC-RAN
architecture.

7.4. HCC, RAP and RN: structure, functions and

requirements
The HCC acts as a central control and management unit while the RN and RAP
perform the functions of the remote control unit and the radio access point. The
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detailed functions of HCC, RN and RAP are elaborated in the following section1

Figure 7.2: An illustration of µC-RAN building blocks.

7.4.1. Home communication controller (HCC)
The HCC performs network management, routing, switching, baseband process-
ing and up-conversion and finally modulates the 60 GHz RF signal on an optical
carrier. The main function of the HCC is to reconfigure the transparent fiber
network for these RF signals (see Fig.7.2). Since the RF signal up-conversion
is accomplished at the HCC, the proposed architecture falls in the category of
analog ROF systems. On the other hand, the RF up-conversion at the RAP falls
in the category of digital RoF which is mainly suitable for long distance RoF
communications [95].

7.4.2. Radio Access Point (RAP) and Reconfiguration Node
(RN)

The reconfigurable node (RN) and remote antenna point (RAP) are principally
depicted in Fig.7.2. The RN performs wavelength selection and beam-steering (by
introducing phase differences) while the RAP performs optical-to-electrical (O/E)
conversion and transmits the radio signal. The RN is defined as a remote unit to
configure the RAP. Its main functions are control signal detection, processing and
wavelength insertion. The control signals are used to transmit the commands to
the RN for dynamic reconfiguration of wavelengths. The feedback control signals
(uplink), e.g., to convey status information, are also sent back to the HCC via
the RN. Apart from the wavelength reconfiguration, the RN would also support
the control signal delivery for the antenna array in order to allow beam-steering
and beam-forming.

The main components of the optical interface for control signal delivery (de-
tection and insertion) between HCC and RN are an asymmetric splitter, a se-
lecting filter (optional) and a low-speed optical detector (photo-diode). The
optical-electrical (demodulation of RoF signal) conversion is realized by using a

1This section is a joint effort by the SOWICI project partners from TU Eindhoven, TU Delft
and UTwente. The main contributions are provided by TU Eindhoven and can be found
in[93, 94]. It is kept in this thesis provide a complete overview of the proposed architecture.
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photo-diode. For uplink transmission, the wireless signal is received by an an-
tenna array and is then down-converted and, via an optical modulator, converted
from electrical to optical. The modulated optical signal is then transmitted back
) to the HCC. In the practical case, the RN and RAP are placed in the same
location and thus can be integrated.

7.4.3. Beamforming and beamsteering
Radio beams can be steered by phased array antennas where controlled differ-
ences in the phases between the radio signals radiated by the antenna elements
determine the shape and direction of the beam. For this, accurate and tunable
shifting of phases needs to be accomplished. This is particularly challenging when
large bandwidth mmWave radio signals, with complex modulation formats, are
involved and when fast beam steering is required. Traditionally, beamforming is
realized by electronic circuits. A time delay or phase shift can be realized at differ-
ent stages [96]. The radio frequency (RF) beamforming realizes beamforming at
RF frequencies and is done fully in a analog way [97]. Another emerging technique
for beamforming is to use optical circuits. Beamforming by optical techniques
is achieved by deploying bulky dispersive fiber delay lines [98], and dispersive
micro-ring structures [99] that deal only with 1-dimensional beam steering.

In case of broadband 60 GHz communication, electronic beam steering is not
the best option as the phase shifter circuitry highly depends on the signal fre-
quency [98]. A large bandwidth signal may result in beam squinting caused by
frequency dependent behavior of the phase shifter circuitry. Further, control-
ling the beam-steering from the HCC in electronic beamforming is a difficult
task, requiring strictly synchronized control signals. Apart from the dynamic
capacity allocation capability, the simplicity of the RAPs is considered to be
the most important feature of the RoF architectures. However, beamforming
modules increase the complexity of 60 GHz RAPs significantly. Hence, it is im-
portant to have the beamforming done in such a way that the RAPs are kept sim-
ple. Therefore, we adopt optical phase shifters for beamforming in the µC-RAN
architecture. We use a true-time-delay (TTD) based beamforming [100, 101]
which exploits the wavelength-dependent dispersion property of fiber to steer
the antenna beams in different directions. By employing TTD beamforming,
beam steering can be remotely controlled from the HCC by changing the optical
wavelengths thus resulting in a simpler RAP module by avoiding extra control
signaling requiring strict synchronization.

Fig. 7.3 shows the schematic diagram of a TTD beamformer. When the RoF
signal impinges on the arrayed waveguide gratings (AWG), delays are introduced
∆τ which depend on the wavelength of optical RoF signal. In Fig. 7.3 we can
see that RoF signals with wavelengths λ1, λ2, λ3 and λ4 are subject to different
delays ∆τ , 2∆τ , 3∆τ and 4∆τ , respectively. RoF signals follow a path with
specific delay ∆τi depending on the wavelength of the signal. The beam steering
angle θi, due to the specific time delay among array elements, is given by,

θi = sin−1(
c.∆τi

d
) (7.1)
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Figure 7.3: TTD beamforming block diagram

here c is the speed of light and d is the spacing among antenna elements. The
delay ∆τi = D.Li.∆λ depends on the dispersion introduced by the fiber length
where D is the dispersion coefficient of fiber, Li is the length of the path tra-
versed by the RoF signal of wavelength λi, and ∆λi is the free spectral range of
the AWG. We show an illustration using MATLAB (see Fig. 7.4) to depict the
working principle of the TTD beamforming. It is assumed that an 8-elements
antenna array is mounted on the ceiling at 4 m height. The antenna main lobe
is assumed to be Gaussian and the transmit power is 10 dBm. We used three
different wavelengths, λ1=1540nm, λ2=1545nm, and λ3=1550 nm, considering
a 5 m×4 m room and calculated the received signal power along a line going
through the center of the room for three different wavelengths. Please see [94] (a
publication by the TU/e SOWICI project partners) for the detailed description
of the proposed TTD beamforming. It can be seen from Fig. 7.4 how the change
in the wavelength of the RoF signal can steer the radio beam into different di-
rections. Using different wavelengths result in peak power at different locations
in the room.

We conclude that the optical TTD beamforming is a promising solution for
remotely steering the radio beams and for decreasing the complexity of the RAPs.
It can also be employed in 5G networks using mmWave radio frequencies where
centralized base-band processing is much needed for closely spaced mmWave base
stations. Apart from the feasibility of steering radio beams remotely from the
HCC, the TTD beamformer provides squint-free beam steering as the steering
angle θi in Eq. 7.1 is independent of the radio signal frequency. This is a desired
characteristic as 60 GHz signals have a large bandwidth, e.g., IEEE 802.11ad
specifies four channels in the 60 GHz band and each of them is 2.16 GHz wide.
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Figure 7.4: Illustration of received power along a line passing through the center of the room
for different wavelengths λ1=1540 nm, λ2=1545 nm, and λ3=1550 nm.

7.5. Functional management and communication
protocol stack

The HCC contains the control plane functions for optimizing the µC-RAN com-
munication infrastructure with respect to service demands, load balancing and
energy consumption. The most important function of the control plane in the
proposed 60 GHz RoF architecture is to remotely configure the antenna array of
the RAPs to create a beam in the desired direction. In case of the proposed TTD
beamformer, it can be obtained by appropriate wavelengths selection. From the
wireless access perspective, medium access is also facilitated by HCC. Standards
such as IEEE 802.15.3c [5] and IEEE 802.11ad [7] have defined MAC protocols
for short range communications at 60 GHz. Because IEEE 802.11ad is backwards
compatible with 802.11a/b/g/n, creating the opportunity of fast session transfers
between the 2.4/5 GHz and 60 GHz frequency bands, it is preferred over IEEE
802.15.3c. IEEE 802.11ad has proposed three PHYs: a Control PHY with data
rate 27.5 Mbps, SC PHY (data rate) and OFDM PHY with peak data rates up
to 7 Gb/s.

As explained in Chapter 2 ( Section 2.3), the IEEE 802.11ad defines a Per-
sonal Basic Service Set (PBSS) which is the operating area of the network formed
by 60 GHz wireless stations (STAs). One of the STAs in a PBSS works as the
PBSS control point/Access Point (PCP/AP) to coordinate the channel access
among STAs. Timing in the IEEE 802.11ad is based on beacon intervals (BIs)
set by the PCP/AP. The detailed description of the BI was presented in Chap-
ter 2 (Section 2.3 and Fig. 2.3). The data transfer interval (DTI) part of the BI
consist of: contention-based access periods (CBAPs) and service periods (SPs).
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The CBAP part employs CSMA/CA based channel access while the SP part uses
TDMA based channel access mechanism. In order to incorporate standard wire-
less MAC protocols in the proposed RoF based architecture, it is necessary to
ensure that a smooth medium access is guaranteed. The PCP/AP located in the
HCC makes the whole indoor area one PBSS, and is responsible for the coordi-
nation amongst the devices in rooms and scheduling 60 GHz data transmissions.

7.5.1. The impact of fiber length

The channel access using CSMA/CA is more complex than the TDMA based
access as several IFSs, e.g., DIFS (distributed coordination function inter-frame
space), SIFS (standard inter-frame space), MIFS (minimum inter-frame space),
etc., are involved. One of the important factors determining the length of these
IFSs is the air propagation delay. In RoF networks, the fiber distribution network
introduces extra delays preventing the direct use of a wireless MAC protocol in
RoF networks. Hence, it is important to investigate the effects of extra delay
introduced by fiber on the performance of IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol.

As explained in the chapter 2, during the CSMA/CA based medium access,
if the channel is sensed busy, an STA freezes its backoff counters. But if the
channel is found to be idle for a DIFS duration, it resumes decrementing the
back-off counter and transmits the frame when the backoff counter reaches zero.
The IEEE 802.11ad DIFS duration ranges from 4.2 to 6.5 µs. For a distance of
10 m, the round-trip propagation time in the air(tprop) is 30 ns which is negligible.
But in the presence of fiber, the extra propagation delay has to be taken into
consideration. In order to allow CSMA/CA to work properly, either the max-
imum fiber length should be such that tprop does not exceed the DIFS period
or DIFS period should be modified. The speed of light in a fiber of refractive
index of 1.62 is 194.81m/µs. Thus, for a DIFS period of 4.2 µs, the maximum
allowable fiber length is 427 m to ensure that tprop is always less than the DIFS
duration. Otherwise DIFS needs to be increased by the extra delay. However, the
acknowledgment (ACK) timeout has to be always increased by the extra delay
introduced by the fiber network to avoid unnecessary retransmissions.

Considering the above modifications, we evaluate the normalized throughput
performance of the CBAP part and the data throughput of the SP part of IEEE
802.11ad. These are presented next as follows.

7.5.2. CSMA/CA based channel access

The normalized throughput during the CBAP periods employing CSMA/CA is
defined as the fraction of time that the channel is used to transmit payload suc-
cessfully. The channel access during CBAPs is provided in a sector-wise fashion,
where STAs in the kth sector compete for the channel time during CABPk. Let
Ti, Tc and TS represent the idle, collision and successful transmission durations,
respectively. And Pi, Pc and Ps be the idle channel, collision and successful trans-
missions probabilities, respectively. Let us represent normalized throughput of
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STAs in the kth sector by SCABPk
, which can be calculated as,

SCBAPk
=

PsE[P ayload]

PiTi + PsTs + PcTc
, (7.2)

where, E[P ayload] is the average size of a payload frame. The transmission
probabilities (Pi, Pc and Ps) and the normalized throughput (SCABP k

) are cal-
culated using the expressions derived in Chapter 2 (Section 2.4). Ti, Tc and TS

are calculated using IEEE 802.11ad specification and adjusted with the extra de-
lay introduced due the fiber length. The average normalized throughput SCABP

for one RAP is calculated as the average of that of all the RAP antenna sectors.

7.5.3. TDMA based channel access
Further, we evaluate the SPs throughput for the different ACK schemes and the
constant physical channel bit error rate (BER). Let the fixed BERs be phdr and
pdata for the header and data parts of a frame, respectively. ACK frames are
assumed to be sent at the header rates. If Lhdr, Lack and Ldata are the lengths
of base header, ACK and data, respectively. Then Psuc, the probability of the
successful transmission of a frame is expressed as [102],

Psuc = (1− phdr)(Lhdr+Lack) (1 − pdata)Ldata . (7.3)

Let SP throughput is denoted as SSP which is defined as the effective data rate
achieved at the MAC layer. Let Tavg be the average time taken in successfully
transmitting a frame after nr retransmissions. If ρ is the SP fraction of a BI,
then the average data throughput during SP (SSP ) is given by,

SSP = ρ
Ldata(1− (1− Psuc)nr+1)

Tavg
. (7.4)

Let Tsuc is the time of a successful transmission and Tfail is the time taken by
a failed transmission attempt, then the average time taken by a frame after nr

retransmission attempts is given by,

Tavg =

i=nr
∑

i=0

[Psuc(1− Psuc)i(iTfail + Tsuc) + (1− Psuc)nr+1(nr + 1)Tfail].

(7.5)

For the Immediate ACK (ImmAck) mechanism, Tsuc and Tfail are given by,
Tsuc−Imm = Tpre + Thdr + Tdata + Tack + 2SIFS + tprop and Tfail−Imm = Tpre +
Thdr + Tdata + RIFS + tprop. Here, RIFS is the retransmission inter-frame space
and tprop is the propagation delay given by tprop = tair + tfiber . If LF iber is the
length of fiber, tfiber is equal to LF iber/194.81 µs.

Other than the ImmAck, IEEE 802.11ad uses two more ACK mechanisms,
delayed ACK and block ACK denoted as DlyAck and BlkAck, respectively. These
acknowledgment mechanisms are depicted in Fig. 7.5 by showing the difference
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(a) Immediate ACK

(b) Delayed ACK with burst size K = 3

(c) Block ACK

Figure 7.5: The IEEE 802.11ad ACK mechanisms in RoF system

in the transmission of data frames and corresponding ACK frames. More details
about ACK schemes can be found in the IEEE 802.11ad [7]. In Fig. 7.5, F is the
extra delay due to the fiber distribution network.

Psuc, Tsuc and Tfail for Dly-Ack and Blk-Ack with burst size ‘K’ are given
by the following equations respectively,

Psuc−Dly−Ack = (1− phdr)
(KLhdr+LDly−Ack) × (1− pdata)KLdata . (7.6)

Tsuc−Dly = K(Tpre + Thdr + Tdata) + TDly−Ack + (K − 1)MIFS + 2SIFS + tprop.
(7.7)

Tfail−Dly = K(Tpre + Thdr + Tdata) + RIFS + tprop. (7.8)

Psuc−Blk−Ack = (1− phdr)
(Lhdr+Lsub−hdr+LBlk−Ack) × (1− pdata)KLdata . (7.9)

Tsuc−Blk = Tpre + Thdr + Tsub−hdr + KTdata + TBlk−Ack + 2SIFS + tprop.
(7.10)

Tfail−Blk = Tpre + Thdr + Tsub−hdr + KTdata + RIFS + tprop. (7.11)

7.5.4. Performance evaluation
We used MATLAB to evaluate the impact of fiber length on the throughput
of the CSMA/CA and the TDMA channel access assuming that devices in a
room are uniformly distributed in a circular area of 10 m radius around the RAP.
The values of PHY and MAC parameters are taken from the IEEE 802.11ad
standard [7]. The signal conversion times from electrical to optical and optical-
to-electrical domains are assumed to be negligible. For base header transmissions,
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Figure 7.6: CBAP throughput vs number of devices for different fiber lengths.

the common mode signaling rate (PHY data rate = 27.5 Mbps) is used. The IEEE
802.11ad MCS12 having PHY data rate of 4 Gbps is used for data frames which
uses 16-QAM modulation scheme with a code rate of 3/4. The data frame size
for CBAPs is considered to be 1024 Bytes while it is 2.5 KB for the SPs.

Fig. 7.6 shows the CBAP throughput for various lengths of fiber (300, 600
and 900 m). Since collisions of the simultaneously transmitted packets is the
main concern in CSMA/CA based channel access, we assumed perfect wireless
and fiber-optic channels. From Fig. 7.6 we can observe that in the presence of
fiber, CBAP throughput drops only by 2 to 3% when using a fiber of 300 m as
compared to when no fiber used. Such a drop is insignificant. Further, 4 to 6%
and 6 to 8% of decay in throughput is observed for fiber lengths of 600 m and
900 m, respectively. We have modified the values of DIFS, SIFS and ACK timeout
to accommodate the delay introduced by the fiber length, which is necessary to
ensure the the proper functioning of the CSMA/CA channel access. The decrease
in channel utilization with the increasing number of devices conforms the channel
contention observed in the CSMA/CA based access schemes. We can observe that
the behavior of CSMA/CA channel access follows the similar trend for each of
the different fiber length because IFs are modified according to the length of fiber.
If the extra delay caused by the fiber distribution network is not accommodated,
a high amount of packet collisions will result in unreliable transmissions and a
poor channel utilization.
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Fig. 7.7 shows the SP throughput for varying BERs for a fixed packet size of
20 Kb and fiber lengths of 0, 300, 600 and 900 m, respectively. Optical fiber is
assumed to be an ideal channel which is a reasonable assumption when compared
with a wireless channel. The data frame size during SP is considered to be 20 Kb.
A large frame size is chosen as compared to the CBAP channel access because
SP part is likely to be used for high data rate applications such as large file
transfer or uncompressed/HD video streaming. We have considered the block
of 8 frames for both the DlyAck and the BlkAck schemes. A continuous frame
arrival is assumed for both the DlyAck and the BlkAck schemes. When the BER
is between 10−4 and 10−2, BlkAck out performs all the other ACK mechanisms.
But, as soon as the BER reaches 10−2, throughput performance for all the ACK
mechanisms deteriorates very rapidly. This is because the error correction code
cannot correct the corrupted bits any more. Another important observation is
that the throughput curves of the BlkAck and DlyAck for different fiber lengths
are very close while the throughput curves of the ImmAck are well separated
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Figure 7.7: SPs throughput vs BER for different fiber lengths and ACK schemes.
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from each other.
Fig. 7.8 shows the SPs throughput for a fixed BER=10−3, varying fiber length

from 0 to 600 m, and different ACK mechanisms. We consider BER=10−3 be-
cause according to Fig. 7.7, this value of BER falls in the region where stable
performance is achieved, a further increase in the BER results in sudden through-
put deterioration. For the fixed BER of 10−3, BlkAck gives the best performance
amongst all the ACK mechanisms. The ImmAck obtains the least throughput
because for each frame using the ImmAck mechanism, an ACK frame is sent. The
BlkAck and DlyAck throughputs are less affected as compared to the ImmAck
when fiber length is increased because an ACk frame is sent only after K data
frames.

From Fig. 7.7 and Fig. 7.8 we can see that the fiber length has more influence
on the CSMA/CA based channel access as compared to the TDMA based channel
access. This is because of the several inter-frame spaces (DIFS and SIFS) involved
in the channel sensing and smaller packet size which results in a large amount of
channel time wasted in idle listening. As the modifications in IFs are dependent
on the fiber lengths, it is difficult to fix standard values for these. The large
standard IFs may lead to under utilization of wireless channel if distance from
HCC to RAP is small. On the other hand, if small IFs may lead to improper
functioning of medium access mechanism. Hence tunable MAC protocols are
required that can self-adjust the IFs based on the fiber length to ensure the high
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channel utilization and proper functioning of the wireless MAC protocols in RoF
systems.

7.6. Conclusions
For ultra-dense small cell deployments, the C-RAN architecture looks promising
due to its ability to increase both the energy and the spectral efficiency. Since
indoor mobile data traffic will overwhelmingly dominate the total data traffic in
the 5G era, cost effective and easily managed indoor network architectures are
needed. In this chapter, we proposed µC-RAN, an indoor network architecture
for 5G communications which consists of 60 GHz wireless access and an RoF
based centralized signal distribution network. Our main goal was to exploit
the advantages of the C-RAN network architecture for indoor communications
and provide a unified view of the RoF based implementation of the scaled-down
version of the C-RAN architecture for the indoor communication infrastructure.

We discussed the various requirements of the proposed µC-RAN architecture
and provided a unified perspective of physical layer, medium access control and
network architectures rather than the standalone and isolated analysis of each
layer. Complete system modules were defined and their functionalities and re-
quirements were analysed. We proposed to utilize TTD-based beamforming for
remotely steering the radio beams which simplifies the radio access points em-
ploying directional antennas. Finally, we evaluated the performance of the IEEE
802.11ad MAC protocol in the proposed network architecture. It was shown
that by adopting some changes in the MAC protocol parameters, IEEE 802.11ad
can be used in the proposed architecture. We believe that 60 GHz communi-
cation will play an important role in 5G networks where µC-RAN architecture
addresses the challenges of short range multi-Gb/s connectivity in ultra-dense in-
door/hotspot environments. Although RoF based network architecture enables
smooth network management and flexible resource allocation, the use of wireless
access protocols require adaptation of various protocol parameters that are highly
dependent on the fiber lengths. We believe that the MAC protocols in which
MAC parameters can be self-tuned to the fiber length without the interventions
of operators are highly needed to enable the RoF based network architecture a
reality.





8
Conclusions

The availability of enormous bandwidth in mmWave frequency band has the po-
tential to support the unprecedented growth in mobile data traffic in the coming
years. Recent developments in the semiconductor technology have made it pos-
sible to manufacture low cost, highly efficient, and low form factor transceivers
for mmWave communications. Thus, the time has come to reap the benefits of
the availability of large amounts of spectrum in this band. The necessary use of
directional antennas and the susceptibility to line-of-sight blockage poses many
challenges to the medium access control (MAC) and network layers. These chal-
lenges force a rethinking of the design choices for the MAC protocol and the net-
work architecture. In this dissertation we specifically focused on these challenges
in the 60 GHz band, and proposed solutions for them. We evaluated the perfor-
mance of our proposed solutions using the IEEE 802.11ad standard MAC and
Physical Layer specifications. Though we specifically used the 60 GHz frequency
band, since we abstracted the physical properties – antenna gain, beamwidth
and the wavelength-dependent path loss – the proposed solutions can be easily
extended to other mmWave bands such as the 28–30, 38–42, and 78—80 GHz
bands. Let us first recapitulate our journey so far picking up the pebbles of our
contributions followed by vistas for future.

8.1. Recapitulation
We started with the analysis of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol and inves-
tigated the impact of beamwidth on the throughput and packet delay of the
contention based access mechanisms. We have shown that the beamwidth of
access points (AP) can effectively control the collisions in the contention-based
medium-access. Further, we investigated the trade-offs arising due to the high
gain of narrow beamwidth antennas and the corresponding beam alignment and
beam searching overheads. We showed that how a judicious selection of the
beamwidth can optimize the link capacity. We have also proposed a simple but
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very effective beam searching mechanism that results in a massive decrease in
the beam searching overhead. Further, we delved into the network architecture
aspects and proposed a hybrid network architecture consisting of 2.4 or 5 GHz
control plane and a 60 GHz data plane for indoor hotspot environments. The
proposed architecture aims to complement the enormous capacity in the 60 GHz
band with the excellent coverage provide by the 2.4/5 GHz signals. We have also
investigated the performance of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol in 60 GHz
radio-over-fiber (RoF) networks. To circumvent the frequent link outages due
the misalignment between transmit and receive antennas, caused by movement
of users, we envisage to exploit the motion sensors that are part of the most of the
mobile devices. We show that by predicting the next location of a mobile device,
proactive beam switching can be performed to maintain the beam alignment and
avoid loss of performance. We now proceed to summarize the key contributions
of this thesis.

8.2. Contributions

8.2.1. Optimizing design parameters of MAC

In the existing wireless access technologies such as WiFi and LTE, all the devices
that are registered with a particular access point (AP) or base station (BS) can
instantly compete for the channel resources due to the omni-directional transmis-
sion and reception. However, this is not likely to be the case in mmWave wireless
systems due to the use of directional antennas. To ensure a successful transmis-
sion, it is necessary that the transmit and receive antenna beams pointing in the
desired directions. In infrastructure mode, this leads to the sectorization of the
area served by an AP/BS such that devices in a particular sector communicate
with the AP/BS at a predefined time, resulting in complex medium access pro-
cedures. This is also evident from the hybrid MAC protocols specified in the
standards, IEEE 802.11ad and IEEE 802.15.3c, that rely on both random access
(CSMA/CA) as well as fixed access (TDMA) mechanisms. This makes the per-
formance evaluation of the MAC protocol difficult and requires new analytical
models that can accommodate these features. We considered the IEEE 802.11ad
MAC protocol and proposed a thorough framework for performance evaluation,
which considers all the provisions.

We used a three dimensional Markov chain based model that takes into ac-
count both the contention and the fixed access periods used in the hybrid MAC
mechanism. We have shown that directional antennas bring an extra degree of
freedom in terms of beamwidth, in optimizing the throughput and delay perfor-
mance of the CSMA/CA based channel access. We showed that the appropriate
selection of sector-beamwidth can contain packet collisions in the CSMA/CA-
based channel access resulting in a significant improvement in throughput and
delay performance. Our proposed adaptive beamwidth-selection scheme main-
tains a stable throughput performance when the number of users increases by
taking advantage of this extra degree of freedom.
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8.2.2. Trade-offs in mmWave directional links
The gain of a directional antenna is inversely proportional to its beamwidth. This
leads to a common assumption that the quality of a link using narrow beamwidth
transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) antennas would always outperform that of a
wider beamwidth. However, narrow beamwidth directional links require a strict
alignment of Tx and Rx beam directions. A small misalignment of Tx and Rx
antenna can result in link outage. Further, if very narrow beamwidth antennas
are employed, the beam searching mechanism consumes a significant amount
of channel time. Therefore, the beam -misalignment and -searching overheads
limit the actual data transmission capacity in highly directional mmWave links.
We provided a novel capacity model that considers tradeoffs in highly directional
mmWave links considering Tx-Rx beamwidths, beam searching overhead, antenna
misalignment and allocated slot duration.

Our analysis provided important insights into the behaviour of directional
mmWave links. We have shown that the beam searching overhead and antenna
misalignment can reduce the link capacity by an order of magnitude if extremely
narrow Tx-Rx beamwidths (1° to 5°) are used. We therefore concluded that using
narrow beamwidth not always results in a better link quality and that the Tx-Rx
beamwidths must be carefully chosen to exploit the full potential of mmWave
communications. We also used commodity IEEE 802.11ad hardware to measure
the re-beamforming time when link alignment is disturbed. Our measurements
have shown that it takes considerable time (100 ms–300ms) for an IEEE 802.11ad
link to regain its alignment once it is disturbed. Hence, efficient beamforming
is needed to realize mmWave-based mobile networks in 5G communications. In
our analytical framework, we have only considered the performance of a single
link. In case of multiple links operating simultaneously, a misaligned link could
become a source of interference to others and thus can have an adverse effect on
the spatial reuse in mmWave communication.

8.2.3. Fast beam setup and beam switching
Before establishing a multi-Gbps wireless link using narrow beams, the beam
setup procedure needs to be accomplished to determine the best transmit and
receive directions. The beam setup procedure involving exhaustive search over
the beam search space causes significant overhead. This is further exacerbated, in
case of mobile devices, by the beam misalignment caused by user movements re-
quiring frequent re-beamforming. Hence, it is important to have beam searching
protocols that minimize the searching overhead. We proposed a beam searching
protocol employing a decrease-and-conquer approach. This protocol outperforms
the 60 GHz IEEE 802.11ad beam searching protocol in terms of the required
number of training packets to find the best transmit and receive beam direc-
tions. Compared to the IEEE 802.11ad, the number of required training packets
is reduced by 60% for a 20° beamwidth and 85-88% for a 2°-5° beamwidth. We
have shown that the proposed mechanism is equally effective in reducing the
beamsearching overheads in both 2-D and 3-D beamforming systems. The fre-
quent re-beamforming not only results in high overhead but it may also lead to
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poor quality of experience (QoE). Hence, maintaining the Tx-Rx alignment is not
only important from the throughput perspective, but also from the perspective of
the QoE. We took the first step to incorporate motion sensor data to improve the
performance of directional mmWave links. We showed that by using commonly
available motion sensors in mobile devices (accelerometer, gyroscope and mag-
netometer), it is possible to predict the next beam sector required by the device
and perform proactive beam switching without disrupting the data transmission.

8.2.4. Network architecture
Many challenges need to be addressed from the network architecture perspective
due to the mandatory use of directional antennas and high attenuation caused by
obstacles in 60 GHz bands. Some of them are, fast network discovery and seamless
handovers among closely spaced AP/BSs. Providing guaranteed connectivity in
a dynamic environment would not only require new approaches for intelligent
path or relay selection in the mmWave bands, but also the support for fallback
to sub-6 GHz bands, given their excellent coverage compared to mmWave bands.
We have proposed a hybrid network architecture CogCell for indoor or hotspot
environments consisting of a 2.4/5GHz control plane and a 60 GHz data plane.
The provision of a data plane fallback to the 2.4/5 GHz band, when the 60 GHz
link becomes unavailable, has also been proposed. The CogCell architecture
promises easier network management, a more robust user experience and better
spectrum utilization by switching between the 2.4/5 GHz and the 60 GHz bands.
It results in a faster device discovery, leading to a speedy network association
and reduced latency in the medium access. We have also explored radio over
fiber (RoF) network architecture for indoor communications with a 60 GHz radio
interface. In mmwave communications, each indoor space requires a 60 GHz AP,
since communication across the wall is not possible due to the blockage. The
centralized baseband processing and network management capabilities offered
by RoF network architecture are well suited for 60 GHz communications. We
have investigated the performance of the IEEE 802.11ad MAC protocol for a
60 GHz RoF network architecture and pointed out the crucial constraints on
MAC parameters such as inter-frame spaces and acknowledgment time-outs.

8.3. Future research directions
This thesis investigated the impact of narrow beamwidth antennas on the be-
havior of mmWave links. We provided solutions for efficient medium access,
beamwidth adaptation, fast beam searching and robust network architectures for
mmWave communications focusing on the 60 GHz band. The first generation of
mmWave communication standards such as IEEE 802.11ad and IEEE 802.15.3c
targeted WLAN/WPAN applications in the 60 GHz band. However, recent stud-
ies have demonstrated the applicability of mmWave for cellular and wireless back-
and front-haul communications [8, 103, 104]. It has become clear that mmWave
communications will be an integral part of the future multi-radio access interface
to deliver multi-Gbps wireless access. However, there are still many challenges
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that need to be addressed. Let us briefly describe some of the important ones.

8.3.1. Joint optimization of mmWave wireless back/front-
haul and access network

Apart from the high data-rate access in small cells, the multi-Gbps wireless
transmission capacity makes mmWave communications an excellent candidate
for wireless backhaul and fronthaul connectivity [105, 9, 106, 107, 108]. In the
upcoming 5G networks 27.5–29.5GHz, 38.6–40GHz, 57–66 GHz, 71–86GHz and
81–86 GHz bands will be used for offering multi-Gbps wireless access both for
backhaul and fronthaul connectivity [10, 109, 110, 111]. This will require joint
optimization of last meter, backhaul and fronthaul for efficient spectrum utiliza-
tion, load balancing and the fulfilment of the latency requirements.

8.3.2. Beamforming architecture

Beamforming is essential to combat the high pathloss at mmWave frequencies. It
is easy to closely pack a large number of antenna elements to attain high antenna
gains in mmWave communications. The high bandwidth of mmWave signals and
a large number of antenna elements result in high power consumption, mak-
ing digital beamforming an unattractive choice[112, 113]. Although the analog
beamforming appears as a power efficient choice, it is not capable of providing
the spatial multiplexing gain and flexibility offered by the digital beamforming.
Recently, to exploit both the beamforming gain and the spatial multiplexing
gain, hybrid beamforming – a combination of analog and digital beamforming
– have been proposed [57, 58, 114]. The operating regime (bandwidth limited
or power limited) and the spatial correlation between antenna elements plays an
important role in deciding the splitting of antenna elements in hybrid beamform-
ing [115]. Hence further investigations into splitting of the antenna elements,
design of beamforming codebook and beam searching protocols are needed.

8.3.3. Reliable low latency high speed communications

Ultra-reliable and low-latency communication (U-RLLC) has emerged as an im-
portant 5G requirement, targeting communication and control in industrial man-
ufacturing, intelligent transportation, remote surgery, etc. Currently, LTE-A
is being investigated to support U-RLLC. However, some of these applications
would also require very high data rate communication. mmWave communica-
tions is therefore likely to become a natural choice to support wireless access for
high data rate U-RLLC [116]. Although mmWave can deliver very high data
rates, support for ultra-reliability and low latency requires further research, in
particular, to reduce MAC and beamforming delays and ensure coverage by an
AP or BS when required.
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8.3.4. Multi-connectivity and interworking of mmWave and
sub-6 GHz access technologies

The 5G air-interface will consist of multiple wireless access technologies operating
from sub-6 GHz to mmWave frequency bands [117, 118]. Both the sub-6 GHz and
the mmWave bands have licensed as well as unlicensed frequency bands available.
To exploit the full potential of the available spectrum, efficient interworking so-
lutions are needed [119, 120, 121, 122, 123]. Interworking of air-interfaces can
be mainly facilitated by two means: (i) offloading or fallback, and (ii) aggre-
gation. Offloading is the procedure of vertical handover among different radio
access technologies which is primarily aimed to de-congest the licensed frequency
bands. Fallback is also a vertical handover but it is initiated when it is difficult
to operate in a particular frequency band. This is particularly the case with
mmWave bands, when the bad channel conditions arise due to blockages and
support of a sub-6 GHz band is desired to maintain the connectivity. On the
other hand, aggregation aims to combine all the available frequency bands to
boost the data rate by providing simultaneous multi-band connectivity.

Currently, offloading in the sub-6 GHz band is facilitated between WiFi and
3G/4G access networks using the Access Network Query protocol(ANQP) pro-
vided by 3GPP and the Access Network Discovery Function (ANDSF) provided
by the Hotspot Alliance [124, 125]. Both of these offloading solutions work at
the core-networking (CN) and are referred to as loose coupling solutions as they
are outside the operator’s control and hence best suited for the best-effort traffic
offloading to WiFi. Since handover decisions are taken at the CN level, a long
handover delay is introduced. In particular, mmWave band APs or BSs would
have a small coverage area resulting in frequent handovers. This requires a radio
access network (RAN)-level coupling between different air-interfaces so that the
handover process can be expedited [126]. Further, the use of directional antennas
makes it difficult for a mmWave BS or AP to initiate the handovers. This would
also require a split control and data plane at the access-network level, which will
also facilitate efficient fallback when needed. Presently, LTE-A supports carrier
aggregation by combining contiguous as well as non-contiguous frequency bands
to boost the data rate. In the 5G multi-radio-access-technology environment, the
strongly different propagation characteristics of sub-6 GHz and mmWave signals
will require new solutions for efficient carrier aggregation.
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Propositions

accompanying the thesis

Towards Realizing 5G: Efficient Medium Access and
Beamwidth Adaptation in 60 GHz Communications

by

Kishor Chandra

1. Directional antennas provide an important degree-of-freedom, i.e., beamwidth,
which can be used to control almost everything in the directional net-
works [Chapter 2].

2. 60 GHz links using narrow beamwidths do not always result in the best
link capacity. It is important to consider the misalignment and searching
overheads [Chapter 3].

3. mmWave networks cannot stand alone, interactions with sub-6 GHz is a
must [Chapter 6].

4. 5G will end up as an urban communication system, aggravating the digital
divide.

5. A few vague ideas make a researcher, too many of them destroy him/her.

6. One of the biggest challenges for a PhD student is not-to-become a copy of
his/her advisor.

7. People who seek saints end-up being led by thugs.

8. Learning the art of accepting rejections and rejecting acceptances is essential
for a successful academic career.

9. Hypocrisy is best covered by morality.

These propositions are regarded as opposable and defendable, and have been
approved as such by the promoter prof. dr. ir. I. G. M. M. Niemegeers.
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